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Message from the General Chair

The Software Quality Days (SWQD) conference and tools fair started in 2009 and has
grown to be the biggest conference on software quality in Europe with a strong
community. The program of the SWQD conference is designed to encompass a
stimulating mixture of practical presentations and new research topics in scientific
presentations as well as tutorials and an exhibition area for tool vendors and other
organizations in the area of software quality.

This professional symposium and conference offer a range of comprehensive and
valuable opportunities for advanced professional training, new ideas, and networking
with a series of keynote speeches, professional lectures, exhibits, and tutorials.

The SWQD conference is suitable for anyone with an interest in software quality,
such as software process and quality managers, test managers, software testers, product
managers, agile masters, project managers, software architects, software designers,
requirements engineers, user interface designers, software developers, IT managers,
release managers, development managers, application managers, and those in similar
roles.

January 2017 Johannes Bergsmann
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Message from the Scientific Program Chair

The 9th Software Quality Days (SWQD) conference and tools fair brought together
researchers and practitioners from business, industry, and academia working on quality
assurance and quality management for software engineering and information tech-
nology. The SWQD conference is one of the largest software quality conferences in
Europe.

Over the past years, a growing number of scientific contributions were submitted to
the SWQD symposium. Starting in 2012 the SWQD symposium included a dedicated
scientific program published in scientific proceedings. For the sixth year we received an
overall number of 21 high-quality submissions from researchers across Europe, which
were each peer-reviewed by three or more reviewers. Out of these submissions, the
editors selected four contributions as full papers, yielding an acceptance rate of 19 %. A
further seven short papers, representing promising research directions, were accepted to
spark discussions between researchers and practitioners at the conference.

Main topics from academia and industry focused on systems and software quality
management methods, improvements of software development methods and processes,
latest trends and emerging topics in software quality, and testing and software quality
assurance.

This book is structured according to the sessions of the scientific program following
the guiding conference topic “Complexity and Challenges of Software Engineering in
Emerging Technologies”:

• Model-Driven Development and Configuration Management
• Software Development and Quality Assurance
• Software Quality Assurance in Industry
• Crowdsourcing in Software Engineering
• Software Testing and Traceability
• Process Improvement

January 2017 Stefan Biffl
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From Pair Programming to Mob
Programming to Mob Architecting

Carola Lilienthal(&)

WPS – Workplace Solutions GmbH,
Hans-Henny-Jahnn-Weg 29, 22085 Hamburg, Germany

Carola.Lilienthal@wps.de

Abstract. The real life of a developer is not about development – it is about
maintenance. Today typical programmers do not develop applications from
scratch but they spend their time fixing, extending, modifying and enhancing
existing applications. The biggest problem in their daily work is that over time
maintenance mutates from structured programming to defensive programming:
The code becomes too complex to be maintained. We put in code which we
know is stupid from an architectural point of view but it is the only solution that
will hopefully work. Maintenance becomes more and more difficult and
expensive.
In this paper, I will show you how pair programming, mob programming and

mob architecting help your team to avoid this apparently inevitable dead end.
These three levels of quality improvement start with programming in pairs
evolve to programming with the whole team (mob) and finally arrive at
improving the architecture with the whole team.

Keywords: Software architecture � Teamwork � Pair programming � Mob
programming � Quality improvement � Mob architecting

1 Introduction

Software systems are surely among the most complex constructions of humankind. It is
hardly surprising that software projects tend to fail and legacy systems stay untouched
because of the fear that they might fall apart when changed. The reasons why software
development and maintenance fail can come from various levels: the application area
and the organizations involved, the applied technologies, the domain fit of the software
systems, or even the qualification of users and developers. In this article, I will focus on
different techniques that can help development teams to reduce the technical debts of
the software architecture. If the whole team is aware of the architecture and potential
technical debts, the software architecture will stay maintainable and extendable with
steady costs over a long period.

Let us begin with the typical path that the software architecture of a system takes
and then discuss the techniques to prevent these dead ends.

© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
D. Winkler et al. (Eds.): SWQD 2017, LNBIP 269, pp. 3–12, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-49421-0_1
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1.1 From Structural to Defensive Programming

At the beginning of a software development project a team of experienced developers
and architects will contribute their best experiences and their collective knowledge in
order to design a durable architecture with a low level of technical debts. The term
“technical debt” is a metaphor Ward Cunningham coined in 1992 [1]. Technical debts
arise when developers and architects consciously or unconsciously make wrong or
suboptimal technical decisions. Later, this wrong or suboptimal decisions lead to
additional expenses and will delay maintenance and expansion.

Unfortunately, it is not enough to focus on this aim at the beginning of the project.
According to the motto: We’ll design a long-lasting architecture at the beginning and
then everything is and remains good. On the contrary, a development team will only
achieve a long living architecture if it constantly keeps an eye on the technical debts. In
Fig. 1, you see what will happen when you permit the technical debts to increase over
time or, which is much better, if the team is able to reduce them regularly [2].

Imagine a team that always evolves its system in releases or iterations. If we have a
quality-conscious team in action, every member of the team will know that they add
some new technical debt with each extension (yellow arrow in Fig. 1). During the
extension, this team is therefore already thinking about how it could improve the
architecture. Following the extension, the technical debt is then reduced again (green
arrows in Fig. 1). A continuous sequence of extensions and improvement emerges. If
the team follows this path, the system remains in a corridor of low technical debt.

If the team is not working in a steady sequence of renovations of the architecture,
the system’s architecture will slowly dissolve and maintainability deteriorates. Even-
tually the software system leaves the corridor of low technical debts (s. red rising
arrows in Fig. 1).

The architecture has eroded more and more. Maintenance and extensions of the
software are becoming more expensive to the point at which any change will be a
painful effort. In Fig. 1 the red arrows are getting shorter and shorter indicating this
circumstance. Per unit of time, the team will achieve less and less functionality, bug
fixes and adaptations to other quality requirements due to this increasing architecture
erosion. The team will become more and more frustrated and demotivated sinding

Fig. 1. Technical debts and architecture erosion (Color figure online)

4 C. Lilienthal
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desperate signals to project leadership and management. However, when management
hears these warnings, it will usually be too late.

If a team is on the way up the red arrows, the sustainability of the software system
decreases continually [3]. The software system will be prone to errors. The develop-
ment team will be said of being cumbersome. Changes that could previously be done in
two days, now will take twice or three times as long. Overall, everything will be going
too slowly. “Slow” is in the IT industry a synonym for “too expensive”. I agree!
Technical debts accumulate and with every change, you have to pay the interest on the
technical debts.

The path that leads out of this dilemma of technical debt is to improve the quality of
architecture retroactively. This enables the team to gradually bring back their system
into the corridor of fewer technical debts (see red arrows descending in Fig. 1). This
path is arduous and costs money – therefore, it is a good idea to install techniques that
keep a development team within the zone of low technical debts.

1.2 Uniform Structure and Guidelines

Software is in general hard to construct due to the immense number of elements needed in
a software system. In my experience, a smart developer is able to overlook about 30,000
lines of code while changing the source code and anticipate the impact of a change in one
place to the other parts of the code. Typically, operational software systems are much
larger. Their sizes ranges from 200 thousand to 100 million lines of code [2].

These numbers make clear that developers need a software architecture that pro-
vides them with two things:

• A uniform structure that helps developers to find their way through the existing
complexity

• Guidelines that restrict the design space and thereby give direction to the
development.

If developers have an overview of the existing uniform structure, they probably will
make changes to the software correctly. Guidelines will lead all members of the
development team into the same direction, while unknown parts of the software are
much easier to understand and comprehend. The software system will obtain its uni-
form structure. This uniform structure will be the basis of common understanding, so
maintenance and enhancements will be quicker and more consistent.

Of course, the architects need to document the uniform structure and the guidelines.
However, what may even be of higher importance is that all team members know and
understand the structure and guidelines. To achieve this, knowledge must be spread
throughout the whole team.

2 Spreading Knowledge in Teams

I frequently meet teams that keep their system’s architecture under control despite its
application area, its size or age. Enhancements and bug fixes are made in an acceptable
timeframe. New developers can understand the source code with reasonable effort.

From Pair Programming to Mob Programming to Mob Architecting 5
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Why are these teams different? How do they manage to live in peace with their
software architecture for a long time?

What I realize observing these teams is a heavy use of pair programming and mob
programming. With our own teams, we added another technique: mob architecting. In
the following, I will present these three techniques and describe the advantages and
drawbacks of each of them.

2.1 Pair Programming

Kent Beck proposed pair programming in 1999 as a technique of extreme programming
[4]. In pair programming, two programmers work together at one workstation. One, the
pilot, has control over the keyboard and writes code. The other, the so-called navigator,
reviews the work in progress and discusses his upcoming ideas for improvements and
future problems with the chosen solution. The two programmers switch roles contin-
ually (Fig. 2).

Pair programming has been evaluated in various scientific experiments [5]. The
quality of the code written in a pair is higher, with fewer bugs, better interfaces and less
redundancy. Moreover, it is frequently reported that programmers have a higher con-
fidence in their results and enjoy their work more with pair programming. As pro-
grammers report, this confidence and enjoyment mainly stems from the fact that as a
pair they can work more focused and effectively. The time wasted by doing more than
what is sufficient or unnecessarily switching tasks or being interrupted is noticeably
reduced.

In our teams, we have equipped our pair programming workstations with two
keyboards and two mice. This helps to prevent back pain, but poses a new problem:
Pilot and navigator have to be very clear about who is coding. If not, the navigator will
start annoying the pilot by interfering with his or her work (Fig. 3).

We have also done distributed pair programming. Two programmers, who were use
to work with each other in one place now were located in two different places.

Fig. 2. Pair programming

6 C. Lilienthal
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Nevertheless, they worked together sharing the screen and discussing their solutions
via VoIP services. This solution showed very good effects on team building in dis-
tributed teams, but only worked in our experience if the members of the pair had been
working together on-site before (Fig. 4).

Since the pilot in a pair has to explain his ideas and decisions to his counterpart
their understanding of the architecture will continuously be challenged. Through
programming in a pair, they will deepen and enrich their architectural knowledge of the
whole system. Especially if pairs are switch repeatedly, the team members will dis-
tribute their knowledge continuously.

Spreading the knowledge and thereby easing incorporation of new team members
or overcoming the loss of experienced team members is a big advantage of pair
programming. However, the knowledge is distributed on a rather low level, such as by
documentation in code. If the task of each pair is fixing a bug or implementing a new
feature. The system’s architecture will come rarely into focus. Maybe the pair will
discuss the architecture but on a local level within the pair and they have no means to
visualize the architecture while programming.

Fig. 3. Pair programming with double equipment

Fig. 4. Pair programming in different locations

From Pair Programming to Mob Programming to Mob Architecting 7
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2.2 Mob Programming

Mob programming expands the idea of pair programming to an entire team. The whole
team works together on one task, with one (active) keyboard and one large screen
(usually a projector) at the same time. It is a kind of full-team pair programming [6].

Just as in pair programming, a pilot will use the keyboard and write the code while
constantly explaining what he or she is doing. The rest of the team will observe the
work in progress and discuss with the pilot upcoming ideas for improvements and
potential problems with the solution chosen. As in pair programming, the pilot role is
rotated regularly. There are different rotation strategies: ping-pong-pairing means that
one pilot writes a failing test and then passes the keyboard to the next pilot who fulfills
that test and writes a new failing one before passing on the keyboard. Timer pairing is
another strategy where a timer organizes the rotation [6] (Fig. 5).

Up to now, no scientific experiments have been conducted showing the usefulness
of mob programming. Therefore, only experience reports of the advantages of mob
programming exist. The teams using mob programming claim that they have achieved
the maximal possible throughput for their team. Typing obviously is not the bottleneck
in software development. The real cost factor is solving the problem with all the cycles
of revision and rework typically involved [7].

Mob Programming addresses all these time-consuming issues. Working with all
experts on one task is the best and quickest way to finish it. All the knowledge needed
is available and the energy of the whole team focuses on one problem. This is the main
advantage over pair programming, while all the other advantages of pair programming
are also valid for mob programming: fewer bugs, higher quality in code and design and
less redundancy.

Fig. 5. Mob programming

8 C. Lilienthal
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In our company, we have one team who has started to practice mob programming
in their daily work. They have reached the conclusion, that mob programming is the
best solution for crucial new features and refactorings that will affect fundamental parts
of the architecture. Our team calls this kind of changes “heart surgery”. The whole team
in a mob always works on these far-reaching tasks. Their goal is to bring together the
knowledge of the entire team and to spread the solutions and decisions within the team.

In summary, mob programming takes pair programming one-step further. But still a
team only sees the architecture through the code. With mob architecting, this drawback
can be finally overcome.

3 Mob Architecting

With mob architecting, the concept of mob programming is taken to a different level.
Supported by a consultant and a tool to visualize the architecture the whole team can
discuss and improve their system’s architecture in a very focussed and holistic manner.
How does this work?

Initially, the tool for architecture visualization is loaded with the source code of the
system. There are various tools available for architecture visualization and refactoring:
for example Lattix, Sonargraph, Sotograph, Structure101. Since these tools are tools for
experts, an eternal pilot who has a lot of experience in using the chosen tool typically
drives a mob programming session [2].

The external pilot is conducting the development team through the process of
mob-architecting (Step 1 to Step 4 in Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Mob architecting with the whole team

From Pair Programming to Mob Programming to Mob Architecting 9
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3.1 Inspecting the Source Code (Step 1)

The first step is to analyze the source code in order to find the mapping of source code
to architecture. Tools for architecture visualization can visualize the structures found
within the source code and within the build-process tools, such as classes, directories,
packages and build units. If the architecture is important for the development team, the
main architecture should be detectable in these source code structures and build
structures. Build units, packages, or directories should represent technical layers or
domain modules.

In Fig. 7 (left side), the source code of an open source java system is presented by
the tool Sotograph. The circles represent packages, the triangles represent files and the
green arcs represent dependencies. Arcs on the left side of the vertical denote depen-
dencies that go downwards. For example, within the package “plugin” there is a class
that needs functionality from a class in the “net”-package. The arcs on the right side of
the vertical denote dependencies that go upwards. For example, in the package “util”
you will find one or more classes that need functionality from classes in the packages
“entities”, “controllers” and “security”. All the circles (packages in this case) that are
marked with a plus contain other packages or classes. The package at the bottom “com.
frovi.ss.Tree” is opened completely, showing four classes belonging to this package [2].

3.2 Modeling the Architecture (Step 2)

The second step of mob architecting (s. Fig. 6) is to model various architecture views
onto the source code. On the right of Fig. 7, the architecture has been modeled onto the
source code. In this case, the architecture is a technical layering composed of four
layers “App”, “Service”, “Entities” and “Util”. Within each layer, there a several
modules. The layer “App” contains the modules “managementtool”, “plugins” and
“applications”. The layers “Service” and “Util” consist of several modules as well,
while “Entities” just has one module with the same name. These modules correspond
nicely to the packages in the package tree on the left side of Fig. 7. This is not always
the case and modeling the architecture (step 2 in Fig. 6) is time-consuming.

Figure 7 also shows that the three of the four technical layers, namely “App”,
“Service” and “Util” do not exist in the package tree. The knowledge about these layers

Fig. 7. Source code structure and modeled architecture

10 C. Lilienthal
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exists only in the documentation or in the brains of some members of the development
team. Missing matches like this will usually emerge during mob architecting. Then, the
team will start to learn about their architecture. New members of the team will begin to
catch the overall idea. Old members will be discussing their different ideas about the
architecture.

3.3 Inquiring (Step 3) and Collecting (Step 4) Refactorings

In Fig. 7 (right side), some red arcs are shown. These arcs are depicted in red, because
these dependencies violate the technical layering. Some classes from the module “util”
in the layer “Utils” need some functionality from classes in “Entities” and “Service”.
Inspecting these red arcs and defining refactorings for these violations is the third step
of mob architecting shown in Fig. 6.

The violation between the layer “Service” and “App” will serve as an example to
understand how a violation can be refactored. Figure 8 left and right show a filtered
view of the source code. Only the classes involved in the violation are visible.
Therefore, only some packages are shown and not all their content is displayed.

In Fig. 8 (left side) you can see three classes from the package “org.infoglue.
cms.controllers.kernel.impl.simple” that cause the violation (red arc) from the module
“controllers” to the module “applications”. They all call one method in the class
“VisualFormatter.java”. The line within the three controller classes perform the fol-
lowing call:

value = new VisualFormatter().escapeHTML(value);
Since the whole functionality of VisualFormatter is more like a utility than like an

application functionality, the team decides that VisualFormatter should belong to the
“Util” layer and not to the “App” layer.

The right side of Fig. 8 shows this refactoring. VisualFormatter has been moved
to the “Util” layer and the violating dependencies are gone. Of cause, this refactoring
is only done virtually in the tool and it is obviously a very simple refactoring.

Fig. 8. Violation and refactoring for a very simple problem

From Pair Programming to Mob Programming to Mob Architecting 11
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No classes have to be redesigned and reimplemented. More complicated refactorings
cannot be resolved by moving a class in the tool, but will lead to implementation work.
As the final step 4 of the process of mob architecting (s. Fig. 6), the external pilot
documents the refactoring on a flipchart or a whiteboard.

This process of modeling architecture, inspecting and collecting violations is an
iterative process which is repeated several times during mob architecting. Not only the
technical layering but also the segmentation of the system into domain modules and the
use of patterns can be analyzed. Examinating different architectural views with the
entire team stimulates discussion and helps the team inspecting their system quickly
and on a high level.

Finally, the collected refactorings are prioritized and the improvements of the
software architecture will be scheduled for the subsequent iterations.

4 Summary

In this paper, I have shown how pair programming, mob programming and mob
architecting can help your team keeping their system’s architecture in good shape
without technical debts. Three levels of quality improvements have been presented and
the value of each of these techniques have been discussed. Applying these techniques
to development teams can help them improving their overall understanding of their
software architecture and spark architectural discussions. More information on the
various techniques of mob architecting can be found in my book “Langlebige Soft-
warearchitekturen” an English version is in preparation.
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Abstract. Traceability between artefacts from different domains (e.g. require-
ments management or test data management) is important in the software
development process. Therefore modern application lifecycle management
solutions support traceability links between these artefacts. But the support of
traceability links into the source code is still very rudimentary or does not exist
at all, although the source code is of central importance. Traceability links
between artefacts in a repository and source code can break very easily when
changing the text. To solve this problem we store the source code as Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) in a repository. A special editor for the source code, which
supports refactoring, makes robust traceability between the AST artefacts and
other artefacts possible. The repository provides the version history of all AST
artefacts including their traceability links for a better understanding of changes
over time. This paper introduces an implementation of such a system based on
Eclipse.

Keywords: Traceability � Fine grained software configuration management
system � Abstract syntax tree

1 Introduction

The importance of traceability between development artefacts created during the
software development life-cycle is well understood and incorporated in numerous
software development standards [1]. Traceability, in particular requirements trace-
ability, has received quite a lot of attention from the research community [2–7].
Traceability links from the requirement into the source code are crucial and can help to
answer among others the following questions [6]: Where can I find the source code,
which implements this requirement? Do all functional requirements have a concrete
implementation? Why has this source code been developed? But not only requirements
traceability requires links into the source code. There are more important use cases:
Which defects have been fixed in this “if-statement” in the source code (Change
Management)? Where can I find the source code for the automated tests which verify
this requirement (Test Data Management)? Is there any additional documentation or a
UML diagram for this class available (Design and Documentation) [8]?

Some commercial application lifecycle management solutions (e.g. Polarion Soft-
ware [9] or Rational Team Concert [10]) integrate several domains in one application
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and in one repository. These applications support the creation of traceability links
between artefacts of different domains e.g. between test data management and
requirement management. But the support of traceability links into the source code is
still rudimentary. Very common is the possibility to link a requirement to a set of source
code files which has been changed for the requirement. At most traceability links to
classes [7] are supported. The reason is that the smallest unit stored in the source code
configuration management systems is a file which usually contains a class. A traceability
link into the text is difficult to maintain because by changing the text the link can break.

A Java class contains fields and methods. A method contains statements like a “for
loop” or an “if statement”. At least for all of these artefacts traceability links should be
possible. In addition the expectation towards a software configuration management
system is that the complete history of these artefacts including the traceability links can
be retrieved. Fine granular traceability links are needed because of the following
reasons:

• The traceability between a test case and a method of a unit test in the source code is
important because of the following reason: If the test case is linked with a
requirement (test case tests the requirement), it is possible to find all test methods in
the source code which verifies a certain requirement.

• Usually not only one requirement is implemented in a Java class. This would be too
restrictive. Different methods might be linked to different requirements. Over time
after several changes and refactorings (for example moving statements to another
class) there is the need for traceability links between requirements and single
statements otherwise we would lose the information why this statement has been
developed.

• The software developer is not only interested in the last reason for change of the
statement but also the developer wants to know all requirements and defects which
caused a statement to be changed over the complete history regardless of how often
the statement has already been moved in the source code between different classes
and methods.

• Documents (e.g. an activity diagram or an image) which are linked to only parts of a
class can provide additional information for a better understanding of the source
code. For example a presentation explaining an algorithm can be linked to the “for
loop” which implements the algorithm.

In order to support this kind of fine granular traceability links into the source code and
to benefit from the links the following concepts are needed:

1. A consistent metamodel which allows us to define traceability links between dif-
ferent artefacts and the source code. This can be achieved by defining a metamodel
for the source code.

2. An editor which allows us to change the source code without losing the traceability
links into the source code.

3. Very good support for creating and maintaining the traceability links to keep
expense low for the developer.

4. Visualization of the traceability links during the development of the source code in
the source code editor.
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These concepts have been implemented in a prototype called Morpheus. Morpheus is
an extension for the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) [11]. We did
not want to develop a new IDE and therefore one major goal was that the software
developer still can use all the powerful features of a standard IDE including the
management of the projects and the Java editor.

2 Metamodel

For all domains in the software development process it is useful to define a metamodel
with meta classes like requirement, test specification, test case, or ticket and traceability
links between these meta classes. Often the following two solutions are used to store
traceability links from the artefacts of these domains into the source code:

1. The full qualified name for example in Java the package name, class name and the
method name are stored with the artefact. If the developer for example renames the
method, all traceability links to this method have to be searched and updated. This
can be quite expensive and complex. Also it is not possible to store links to source
code which does not have an explicit name for example a “for loop” or an “if
statement”. As well it is difficult and costly to follow the link from the source code
to the artefact.

2. The directory name, the file name and the line number are stored with the artefact.
But this information is only valid for a certain version of the file (which also has to
be stored with the artefact) because with every change in the file the line number
can get invalid. So, we can only follow the traceability link to a certain version of
the file in the history and actually we have no information where the link points to
in the current version of the file.

Surely it would make a lot more sense if everything including the source code could
be defined as one consistent metamodel. Then all traceability links could be handled
in the same way whether the traceability link points into the source code or not. The
solution is to integrate the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of Java into the entire
metamodel. The complete model including all requirements, test cases, tickets and all
AST artefacts can then be stored into one data backbone. The goal is to define one
metamodel for all aspects of the software development process with traceability links
between the meta classes. The links are bidirectional and can be traced with little
effort.

For Morpheus we used the Meta Data Framework (MDF) of PREEvision [12–14].
MDF is based on the OMG’s Meta Object Facility (MOF) Standard [15]. MDF pro-
vides an editor for defining the metamodel and to generate the Java source code for the
model. We also use the data backbone of PREEvision to persist the model. The client
of PREEvision is based on Eclipse and so several plugins of PREEvision are used to
load and store the model and to visualize the model in the graphical user interface. Also
parts of the metamodel of PREEvision are reused (e.g. requirements or tickets).
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2.1 Metamodel Generator

The Java AST metamodel can be derived from the Java Language Specification of
Oracle [16]. By doing this manually many errors can creep into such a metamodel. To
avoid this we developed a metamodel generator, which allows us to generate a MDF
metamodel from the Backus-Naur Format (BNF).

Eclipse has a lot of functionality regarding parsing and processing of Java source
code. Eclipse provides a Java AST and an AST parser, which creates an AST from a
source code file. To use these and other functions, it is beneficial if the metamodel is
very similar to the Eclipse AST. Therefore we extended the metamodel generator so
that it is also possible to process the Eclipse Java AST classes as input and to generate a
suitable metamodel. With this additional feature of the generator it is now possible to
use the MDF metamodel with the Eclipse functionality.

2.2 Traceability into the Source Code

In the first version of Morpheus we have considered the following use cases in the
metamodel.

Test Data Management. The TestSpecification describes how functional require-
ments must be tested in order to ensure the quality of the software (see Fig. 1). It is
created in natural language regardless of the test implementation. Typically, the Tes-
tItems include different use cases and they are linked to the corresponding Require-
ments and Tickets.

A Ticket can be a change request or a defect. To ensure that a defect will not
reappear in the next releases and to increase the test coverage of the automated tests it
makes sense to create a test for a defect. A Requirement represents not the complete
requirement specification but only one single requirement within a specification. The
requirement has to be specific and it is written in natural language. Usually the
requirement is a functional requirement which can be expressed directly in source code.

Fig. 1. The metamodel for test data management
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The Requirements can be hierarchically structured in requirement packages which build
up a complete requirement specification.

Test implementations are provided for the specified test items, which can be brought
to execution. A test implementation is a manual test which is executed by a human
tester (TestCaseManual) or an automated test (TestCaseAutomatic). The automated
tests can then be linked to a compilation unit (e.g. unit test class) or a method of a
compilation unit. The meta classes CompilationUnit and MethodDeclaration are AST
artefacts. The MethodDeclaration is contained below a CompilationUnit. If the soft-
ware developer renames or moves a test method to another unit test class the trace-
ability link to the test case and therefore also to the Requirement or Ticket survives. The
TestCaseAutomatic is linked to the CompilationUnit or theMethodDeclaration because
the complete test class or the test method can be executed during automated test
execution.

Traceability links can be traced in both direction and so it is possible to find all
automated test code for a requirement or ticket and it is possible to see which
requirement or ticket is tested by a certain test method or test class.

Requirement and Change Management. The meta class ASTNode is the base class
of all AST artefacts in the metamodel (see Fig. 2). When the developer changes the
source code, already existing AST artefacts are changed or deleted and new AST
artefacts are created. This set of AST artefacts is put into the ChangedArtefactSet which
is connected to a Requirement or Ticket. Therefore traceability between the reason for
change (requirement and ticket) and the changed source code is possible in both
directions.

With every change of an AST artefact a traceability link to a requirement or ticket is
created. There can be more than one requirement because the source code can be
relevant for different requirements. For the requirements all test methods can be
identified. All this information together (source code – requirement – test method) can
be used to determine which automated tests should be executed when source code
(AST artefacts) has been changed. This test selection strategy can be very useful during
Continuous Integration (CI) to determine which automated tests shall be executed for
the committed source code [17].

Documentation. The source code can be documented by comments in the source code
text. But the software developer can only use characters. Some formatting is possible
with HTML tags but editing is difficult. It is not possible to use images, diagrams,

Fig. 2. The metamodel for requirement and change management
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spreadsheets, or presentations. Traceability links between any kind of document con-
taining documentation for the source code and the source code itself is a substantial
improvement. Design documents can also be linked to all relevant AST artefacts.

The metamodel of MDF has the special meta class called FileAttachment which
makes it possible to store files with the model in the data backbone (see Fig. 3). The
meta class FileAttachment supports any document format, e.g. WinWord, Powerpoint
or Excel document. The file attachment can be placed in a SourceCodePackage or in a
FileAttachmentPackage contained in a SourceCodePackage independent from the AST
artefacts. The software developer can then link the file attachment with any AST
artefacts via the meta class ModelContext to express the relevance of the file attachment
for this source code. Additional documentation stored in a FileAttachment can be
useful for any AST artefact for example a class, a method, a statement or a field
declaration. Moving the source code to another class will not break the traceability link.

2.3 Implications of the AST Model

The following implications have to be considered when using an AST model instead of
text.

1. For editing the AST model we need a special AST editor. It is not possible to
convert the AST into text and to change the text in any text editor and to convert the
text back to an AST because then we could lose traceability links to the source code
(for more details see next section). Therefore we need a special text editor or a
complete new AST editor.

2. The syntax of Java can change with every new Java version and so a new meta-
model is needed for a new Java version. The source code of Java 1.8 cannot be

Fig. 3. The metamodel for documentation
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stored in the metamodel for Java 1.7. Usually the changes are backwards com-
patible so that the source code must not be changed and a migration of the model
via a model to model transformation [18] is not necessary. The metamodel will only
be extended.

3. Whatever the user enters in the editor must be convertible to an AST so that it can
be stored in the model. Therefore it is not possible to store certain kinds of syntax
errors in the model.

4. If the user temporarily comments source code out e.g. for testing purpose, trace-
ability links could get lost. It is of course possible to save the comment in the AST,
but the original AST artefacts with possible traceability links are then deleted. After
removing the comment and thereby restoring the original source code the AST
artefacts are newly created without any traceability links. For such a use case a
special support is needed. Here is potential for improvement for Morpheus.

3 Java Editor

A special Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) editor is needed for editing the AST model. The
Java Editor of Eclipse is very powerful with many functions like syntax highlighting,
code assistant, quick fix, integrated debugging and more. So, we wanted to reuse this
editor and only extend the functionality for editing the AST. We call this editor “Java
AST Editor”.

The input and output of the Java editor is text. Therefore the AST has to be converted
to text before editing and the text has to be converted to an AST after editing. Thereby
the following problem has to be solved (shown as an example for renaming a method): If
the developer renames a method and saves the source code in the AST model, a new
method declaration is created and the existing method declaration is deleted including all
traceability links to this method. During saving it is impossible to know whether the
developer has renamed the method or deleted a no longer needed method and created a
new one. This is determined by how the user has changed the text: The developer
changes the name of the method in the text or the developer deletes the text of the method
and starts writing a new method. Therefore we have to keep track of the AST artefacts in
the text. This is accomplished by the following features of the Java AST Editor:

• During opening the Java AST Editor the AST artefacts from the model are con-
verted to text. For each AST artefact the start position and the length in the created
text is determined and stored in the editor as mapping information. So, the editor
knows for each position in the editor which AST artefacts are located on this
position.

• If the developer enters new characters or deletes characters, the start position and
length of the AST artefacts have to be corrected. If the changed text is located at the
position of the AST artefact, the length has to be corrected. For all other AST
artefacts behind the changed position, the start positions have to be adapted.

• If the developer moves text in the editor (e.g. per drag and drop), removes text via
the clipboard command cut or adds text via the clipboard command insert, the start
position and length of all relevant AST artefacts have to be adapted.
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• If the developer copies source code text into the clipboard via the clipboard com-
mand cut, not only the text itself is put into the clipboard but also all AST artefacts
contained in the text and their start positions and lengths. If the developer pastes the
text back into the editor, the developer can decide whether only the text or the AST
artefacts shall be used. In the first case new AST artefacts are created. In the second
case the list of AST artefacts stored in the editor is updated with the information
from the clipboard. So, it is possible to move source code from one class to another
without losing any traceability links to the moved AST artefacts.

When the text of the editor is saved, the text is converted back to AST artefacts.
These AST artefacts are then merged into the model. Why cannot the new created AST
artefacts from the editor just replace the original AST artefacts in the model? The
reason is that the AST artefacts from the editor do not have any traceability links which
might exist in the model and these traceability links have to be merged. MDF provides
a powerful merge engine which is used for this purpose. The merge engine uses the
mapping information of the editor (the AST artefacts from the model and their current
position in the current text) so that the AST artefacts from the editor can be matched to
the AST artefacts in the current model and so a merge can be executed. The AST
artefacts in the current model are then modified during the merge.

With the Java AST Editor the developer can just edit the source code as before
without knowing that the source code is stored as AST artefacts in a model. But the
Java AST Editor cannot really know what the developer intends to do. Does the
developer want to modify a method although the developer deletes the text of the
method and creates a new one with the same name? Does the developer want to create a
new method although the developer just changes the name of the method? So the
developer must be aware that AST artefacts with traceability links are edited and the
developer must understand when a method will be created, changed or deleted: As long
as the developer is not deleting the text of the method and is only changing text, no new
method is created and the current method will be changed. With this knowledge the
developer can change the text in the proper way according to his or her intentions.

Via the clipboard it is possible to copy source code. In this case new AST artefacts
are created. The developer can decide whether to take over the traceability links from
the copied source code or not.

4 Traceability Link Creation and Visualization

In the first version of Morpheus the focus was on supporting the software developer for
traceability link creation and visualization. For the roles test manager, product manager
or project manager additional functionality and additional reports are possible and
useful.

4.1 Test Data Management and Documentation

Traceability Link Creation. PREEvision provides a view called “Model View”
(1) (see Fig. 4) which shows all artefacts of the currently loaded model. This view is
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integrated into the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The Java AST
Editor (2) knows for every cursor position the corresponding Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST) artefact. Therefore drag and drop into the editor or out of the editor is possible.

If the developer wants to document that the newly created method “testView-
SourceCodeLink” verifies the requirement “Source Code Linked Artefacts View”, then
the developer drags the requirement from the model view into the editor and drops it
onto the method (a). Alternatively the developer can also drag the text with the name of
the method onto the requirement in the model view. It is also possible to use the
“Outline” view (3) as drop target or as a starting point of a drag and drop operation.
After dropping the requirement on the test method declaration Morpheus creates
automatically a test specification (if not already existing), a test item and a test case in
the model and links all the artefacts including the method declaration. Of course the
developer can also use an existing test item or test case for the drag and drop operation.

A similar drag and drop operation can be executed with the file attachment with the
difference that the file attachment can be dropped on any AST artefact and not only on
a method declaration (b). Again both directions from model view into the Java AST
Editor or from the Java AST Editor into the model view are possible.

Traceability Link Visualization. For the traceability link visualization in the
Java AST Editor the marker functionality of Eclipse has been used. The traceability
link markers are shown in the “Source Code Linked Artefacts” view (4) and on the
marker bar (5) in the editor area (see Fig. 4). By double clicking on a traceability link
marker in the view the according source code text is highlighted and the linked artefact
in the model view is selected. By clicking on the icon in the marker bar a list of all
linked artefacts is displayed in a popup window and a tool tip for each artefact provides
additional, detailed information (see Fig. 5). Double clicking on the linked artefact in
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Fig. 4. Support of drag and drop to create links
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the popup window selects the artefact in the model view and in the case of a file
attachment opens the file in the according editor.

The relevant information (requirement, ticket or document) for the method or the
current line of source code is directly available without switching to a different
application and without searching for the information. The deletion of a traceability
link can be done via a context menu in the “Source Code Linked Artefacts” view.

4.2 Requirement and Change Management

Traceability Link Creation. For the traceability between requirement and the source
code implementing the requirement, links are needed between these artefacts. Similarly
traceability links can be created between tickets and the changed source code which
solves the ticket. Morpheus handles requirement and ticket equally. So, in this section
the term requirement can also be replaced by ticket.

The effort to link these artefacts can be enormous if it is done after the development
task has already been finished. The best time to create this traceability link is during the
commit of the changed source code [7]. The commit stores the changes in the data
backbone and makes them available for all users. The developer has to provide the
reason for change by selecting the requirement which can be done in the commit
dialog. Additionally a commit comment can be entered. If the developer works in
parallel on several requirements, the developer has to select more than one requirement
and has to decide which changed AST artefact belongs to which requirement. This can
also be done in the commit dialog.

Mylyn [19] is used to simplify this task for the developer. Mylyn is a task man-
agement tool for software developers integrated into Eclipse. The tasks are usually
imported from an application lifecycle management repository. In our case each
requirement or ticket in the model represents a task and they are imported into Mylyn if
these artefacts are assigned to the current developer. The developer can activate a task in

Fig. 5. Popup window showing linked requirements
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Mylyn at the beginning of his or her work. Mylyn keeps then track of all touched
artefacts by creating a context for this task. During the commit Morpheus retrieves this
information fromMylyn (each task with its touched artefacts) and determines the correct
mapping between requirements and the relevant changed AST artefacts. If the developer
uses Mylyn then there is no additional effort during the commit of the source code.

With every commit of source code a ChangedArtefactSet is created with the fol-
lowing information: author, date of commit, commit comment and all changed AST
artefacts. Morpheus links the ChangedArtefactSet with the selected requirement or
ticket.

Traceability Link Visualization. Eclipse provides the functionality to display an
annotation bar in the editor area. In the Java editor this annotation bar is used to show
information about the last modifications in the source code. This information is
retrieved from the Software Configuration Management (SCM) system. Besides the
author and the change date also the commit comment is displayed in a popup window.
The color of the annotation represents the author (different colors for different authors)
or the date (newer changes are displayed in a lighter color).

For Morpheus the annotation bar has been modified in such a way that the necessary
information is now retrieved from the model. The traceability link from the source code
to the requirement or ticket can now be used to retrieve title and content of these
artefacts which are displayed in the annotation bar (1) and in a popup window (2) in
addition to author, change date and commit comment (see Fig. 6). Different colors are
used for different requirements or tickets.

The annotation bar of the Java editor can only show information about the last
modification for a line in the source code text. Although it is possible to compare two

1

2

Fig. 6. Annotation bar showing history information of AST nodes
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arbitrary file versions from the history, a single AST artefact in two versions cannot be
compared. Eclipse is not able to find the matching AST artefacts because position
and/or name in the file might have changed. A typically use case is the following: the
developer wants to know when, why and who has changed the “for loop” in the last
two years. By comparing different versions of the file the developer can try to find the
“for loop” in the older versions of the file which can be very time-consuming and
difficult. If the “for loop” has been moved from one file to another file then the
developer has to check all committed files to find the “for loop”. The more changes
(beside the change in the “for loop”) have been made in the different versions of the file
the more difficult it is to find the relevant source code text.

Morpheus knows the exact history of any AST artefact because not only the latest
version is stored in the data backbone but also every committed version can be
retrieved from the data backbone. Via the context menu in the annotation bar or directly
in the editor the developer can receive detailed information about the history of an AST
artefact (see Fig. 7). In the popup window every commit, where the AST artefact has
been changed, is displayed in a list (in this example for the “return” statement) with the
information who has changed it and when was it changed. A tool tip window contains
information about the linked requirements and tickets with the reason for change.

Two entries in the list (two versions of the AST artefact) can be selected and can
then be compared. For this the complete compilation unit, where the AST artefact is
contained, is loaded from the data backbone and converted to source code text for both
selected versions. The source code text can then be displayed in the compare editor of
Eclipse. If the AST artefact has been moved from one compilation unit to another, two
different compilation units are loaded and compared with the AST artefact in two
different versions.

5 Related Work

5.1 Fine-Grained Version Control Systems

All major and popular version control systems can only manage coarse grained data
chunks (files). But there are several research projects in the field of fine-grained version
control systems (for example COOP/Orm [20] or Sysiphus [21]) and some of them
support source code.

Fig. 7. Popup window showing the detailed history of the AST artefact “return −1”
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MolhadoRef [22] is a refactoring-aware software configuration management sys-
tem. It stores program entities (classes, fields and methods) in nodes, slots and attri-
butes and records the refactoring operations that change them. A node represents a
program entity and a slot holds the values. Attributes map nodes to slots. The recorded
operations are replayed to transform one version to another. So, the history of refac-
tored program elements can be tracked. The generic versioned data model of Mol-
hadoRef allows storing programs in different languages. A concrete implementation for
Java with an integration into Eclipse has been developed. MolhadoRef does not support
AST artefacts below a method and provides no traceability functionality.

Stellation [23] is a software configuration system which supports fine (method
level) storage granularity by using so called fragments. One key feature is the multi-
dimensional program organization which allows multiple overlapping viewpoints of
the fragments instead of having only one viewpoint which is dominated by the layout
in source code files. Therefore Stellation provides a query language which allows the
developer to search the repository for relevant fragments and present the result in a
source-file like form. Stellation (as well as MolhadoRef) does not support traceability
to requirements, tests or documentation and does not include any AST artefacts below a
method.

5.2 Traceability

UNICASE Trace Client [6] is a tool which provides a traceability information model
consisting of artefacts from requirements engineering, project management and source
code and traceability links between these artefacts. The capturing of the traceability
links between requirements, work items and code has been solved similar to Morpheus
and is done during the commit of the source code into the software configuration
management system. Refactoring of a class (rename, delete, split up or unite classes) is
supported. UNICASE Trace Client supports only traceability links to classes. Links
below class level are not possible.

5.3 Domain-Specific Language (DSL) Development Environment

JetBrains Meta Programming System (MPS) [24] is an environment for language
engineering which allows to create own domain-specific languages. MPS can also be
used for Java. The editor of MPS is called a projectional editor because the Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) is edited and not text. The developer is not completely free to enter
any text. The entered text must be transformable to an AST. Every AST artefact has a
unique identifier and refactoring is possible without losing the identity of the AST
artefact. The development environment stores the AST of one software module in an
XML file on the hard disc or in a software configuration management system (for
example Subversion [25]). The history of an AST artefact is expensive to calculate and
traceability links are not supported. The support of traceability links would be difficult
because the AST artefacts exist only inside the XML files.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented Morpheus as an extension of Eclipse which allows the
software developer to create fine granular traceability links into the source code to
support traceability between source code and requirements, defects, test cases and
documentation. Morpheus supports refactoring of the source code (e.g. renaming or
moving of source code) so that the traceability links will not break. This is achieved by
integrating the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of Java into the model and by using a text
editor which is aware of the AST artefacts. The model can be stored in a data backbone.
With Morpheus integrated into Eclipse all features of Eclipse can still be used as usual.

We are currently working on the following improvements: Firstly, syntax errors in
the source code stored in the data backbone shall be prevented. Without any syntax
errors in the model the application can always be built and continuous integration will
no longer fail because of syntax errors. Some types of syntax errors are not possible
because the source code is stored as AST. But other syntax errors can even exist in an
AST for example a method invocation with wrong parameter types.

Secondly, we plan to avoid the effort for merging source code. When several
developers change the same code, they have to merge their changes and this is costly
and error-prone.
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Abstract. DevOps promises advantages, such as faster time-to-market or
higher quality. A company transforming itself towards DevOps needs guidance
in order to ask and answer relevant questions and not waste time and effort. We
state four key issues that companies should discuss before they start introducing
DevOps concepts. Furthermore, we report on a project conducted by Fujitsu
Enabling Software Technology GmbH (Fujitsu EST) and Fraunhofer IESE
where the introduction of DevOps for one product was accompanied for roughly
one year. We present the concrete goals, the procedure, first results, as well as
observations and lessons learned. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of
the first contributions that describe practical experiences in introducing DevOps,
without concealing that a lot of thinking, tailoring, and learning is still required
to further improve DevOps in the environment.

Keywords: Continuous delivery � Continuous integration � DevOps �
Deployment pipeline � DevOps introduction � DevOps culture � Industrial
experience � Software architecture

1 Introduction

DevOps is an artificial word, composed of Development and Operations. DevOps
became famous in 2009 after it was first coined by Patrick Debois during the so-called
DevOpsDays [3]. Its main intention is to remove the barriers between development and
operations. Thompson and Shafter call this the “wall of confusion” that has to be
removed [1]. Idena et al. [2] describe a study where they derived 66 issues between
development and IT operations, and narrowed them down to six severe problems,
including poor communication and unsatisfactory test environments. By addressing
such problems, DevOps promises several benefits, such as faster time to market, better
communication, less friction, or high-quality products [10]. Cultural change is one
important factor that has to be considered in order to be able to achieve the benefits of
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DevOps; here, the whole organization has to think about how to realize such a change
in its mindset. Of course, this is a rather long-term process, which is why it is important
to think carefully about how to achieve this. Furthermore, several technical concepts
and tools that support DevOps have to be considered, as well as process changes for
development, operations, and quality assurance, and even changes in the software
product itself, especially the architecture.

An analysis of the current state-of-the-art and the state-of-the-practice revealed that
the number of articles describing the introduction of DevOps is rather low. For
example, a literature study by Erich et al. in 2014 resulted in only 25 relevant papers,
listed and classified according to different DevOps topics (e.g., culture, automation, or
measurement) [4]. Balalaie, for example, presents practical experiences from a
migration to a microservice architecture in order to enable DevOps [7], but such articles
are rare.

DevOps is not the same for all organizations. We identified four key questions that
an organization has to answer before launching DevOps activities on a larger scale:
(1) What are the goals to be achieved with DevOps in our organization? (2) What is our
introduction strategy for DevOps? (3) What should be developed and operated by
whom? (4) What is the impact on our architecture? Not dealing with these questions
will nearly always lead to a waste of time and money. In this paper, we will describe
the four key questions in more detail and share experiences from the specific context of
Fujitsu EST, where such a DevOps journey was initiated. We will derive lessons
learned to share our main experiences from which others can also learn.

Section 2 sketches the preparation and gives answers to the four mentioned
questions. Section 3 explains the concrete industrial context and shows the main
results. Section 4 concludes the paper with a summary and outlook.

2 Guiding the Introduction of DevOps with Key Questions

When starting with DevOps, many aspects have to be kept in mind, and companies
often do not know how to start with their DevOps journey. If the motivation and
several other facets regarding the project, the product, and the organization are not
clearly understood, the journey might be a failure or a waste of resources. In this
section, we will present four key questions that need to be clearly understood and
answered before starting DevOps, without claiming that these are the only ones. They
will help companies to define a structured way of introducing DevOps. These questions
were defined at the beginning of our joined project, and we learned how to answer them
in detail during our experiences made throughout the project.

2.1 Q1: What Are the Goals to Be Achieved in Our Organization
with DevOps?

The first thing to make explicit is why you want to implement DevOps. The reasons
might vary greatly from project to project and from one organization to the next.
Moreover, the measures needed to address the problem would also vary drastically.
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For example, one company might want to handle the pressure to release applications
more quickly, whereas another company might want to improve the quality and per-
formance of the application. It is quite obvious in both cases that the necessary mea-
sures would also be different. Identifying the problem and establishing the goal would
help to identify appropriate practices, measures, and means for measuring success.

2.2 Q2: What is Our Introduction Strategy for DevOps?

To introduce DevOps in an organization, it is necessary to understand the current status
of four topic areas and align them to support the DevOps goals (Table 1):

The introduction of DevOps requires a systemic approach considering everything
from goals and business models to the required investments, changes, and time. The
introduction strategy has to cover how all areas can be established or changed, knowing
that this cannot be done in a big-bang approach but in an incremental way of con-
tinuous alignment.

2.3 Q3: What Should Be Developed and Operated by Whom?

In DevOps, the key issue is to remove the barriers between stakeholders, especially
between development and operation. Therefore, it is important to know the overall
development and operation chain and also to identify who is responsible for which
part. We identified four main dimensions that will help companies to understand the
context clearly. These dimensions are DevOps activity, responsibility, products, and
customers. DevOps activities include development, operation of the infrastructure,
operation of the platform, and operation of the application. Each activity can be done
by different parties (responsibility). For example, everything could be done by the
company itself, or parts could be outsourced; it could even be done by the customer or
outsourced by the customer. Another dimension is the product. If the company has

Table 1. Four topic areas to be considered for the introduction of DevOps

Topic area Description

Processes These include all the activities performed during the overall software
development and delivery, for example development, quality assurance,
release management, configuration management, or product management

Tools This comprises all software, services, and platforms used in the overall
process to deliver software. Tools are indispensable in DevOps as they help to
automate activities, resulting in continuous delivery

Organization This means the company that is building the product, its internal structure,
team characteristics, decision making process, and overall culture

Architecture This is the blueprint of the system. In particular, the decomposition of the
system, the assignment to teams, and the integration of components are
relevant to DevOps
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multiple products, the first two dimensions might vary from product to product.
Therefore, it is necessary to decide for which product DevOps will be implemented.
The final dimension is the customer. Every product might have several customers and
for every customer the situation might be different in terms of system integration
business. It is crucial to identify the initial scope of DevOps and characterize it clearly.

2.4 Q4: What is the Impact on Our Architecture and the Environment?

Achieving the goals of fast release cycles requires delivering different system com-
ponents developed by separate teams independently. Otherwise, they always need to
synchronize, which slows down the delivery. Conway’s Law [5] is seeing a renaissance
in the era of DevOps as a stronger separation of components is needed for independent
delivery. So-called microservices are an architectural style that supports the goals of
DevOps, but they also come with tradeoffs like potential redundancy and higher
development cost. In the case of an existing software product, a detailed analysis is
needed as to the degree to which it can support the goals to be achieved with the
DevOps approach.

Furthermore, an environment has to be created where the defined goals can be
achieved. This incorporates, for instance, understanding of DevOps and goals to be
achieved, introduction of tools to improve the degree of automation, new technologies,
or a changed mindset of developers and operators. For this, measurement goals should
be defined and concrete qualitative and quantative data be gathered and evaluated.

3 Experiences at Fujitsu EST

For about one year, Fraunhofer IESE accompanied Fujitsu EST on its way towards
DevOps, following an action research approach [9]. We discussed concepts and pro-
cedures in meetings (face-to-face and telephone meetings) and observed the progress.
Furthermore, a questionnaire was provided to capture qualitative feedback about the
success at the end of the project. While general goals were defined at the beginning,
concrete goals, the procedure, and specific DevOps topics and technologies were
selected very flexibly later. The results we present are of course only one data point, but
the procedure we followed and the four questions are universal.

In the following sections, we first describe the background, then we present con-
crete experiences according to the four questions introduced in Sect. 2.

3.1 Fujitsu EST’s Background

Fujitsu EST is a subsidiary of Fujitsu Limited, based in Munich. Its mission is to
develop innovative middleware and applications for public, private, and hybrid Cloud.
On the one hand, this context requires a high degree of agility and flexibility with short
delivery cycles. On the other hand, the strict and substantial quality standards of Fujitsu
need to be ensured and maintained in the software products.
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In 2009, Fujitsu EST started to use agile methods (SCRUM) for the development of
its products. The development processes and environment as well as the product
management and release processes were continuously improved in the following years
with the result that releases fulfilling the quality requirements could be made available
basically every month.

Apart from the general goal to further improve its processes and environment, the
following three events in the last two years caused Fujitsu EST to take the DevOps
approach:

1. With its products, Fujitsu EST got increasingly involved in open-source and
OpenStack [6] activities and projects. This resulted in requirements for even more
agility, more frequent deliveries, and easy-to-use artifacts such as Docker
containers.

2:1. Development of a new product, Fujitsu Cloud Service PICCO1 (PICCO), was
started. PICCO is a service offering for controlling and governing the usage and
costs of services and resources in the Cloud.

2:2. Apart from selling the product to customers, Fujitsu EST intended to operate
PICCO on its own as a service in the Cloud. Operation topics thus became much
more important.

2:3. As the development of PICCO started from scratch under the sole responsibility
of Fujitsu EST, there was a high degree of flexibility as to the product itself
(architecture, features), its artifacts, delivery, and operation environment, and the
team of people taking care for it. Bringing together development and operation
became an option that had not been possible before.

3. With more and more companies talking about DevOps, Fujitsu as a modern IT
company also started activities in this area. Fujitsu EST intended to contribute to
these activities with an approach based on practical experience.

3.2 Goals (Question 1)

Together with Fraunhofer IESE, Fujitsu EST started the journey towards DevOps, with
the following goals:

• Obtain a common understanding of DevOps based on state-of-the-art and
state-of-the-practice analyses.

• Implement and use a DevOps environment at Fujitsu EST, including the required
tooling and processes.

• Based on this practical experience, become an incubator for the Fujitsu group
regarding DevOps procedures and practices.

• Provide quantitative evidence (KPIs) of how DevOps affects the performance and
output of the teams, and that DevOps does not have a negative impact on the quality
of the products.

1 https://www.cloudservicepicco.com/.
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The existing agile processes, development environment, and quality assurance
procedures at Fujitsu EST were a good starting point for the DevOps activities. From
the history of Fujitsu EST, the focus of these existing mechanisms was on the
development area. Thus, it was clear from the beginning that improvements and
changes would be required in particular in the operations part and in bringing together
development and operations.

3.3 Introduction Strategy and Dimensions (Questions 2 and 3)

We started small, selecting one of four available products and their development
environments at Fujitsu EST, namely PICCO. PICCO’s core and data collectors were
developed in Java, its front-end and UI in Angular JS. A microservice architecture was
discussed: At the beginning of a project, a microservice architecture is usually less
productive as it requires a significant amount of effort to create the foundation and the
supporting organizational structure. But as time passes and the complexity of the
product increases, the productivity of a monolithic application decreases more than that
of a microservice application. As a monolithic architecture is currently in place, dis-
cussions centered on whether to change to a microservice architecture, and if so, when
to do this. A final decision has not been made yet, but awareness was increased and the
consequences were made clearer.

On the other hand, it was soon decided to provide and operate the product in
Docker containers since these promised the flexibility required to support different
environments. The team taking care of PICCO consisted of three core developers, four
front-end and UI specialists, and one dedicated person for operations.

Next, business cases had to be defined, which were only sketched in our context
due to PICCO being a new product where several things were still unclear. We then
identified the current status of the existing development, deployment, and operations
environment, identified factors that support DevOps practices as well as factors where
we saw improvement potential, and derived a concrete migration plan. We decided
mainly to focus on the implementation of an almost fully automated deployment
pipeline and to address some further topics, such as improving quality assurance,
introducing microservices, or monitoring. Based on existing best practices and expe-
riences from other environments, we started changing the processes, selected tools, and
implemented them. Based on initial experiences and feedback, we further adapted the
processes and improved the environment.

Of course, not every aspect could be defined at the very beginning to a large extent,
but experience had to be made first based on the described starting point and those
aspects that we were able to define.

3.4 Impact on the Environment by the DevOps Introduction (Question 4)

At the beginning, we aimed at a common understanding to increase the awareness of
DevOps in the given environment. Fujitsu EST wanted to introduce DevOps. However,
their understanding of DevOps was not comprehensive and more information about
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DevOps was gathered in order to determine the focus for concrete improvements.
Existing processes and tool chains at Fujitsu EST were well documented and
Fujitsu EST was well aware of how their processes were being conducted, which
helped us to understand the initial situation. Fujitsu EST wanted to explore the current
state of the practice and was especially interested in how other companies are using
DevOps successfully. Results from an extensive collection of available and consoli-
dated material about several topics, such as what DevOps is about, the Ops part, drivers
and benefits of DevOps, the CALMS principles, a deployment pipeline, and tools,
created a baseline understanding for Fujitsu EST regarding DevOps and formed the
basis for further narrowing down the focus for subsequent project activities.

Not only in the specific team that started using DevOps principles and practices, but
also in other teams and on the management level did the awareness for DevOps
increase continuously. This was also supported by several workshops where different
Fujitsu EST stakeholders discussed the current progress and possible ways for further
improvement.

In the PICCO context, development and operations engineers worked together
towards shared responsibility of the product. This was an important cultural change.
Management and business employees were also involved with the DevOps team.
Changes in the organizational structure aimed at living DevOps more strongly is a
future issue.

A major result was a new deployment pipeline. Figure 1 shows the deployment
pipeline we defined after the context had been evaluated. It is rather simple, as it only
contains four steps:

Logging

Build

CI

SCM

Deployment Cloud Config / Provisioning

Rep Mgmt Release Mgmt Testing & Metrics & Defect tracking Containerization Collaboration

Monitoring

Already existing tool

No tool existing

Conceptual idea

1. 
commit

2. 
automated

testing

3.
exploratory 

testing

4.
production

START

END

Fig. 1. Deployment pipeline with tool categories
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1. Commit: Once any developer commits something to the source version control
system, this stage starts. It invokes the continuous integration server that builds the
application and generates artifacts. The artifacts are stored and reused in the sub-
sequent stages. If the build fails, the developer is notified and this commit does not
progress.

2. Automated Testing: The artifact that is generated in the previous stage is deployed
to a testing environment. Automatic testing is done for all aspects of the software.
The environment is also provisioned and configured automatically. If the tests fail,
this artifact does not progress any further.

3. Exploratory Testing: Once the automatic testing stage has been passed, the artifact
is deployed to an exploratory testing environment for manual testing. The envi-
ronment is again created automatically. Once the tests are finished, the artifact can
go to the next stage; otherwise it stops here.

4. Production: After the exploratory testing stage, the artifact is deployed to the final
production environment and users can use it directly. The production environment
is also created automatically. The environment is monitored. If something goes
wrong, the system rolls back to a previous release. All these deployments are done
following a deployment strategy. Users should ideally not experience any downtime
and the transition from one release to another should be smooth.

We were aware that this could only be a starting point, but it helped the team to
identify gaps in the current pipeline and to select new tools based on the collected tool
requirements. We considered two explicit quality assurance steps to enforce high
quality. One important point in the newly introduced DevOps process is that the
artifacts are created only once and are reused across several stages. Another important
improvement is that in several stages, the environment is created automatically. This is
done by coding the infrastructure and the configurations. The testing environments are
kept as close as possible to the production environment.

We analyzed the current tool situation, which can also be seen in Fig. 1. Several
tool categories have already been considered in the environment, and specific tools do
support the pipeline, such as Jenkins for CI or Docker for Containerization. Tools that
are relevant in such a tool chain, but which were not being used at the time, were
collected and selected based on the requirements from the concrete context. Especially
a configuration management tool and a repository management tool needed to be used
to get the pipeline running (see “focus” arcs in the figure). With this, we were able to
achieve an almost completely automated deployment pipeline (of course, the
exploratory testing step is still done manually). During the time of the project, the
DevOps team also introduced automated frontend testing in PICCO, which is now
integrated in the pipeline in step 2 (see Fig. 1).

Faster deployments with high quality are now possible with these implementations.
About 10 min are required from a commit to the completion of automated testing.
Deployment to the production stage takes about 20 min, depending on the time used
for exploratory testing and the upload to the production environment in the Cloud.

Other topics being discussed were monitoring and customer feedback. Several
possibilities were evaluated, e.g., feedback via surveys, feedback boxes, community
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groups, or analysis of social media channels. Furthermore, tools supporting app ana-
lytics that analyze, for example, click, movement, or time behavior, were presented and
first experiences were made with Piwik2.

The changes resulting from the introduction of DevOps practices, especially the
new deployment pipeline, led to much faster releases, which then resulted in much
faster feedback. This had a positive effect on the quality of the product, as bugs can
now be found earlier by testers and new feature requests can be implemented faster.
Furthermore, development and operation engineers collaborate more strongly. This led
to requirements from operations that can now be considered and incorporated earlier,
and to an overall better understanding of the different viewpoints. This again supports
high quality of the product, less friction in the processes, and greater motivation of the
employees. The mindset changes from silo thinking, where everybody mainly focuses
on achieving his goals and optimizing his tasks, to team thinking, where the customer is
more in the focus and where people share responsibilities so that everybody takes care
of a high-quality product. Some actual statements from the DevOps team members
substantiate this:

• “Development and Operations work directly together ensuring that fixes or releases
can be deployed in production almost instantly.”

• “The close collaboration automatically contributes to technology transfer among the
team members.”

• “The different perspectives are very helpful in finding new and creative solutions.”

On the opposite side, there are still some obstacles to overcome.

• “[Still], DevOps is understood very differently among the people asked to define it.
There are many different, and sometimes false expectations in DevOps.”

• “The close collaboration tends to blur responsibilities. A shared code of conduct, a
formal roles assignment, and clear and simple processes may help.”

• “While living a close collaboration between development and operations, the rest of
the team may not understand the new culture (e.g., requirements management,
project management, product management, quality management).”

• “A different understanding of the goals to be achieved with DevOps within a project
may end up in chaos and frustration.”

In order to measure improvements resulting from the introduction of DevOps,
metrics were defined to get a better understanding of what changed and how it changed.
We started with 76 metrics from several sources (e.g., literature, own experiences),
which were classified into the six categories culture, product, process, people, business,
and customer. We continually refined them until we had a set of 6 top-ranked candidate
metrics (see Table 2), as the initial set was too large and had to be further reduced
towards the measurement goals. The refinement was done by a selection by both
parties, i.e., Fujitsu EST and Fraunhofer IESE experts, considering the likelihood of a
fast implementation and the goal contribution.

2 http://piwik.org/.
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Concrete calculation rules were defined for each metric. Besides product metrics,
which are already in place and visualized on a dashboard, the next step is to implement
the six new metrics and to gather concrete data to measure improvements. We expect
concrete data soon, which will help Fujitsu EST to judge the current status and to adjust
further the initiated changes towards DevOps.

As cultural aspects were considered important, but are difficult to calculate via
metrics, we decided to gather such feedback directly via a questionnaire. This ques-
tionnaire consisted of three parts: (a) general information (e.g., experience with
development, operations, interest in the topic), (b) DevOps-specific statements to be
rated on a 5-point Likert scale, and (c) free-text fields for further feedback (e.g.,
experience made, risk seen). Part b consisted of 36 statements in five categories. These
statements were partly taken from the standardized UTAUT questionnaire [8], but
some individual statements were added gathered from people working in the
Fujitsu EST PICCO environment. Eleven people filled out the questionnaire, and the
overall impression regarding DevOps was rather positive.

As an example, Fig. 2 shows an excerpt, where 5 means “strongly agree” and 1
means “strongly disagree”. Of the 36 DevOps statements, only two statements were
rated lower than three on average, and about ten statements were rated four or higher on
average. An average value of four or higher demonstrates that there was an agreement
to the statement, and every value higher than three tends towards a positive perception.
Many statements have at least one maximum value of 5 (i.e., strong agreement). The
high median shows that many people rated rather positive, and only some negative.

Table 2. Selected metrics and categories

Category Metric

Process Deployment time and frequency
Process Mean time to recover
People Developer productivity
Business Time to market for new feature
Business Expense
Customer Feedback cycle

Fig. 2. Questionnaire excerpt with summarized values showing a rather positive impression
about DevOps in the Fujitsu EST environment.
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Based on these results, further improvement ideas were derived (e.g., to reduce staff
turnover), which are currently being discussed.

4 Summary and Outlook

DevOps has become more and more popular in the last six years. Several success cases
exist, especially from large companies such as Netflix or IBM. However, shifting to
DevOps is no easy task for a company, as many unanswered questions exist at the very
beginning: What is the goal? What should be developed and operated by whom, and
what does this mean for the architecture? What is the introduction strategy?

We discussed these questions in this paper and presented concrete results from the
Fujitsu EST environment. After clarifying the initial questions, a deployment pipeline
was introduced and additional DevOps practices were discussed and implemented in
part.

Our main lessons learned are the following:

1. Clarification of the direction of the DevOps journey at the beginning is an indis-
pensable step in order to ensure a structured and goal-directed procedure: The four
questions we raised in this paper can provide great support for this start.

2. A common understanding of DevOps makes it easier to determine the direction for
the DevOps journey: Though DevOps has several different facets, it is worthwhile
discussing the topic within the company to share understanding, limitations, and
opportunities of DevOps and thus avoid wrong perceptions.

3. Starting with small changes and selecting a manageable context supports the
introduction of DevOps: Think about a reasonable migration plan and evaluate
DevOps practices in the context of a small project.

4. Clear requirements for tools and procedures to be used in the DevOps environment
must be gathered: This allows finding and choosing the appropriate tools and
processes from the multitude that exist already and that newly emerge in the market
and in the Cloud.

5. Criteria for measuring success need to be defined: To understand the benefits better,
it is worthwhile thinking about how to measure an improvement and to use
something like a dashboard to make these metrics and data visible.

6. Not only Dev and Ops, but management as well as further stakeholders must be
involved: This helps to really start living the DevOps culture and increases
acceptance of cultural changes.

7. Several DevOps practices serve to achieve high quality: explicit automated and
manual testing steps in a deployment pipeline, strong communication between
development and operations, early consideration of operations requirements,
knowledge sharing in a joint DevOps team, high automation of several tasks, and
high motivation of DevOps team members.

With all the enthusiasm about DevOps, it must be kept in mind that the introduction
does not come for free. Sometimes, time constraints occurred in our context due to
daily work duties, and not every concept was implemented right now. DevOps is also
not suitable for every product or environment. Particularly with products that are
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installed and operated on premise at a customer site, there may be boundaries between
development and operations that cannot be overcome. For legacy products with a
monolithic structure or for products with many manual tests but only a few automated
ones, the costs of introducing DevOps may outweigh the benefits by far. The level of
maturity of a company in agile development practices and environments is also a
decisive factor in the introduction of DevOps. The lower this level is, the more costs
and efforts are required for setting up the processes and deployment pipelines for
DevOps. These aspects must be analyzed before starting the journey towards DevOps
as not to waste time and money.

In the Fujitsu EST context, we plan to further implement DevOps practices and to
measure the success in order to have a profound basis for determining how to continue
the DevOps journey.

Acknowledgment. We would like to thank all people from the Fujitsu EST DevOps team for
their participation, and Torsten Lenhart and Sonnhild Namingha for proofreading.
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Abstract. Extract method refactoring is a common way to shorten long
methods in software development. It improves code readability, reduces
complexity, and is one of the most frequently used refactorings. Neverthe-
less, sometimes developers refrain from applying it because identifying an
appropriate set of statements that can be extracted into a new method
is error-prone and time-consuming.

In a previous work, we presented a method that could be used to
automatically derive extract method refactoring suggestions for long Java
methods, that generated useful suggestions for developers. The approach
relies on a scoring function that ranks all valid refactoring possibilities
(that is, all candidates) to identify suitable candidates for an extract
method refactoring that could be suggested to developers. Even though
the evaluation has shown that the suggestions are useful for developers,
there is a lack of understanding of the scoring function. In this paper, we
present research on the single scoring features, and their importance for
the ranking capability. In addition, we evaluate the ranking capability of
the suggested scoring function, and derive a better and less complex one
using learning to rank techniques.

Keywords: Learning to rank · Refactoring suggestion · Extract method
refactoring · Long method

1 Introduction

A long method is a bad smell in software systems [2], and makes code harder to
read, understand and test. A straight-forward way of shortening long methods
is to extract parts of them into a new method. This procedure is called ‘extract
method refactoring’, and is the most often used refactoring in practice [16].

The process of extracting a method can be partially automated by using
modern development environments, such as Eclipse IDE or IntelliJ IDEA, that
can put a set of extractable statements into a new method. However, developers
still need to find this set of statements by themselves, which takes a considerable
amount of time, and is error-prone. This is because even experienced developers
sometimes select statements that cannot be extracted (for example, when several
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
D. Winkler et al. (Eds.): SWQD 2017, LNBIP 269, pp. 45–56, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-49421-0 4
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output parameters are required, but are not supported by the programming
language) [11].

The refactoring process can be improved by suggesting to developers which
statements could be extracted into a new method. The literature presents several
approaches that can be used to find extract method refactorings. In a previous
work, we suggested a method that could be used to automatically find good
extract method refactoring candidates for long Java methods [3]. Our first pro-
totype, which was derived from manual experiments on several open source sys-
tems, implemented a scoring function to rank refactoring candidates. The result
of our evaluation has shown that this first prototype finds suggestions that are
followed by experienced developers. The results of our first prototype have been
implemented in an industrial software quality analysis tool.

Problem statement. The scoring function is an essential part of our approach
to derive extract method refactoring suggestions for long methods. It is decisive
for the quality of our suggestions, and also important for the complexity of the
implementation of the refactoring suggester. However, it is currently unclear how
good the scoring function actually performs in ranking refactoring suggestions
and how much complexity will be needed to obtain useful suggestions. Therefore,
in order to enhance our work, we need a deeper understanding of the scoring
function.

Contribution. We do further research on the scoring function of our approach
to derive extract method refactoring suggestions for long Java methods. We
use learning to rank techniques in order to learn which features of the scoring
function are relevant, to get meaningful refactoring suggestions, and to keep
the scoring function as simple as possible. In addition, we evaluate the ranking
performance of our previous scoring function, and compare it with the new
scoring function that we learned. For the machine learning setting, we use 177
training and testing data sets that we obtained from 13 well-known open source
systems by manually ranking five to nine randomly selected valid refactoring
candidates.

In this paper, we show how we derived better extract method refactoring
suggestions than in our previous work using learning to rank tools.

2 Fundamentals

We use learning to rank techniques to obtain a scoring function that is able
to rank extract method refactoring candidates, and use normalized discounted
cumulative gain (NDCG) metrics to evaluate the ranking performance. In this
section, we explain the techniques, tools and metrics that we use in this paper.

2.1 Learning to Rank

Learning to rank refers to machine learning techniques for training the model in
a ranking task [4].
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There are several learning to rank approaches, where the pairwise and the
listwise approach usually perform better than common pointwise regression
approaches [8]. The pairwise approach learns by comparing two training objects
and their given ranks (‘ground truth’), whereas in our case the listwise approach
learns from the list of all given rankings of refactoring suggestions for a long
method. Liu et al. [8] pointed out that the pairwise and the listwise approaches
usually perform better than the pointwise approach. Therefore, we do not rely
on a pointwise approach but use pairwise and listwise learning to rank tools.

Qin et al. [12] constructed a benchmark collection for research on several
learning to rank tools on the Learning To Rank (LETOR) data set. Their results
support the hypothesis that pointwise approaches perform badly compared with
pairwise and listwise approaches. In addition, listwise approaches often perform
better than pairwise. However, SVM-rank, a pairwise learning to rank tool by
Tsochantardis et al. [14], performs quite well and the first experiments on our
data set showed that SVM-rank may lead us to interesting results. We set the
parameter -c to 0.5 and the parameter -# to 5,000 as a trade-off between time
consumption and learning performance.

Beside SVM-rank, we used a listwise learning to rank tool, ListMLE by Xia
et al. [17]. In their evaluation, they showed that ListMLE performs better than
ListNet by Cao et al. [1], which was also considered to be good by Qin et al..
Lan et al. [7] improved the learning capability of ListMLE, but did not provide
binaries or source code; so we were unable to use the improved version.

ListMLE needs to be assigned a tolerance rate and a learning rate. In a series
of experiments we performed, we found that the optimal ranking performance
on our data set was with a tolerance rate of 0.001 and a learning rate of 1E-15.

2.2 Training and Testing

The learning process consisted of two steps: training and testing. We applied
cross-validation [13] with 10 sets, that is, we split our learning data into 10 sets
of (nearly) equal size. We performed 10 iterations using these sets, where nine of
the sets were considered to be training data and one set was used as test data.

Test data is used to evaluate the ranking performance of the learned scoring
function by comparing the grade of a refactoring candidate determined by the
learned scoring function with its grade given by the learning data. We use NDCG
metric to compare different scoring functions and their performances.

NDCG is the normalized form of the discounted cumulative gain (DCG),
which is described in more detail by Järvelin and Kekäläinen [5], and measures
the goodness of the ranking list (obtained by the application of the scoring
function). Mistakes in the top-most ranks have a bigger impact on the DCG
measure value. This is useful and important to us because we will not suggest
all possible refactoring candidates, but only the highest-ranked ones. Given a
long method, mi, with refactoring candidates, Ci, suppose that πi is the ranking
list on Ci and yi, the set of manually determined grades, then, the DCG at
position k is defined as DCG(k) =

∑
j:πi(j)≤k G(j)D(πi(j)), where G(·) is an

exponential gain function, D(·) is a position discount function, and πi(j) is
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the position of refactoring candidate, ci,j , in πi. We set G(j) = 2yi,j − 1 and
D(πi(j)) = 1

log2(1+πi(j))
. To normalize the DCG, and to make it comparable

with measures of other long methods, we divide this DCG by the DCG that
a perfect ranking would have obtained. Therefore, the NDCG for a candidate
ranking will always be in [0, 1], where the NDCG of 1 can only be obtained by
perfect rankings (see Hang [4] for further details). In our evaluation, we consider
the NDCG value of the last position so that all ranks are taken into account.

3 Approach

We discuss our approach to improve the scoring function in order to find the
best suggestions for extract method refactoring.

3.1 Extract Method Refactoring Candidates

In our previous work [3], we presented an approach to derive extract method
refactoring suggestions automatically for long methods. The main steps are:
generating valid extract method refactoring candidates, ranking the candidates,
and pruning the candidate list.

In the following, a refactoring candidate is a sequence of statements that can
be extracted from a method into a new method. The remainder is the method
that contains all the statements from the original method after applying the
refactoring, plus the call of the extracted method. We aim for suggestions that
help to improve the readability of the code and reduce its complexity, because
these are main reasons for developers to initiate code refactoring [6].

We derived refactoring candidates from the control and data flow graph of
a method using the Continuous Quality Assessment Toolkit (ConQAT1) open
source software. We filtered out all invalid candidates, that is those that violate
preconditions that need to be fulfilled for extract method refactoring (for details,
see [11]). The second step of our approach was to rank the valid candidates using
a scoring function. Finally, we pruned the list of suggestions by filtering out very
similar candidates, in order to obtain essentially different suggestions.

In the present paper, we focus on the ranking of candidates, and especially
on the scoring function that defines that ranking.

3.2 Scoring Function

We aimed for an optimized scoring function that is capable of ranking extract
method refactoring candidates, so that top-most ranked candidates are most
likely to be chosen by developers for an extract method refactoring. The scoring
function is a linear function that calculates the dot product of a coefficient vector,
c, and a feature value vector, f , for each candidate. Candidates are arranged in
decreasing order of their score.

1 www.conqat.org.

www.conqat.org
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Fig. 1. Example method with nesting area of state-
ments and example candidates

Table 1. Features and values
in example

# Feature Type C1 ll C2 ll

9 – 19 10 – 18

1 LoC Red (abs) int 8 8

2 Token Red (abs) int 33 43

3 Stmt Red (abs) int 5 6

4 LoC Red (rel) double 0.42 0.42

5 Token Red (rel) double 0.36 0.47

6 Stmt Red (rel) double 0.38 0.46

7 Nest Depth Red int 0 1

8 Nest Area Red int 1 6

9 # Read Var int 4 4

10 # Written Var int 1 1

11 # Used Var int 4 4

12 # Input Param int 2 3

13 # Output Param int 0 0

14 ∃ Introd Com bool 1 0

15 # Introd Com int 2 0

16 ∃ Concl Com bool 0 0

17 # Concl Com int 0 0

18 Same T Before bool 0 0

19 Same T After bool 0 0

20 # Branch Stmt int 3 2

In this paper, we use a basis of 20 features for the scoring function. In the
following, we give a short overview about the features. There are three categories
of feature: complexity-related features, parameters, and structural information.

We illustrate the feature values with reference to two example refactoring
candidates (C1 and C2) that were chosen from the example method given in
Fig. 1. The gray area shows the nesting area, which is defined below. The white
numbers specify the nesting depth of the corresponding statement (Fig. 1).

Complexity-related features. We mainly focused on reducing complexity and
increasing readability. For complexity indicators, we used length, nesting and
data flow information. For length-related features, we implemented six differ-
ent metrics to measure the reduction of the method length (with respect to
the longest method after the refactoring). We considered length based on the
number of lines of code (LoC), on the number of tokens, and on the number
of statements – all of them as both absolute values and relative to the original
method length.

We consider highly nested methods as more complex than moderately nested
ones, and use two features to represent the reduction of nesting: reduction of nest-
ing depth and reduction of nesting area. The nesting area of a method with state-
ments S1 to Sn, each having a nesting depth of dSi

, is defined to be
∑n

i=1 dSi
.

The idea of nesting area comes from the area alongside the single statements of
pretty printed code (see the gray areas in Fig. 1).

Dataflow information can also indicate complexity. We have features repre-
senting the number of variables that are read, written or read and written.
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Parameters. We considered the number of input and output parameters as an
indicator of data coupling between the original and the extracted methods, which
we want to keep low using our suggestions. The more parameters that are needed
for a set of statements to be extracted from a method, the more the statements
will depend on the rest of the original method.

Structural information. Finally, we have some features that represent structural
aspects of the code. A design principle for code is that methods should process
only one thing [9]. Methods that follow this principle are easier to understand.
As developers often put blank lines or comments between blocks of code that
process something else, we use features representing the existence and the num-
ber of blank or commented lines at their beginning, or at their end. Additionally,
for first statement of the candidate, we check to see whether the type of the pre-
ceding is the same; and for the last statement, we check to see whether the type
of the following statement is the same. Our last feature considers a structural
complexity indicator – the number of branching statements in the candidate.

3.3 Training and Test Data Generation

To be able to learn a scoring function, we need training and test data. We derived
this data by manually ranking approximately 1,000 extract method refactoring
suggestions. To obtain this learning data, we selected 13 Java open source sys-
tems from various domains, and of different sizes. We consider a method to be
‘long’ if it has more than 40 LoC. From each project we randomly selected 15 long
methods. For each method, we randomly selected valid refactoring candidates,
where the number of candidates depended on the method length.

Our approach seeks to find suggestions that do not introduce new smells into
the code. Therefore, in the pruning step of our approach, we usually filter out
candidates that need more than three input parameters, thus avoiding the ‘long
parameter list’ mentioned by Fowler [2]. To avoid learning that too many input
parameters are bad, we considered only candidates that had less than four input
parameters.

We ranked the selected candidates manually with respect to complexity
reduction and readability improvement. The higher the ranking we gave a can-
didate, the better the suggestion was for us.

Some of the randomly selected methods were not suitable for an extract
method refactoring. That was most commonly the case when the code would
not benefit from the extract method, but from other refactorings. In addition,
for some methods, we could not derive a meaningful ranking because there were
only very weak candidates. That is why we did not use 18 of the 195 randomly
selected long methods to learn our scoring function.2

2 On http://cqse.eu/swqd17data we provide our rankings and the corresponding code
bases from which we generated the refactoring candidates.

http://cqse.eu/swqd17data
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4 Evaluation

In this section, we present and evaluate the results from the learning procedure.

4.1 Research Questions

RQ1: What are the results of the learning tools? In order to get a scoring
function that is capable of ranking the extract method refactoring candidates, we
decided to use two learning to rank tools that implement different approaches,
and that had performed well in previous studies.

RQ2: How stable are the learned scoring functions? To be able to derive
implications for a real-world scoring function, the coefficients of the learned scor-
ing function should not vary a lot during the 10-fold cross evaluation procedure.

RQ3: Can the scoring function be simplified? For practical reasons, it is
useful to have a scoring function with a limited number of features. Additionally,
reducing the search space may increase the performance of the learning to rank
tools – resulting in better scoring functions.

RQ4: How does the learned scoring function compare with our man-
ually determined one? In our previous work, we derived a scoring function
by manual experiments. Now we can use our learning data set to evaluate the
ranking performance of the previously defined scoring function, and to compare
it with the learned one.

4.2 Study Setup

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we used the learning to rank tools SVM-rank and
ListMLE to perform a 10-fold cross validation on our training and test data set
of 177 long methods, and a total of 1,185 refactoring candidates. We illustrate
the stability of the single coefficients by using box plots that show how the
coefficients are distributed over the ten iterations of the 10-fold cross validation.

To answer RQ3, we simplified the learned scoring function by omitting fea-
tures, where the selection criterion for the omitted features is preservation of the
ranking capability of the scoring function. Our initial feature set contained six
different measures of length. For the sake of simplicity, we would like to have
only one measure of length in our scoring function. To find out which measure
best fits in with our training set, we re-ran the validation procedure (again using
ListMLE and SVM-rank), but this time with only one length measurement, using
each of the length measurements one at a time. We continued with the feature
set reduction until only one feature was left.

4.3 Results

The following paragraphs answer the research questions.
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Fig. 2. Learning result from ListMLE
with all features
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Fig. 3. Learning result from SVM-rank
with all features

Table 2. Coefficients of variation for learned coefficients

ListMLE SVM-rank

| AVG CV | 0.0087 22.522

| Min CV | 0.0053 0.8970

| Max CV | 0.5767 451.2

RQ1: What are the results of the learning tools? Figs. 2 and 3 show the results
of the 10-fold cross validation for ListMLE and for SVM-rank, respectively. For
each single feature, i, there is a box plot of the corresponding coefficient, ci.

The average NDCG values of the learned scoring function for ListMLE is
0.873, whereas for SVM-rank it is 0.790. Therefore, the scoring function found
by ListMLE performed better than the scoring function found by SVM-rank.

RQ2: How stable are the learned scoring functions? Table 2 shows the average,
minimum and maximum coefficients of variation (CV) for the learned coefficients
for ListMLE and for SVM-rank. Small CVs indicate that in relative terms the
results from the single runs in the 10-cross fold procedure did not vary a lot,
whereas big CVs indicate big differences between the learned coefficients. As
the CVs of the single features from ListMLE are much smaller than those of
SVM-rank, the coefficients of ListMLE are much more stable compared with
SVM-rank. SVM-rank shows coefficients with a big variance between the single
iterations of the validation process; that is, despite the heavy overlapping of the
training sets, the learned coefficients vary a lot and can hardly be generalized.

RQ3: Can the scoring function be simplified? Fig. 4 shows a plot of the averaged
NDCG measure for all 12 runs. Remember that we actually had three length
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Fig. 4. Averaged NDCG when considering only one length measure

measures, and we considered the absolute and the relative values for all of them.
As the reduction of the number of statements led to a higher NDCG for ListMLE
(which outperformed SVM-rank with respect to NDCG), we chose to use it as
our length measure. In practice, that seems sensible since, while LoC also count
empty and commented lines, the number of statements only counts real code.

We iteratively identified a set of features that had no or only small influence
on the ranking performance and removed it in the next iteration. A scoring
function that only considered the number of input parameters and length and
nesting area reduction still had an average NDCG of 0.885.

RQ4: How does the learned scoring function compare with our manually deter-
mined one? The scoring function that we presented in [3] achieved a NDCG of
0.891, which is better than the best scoring function learned in this evaluation.

4.4 Discussion

Our results show that, in the initial run of the learning to rank tools, features
indicating a reduction of complexity are much more relevant for the ranking,
and therefore have a comparatively high impact. Furthermore, the stability of
ListMLE is higher on our data set than the stability of SVM-rank. For SVM-
rank there is a big variance in the learned coefficients, which might also be a
reason for the comparatively lower performance measure values.

The results for RQ3 show that it is possible to achieve a great simplification
without big reductions in the ranking performance. The biggest influences on
the ranking performance were the reduction of the number of statements, the
reduction of nesting area (both are complexity indicators), and the number of
input parameters.

Manual improvement As already mentioned, the learned scoring functions
did not outperform the manually determined scoring function from our previous
work. Obviously, the learning tools were not able to find optimal coefficients
for the features. To improve the scoring function from our previous work, we
did manual experiments that were influenced by the results of ListMLE and
SVM-rank, and evaluated the results using the whole learning data set.

We were able to find several scoring functions that had only a handful of fea-
tures and a better ranking performance than our scoring function from previous
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Table 3. Best scoring functions

# Feature
Fct

Previous Learned Improved

1 LoC (abs) 0.036 - -
3 Stmt (abs) - 0.681 0.066
7 Nesting Depth 0.362 - -
8 Nesting Area 0.724 0.731 0.895

12 # Input P. -0.362 -0.024 -0.331
13 # Output P. -0.362 - -
14 ∃ Introd Com. 0.181 - 0.166
15 # Introd Com. 0.181 - 0.166
16 ∃ Concl Com. 0.090 - 0.166
17 # Concl Com. 0.090 - 0.052

AVG NDCG 0.891 0.885 0.894

work (column ‘Previous’ in Table 3). In addition to the three most important
features that we obtained in the answer to RQ3 (features #3, #7, #10), we also
took the comment features (#14–17) into consideration. The main differences
between the previous scoring function and the manually improved one from this
paper are the length reduction measure, the omission of nesting depth, and the
number of output parameters.

By taking the results of ListMLE and SVM-rank into consideration, we were
able to find a coefficient vector such that the scoring function achieved a NDCG
of 0.894 (see Table 3). That means that we were able to find a better scoring
function when we combined the findings of our previous work with the learned
coefficients from this paper.

5 Threats to Validity

Learning from data sources that are either too similar or too small means that
there is a chance that no generalization of the results is possible. To have enough
data to enable us to learn a scoring function that can rank extract method refac-
toring candidates, we chose 13 Java open source projects from various domains
and from each project we randomly selected 15 long methods. We manually
reviewed the long methods, and filtered out those that were not appropriate for
the extract method. From the 177 remaining long methods, we randomly chose
five to nine valid refactoring suggestions, depending on the method length. We
ensured that our learning data did not contain any code clones to avoid learning
from redundant data.

The manual ranking was performed by a single individual, which is a threat to
validity since there is no commonly agreed way on how to shorten a long method,
and therefore no single ranking criterion exists. The ranking was done very
carefully, with the aim of reducing the complexity and increasing the readability
and understandability of the code as much as possible; so, the scoring function
should provide a ranking such that we can make further refactoring suggestions
with the same aim.

We relied on two learning to rank tools, which represents another threat
to validity. The learned scoring functions heavily depend on the tool. As the
learned scoring functions vary, it is necessary to have an independent way of
evaluating the ranking performance of the learned scoring functions. We used
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the widely used measure NDCG to evaluate the scoring functions, and applied
a 10-fold cross validation procedure to obtain a meaningful evaluation of the
ranking performance of the learned scoring function.

A threat to external validity is the fact that we derived our learning data from
13 open source Java systems. Therefore, results are not necessarily generalizable.

6 Related Work

In our previous work [3], we presented an automatic approach to derive extract
method refactoring suggestions for long methods. We obtained valid refactoring
candidates from the control and dataflow graph of a long method. All valid
refactoring candidates were ranked by a manually-determined scoring function
that aims to reduce code complexity and increase readability. In the present
work, we have put the scoring function on more solid ground by learning a scoring
function from many long methods, and manually ranked refactoring suggestions.

In the literature, there are several approaches that learn to suggest the most
beneficial refactorings – usually for code clones. Wang and Godfrey [15] pro-
pose an automated approach to recommend clones for refactoring by training a
decision-tree based classifier, C4.5. They use 15 features for decision-tree model
training, where four consider the cloning relationship, four the context of the
clone, and seven relate to the code of the clone. In the present paper, we have
used a similar approach, but with a different aim: instead of clones, we have
focused on long methods.

Mondal et al. [10] rank clones for refactoring through mining association
rules. Their idea is that clones that are often changed together to maintain
a similar functionality are worthy candidates for refactoring. Their prototype
tool, MARC, identifies clones that are often changed together in a similar way,
and mines association rules among these. A major result of their evaluation on
thirteen software systems is that clones that are highly ranked by MARC are
important refactoring possibilities. We used learning to rank techniques to find a
scoring function that is capable of ranking extract method refactoring candidates
from long methods.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an approach to derive a scoring function that is
able to rank extract method refactoring suggestions by applying learning to rank
tools. The scoring function can be used to automatically rank extract method
refactoring candidates, and thus present a set of best refactoring suggestions to
developers. The resulting scoring function needs less parameters than previous
scoring functions but has a better ranking performance.

In the future, we would like to suggest sets of refactorings, especially those
that remove clones from the code.

We would also like to find out whether the scoring function provides good sug-
gestions for object-oriented programming languages other than Java and whether
other features need to be considered in that case.
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Abstract. Evolving the architecture of the software together with the
evolution of the design is one of the key areas in maintaining the high
quality. In this paper we present a portfolio of indicators addressing a set
of three areas of information needs for large software development com-
panies of embedded software. The portfolio is a result of our studies of
literature and at Software Center (nine companies and five universities)
with the goal to identify the main information needs and quality metrics
for the role of software architects. As a result of our studies we could
elicit such information needs as architecture measures, design stability,
and technical debt/risk. Nine information needs with one corresponding
indicator each fulfill these information needs were identified in literature
and through the interviews and workshops with the practitioners.

Keywords: Metrics · Software architecture

1 Introduction

Software architecting as an area has gained increasing visibility in the last two
decades as the software industry recognized the role of software architectures
in maintaining high quality and ensuring longevity and sustainability of the
software products [21]. Even though this recognition is not new, there is still no
consensus how to measure various aspects of software architectures beyond the
basic structural properties of the software architecture as a design artifact. In the
literature we can encounter studies applying base measures for object-oriented
designs to software architectures [9] and studies designing low level software
architecture measures such as number of interfaces [18]. However, an architect
is often faced with the problem which high-level measures (indicators) should
he/she use when monitoring the architecture during one software development
project, addressing such information needs like – when is the architecture stable?
or when is the architecture mature enough to start system testing?

In this paper we set off to identify which measures can be used for the above
purpose by reviewing some of the most common measures of internal quality of
software architectures and evaluate their applicability in industrial contexts in
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
D. Winkler et al. (Eds.): SWQD 2017, LNBIP 269, pp. 57–69, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-49421-0 5
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the Software Center research program which consists of five universities and nine
companies. The goal of our study was to address the following research question:

Which software architecture measures fulfill the information needs of software
architects of large software products?

The goal is to suggest a new measurement set and the result from our studies
is a portfolio of measures and indicators addressing three elicited areas of infor-
mation needs – architectural measures, design stability, and technical debt/risk.
Each of these areas have three information needs with one indicator linked to
each information need such as architecture changes, internal and external cou-
pling, system complexity. The portfolio is accompanied with the visualization
methods for each of these indicators which helps the architects to maintain a
consistent overview of the indicators across projects and products. The portfolio
can be extended by the architects to add new measures and indicators which
address more specific information needs (e.g. at a specific point of time in the
project).

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the most relevant
related work to our study. Next, Sect. 3 outlines the research process in this study.
Section 4 present the architecture measures identified in our literature study,
which is followed by the description of the subset of the measures identified as
important for the software architects in the studied companies in Sect. 5. Finally
we present the summary and conclusions in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

One of the most popular methods for evaluating software architectures in general
is to use qualitative methods like ATAM [7] where the architecture is analyzed
based on scenarios or perspectives. These methods are used for final assess-
ments of the quality of the architectures, but as they are manual they need
effort and therefore cannot be conducted in a continuous manner. However, as
many of contemporary projects are conducted using Agile methodologies, Lean
software development [16] or using the minimum viable product approach [17],
these methods are not feasible in practice. Therefore the architects are willing
to trade-off the quality of the evaluation to the speed of the feedback on their
architecture, which leads to more extensive use of measure-based evaluation of
software architectures.

Wagner et al. [29] presented a method for aligning quality models with the
measurements and their goals where the gap between the abstract level of the
goals and the concrete level of the measures is bridged. Our approach is a similar
attempt but based on a specific scope (software architecture) and including the
visualization of the results, thus our approach can be seen as an instantiation of
Wagner et al.’s approach in a specific context.

One of the tools and methods supporting the architects’ work with measures is
the MetricViewer [27] which augments software architecture diagrams expressed
in UML with such measures as coupling, cohesion or depth of inheritance tree.
This augmentation is important to reason about the designs, but they are not
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linked to the information needs of the stakeholders to monitor attainment of their
goals, which otherwise require them to conduct the same analyses manually.

Similarly to Tameer et al., Vasconcelos et al. [28] propose a set of metrics
for measuring architectures based on low level properties of software architec-
tures, such as number of possible operating systems or the number of secure
components. Our work complements their study by focusing on internal quality
properties related to the design and not quality in use.

The ISO/IEC 25000 Software Quality Requirements and Evaluation
(SQuaRE) standard provides a set of reference measures for software designs
and architectures. As per time of writing of this book the standard is not fully
adopted but the main part are already approved and the work is fully ongoing
regarding the measures, their definitions and usage. The standard presents the
following set of measures related to product, design and architecture in one or
its chapters – ISO/IEC 25023 - Software and Software Product Quality Mea-
sures [5]. The measures related to the execution of the product and do not focus
on the internal quality of the product with such example measures as the size
(e.g. number of components) or the complexity (e.g. control flow complexity).
Therefore we need to turn to scientific literature to understand the measures and
indicators related to software architectures. There we can find measures which
are of interest for software architects.

Finally, the software engineering standard ISO/IEC 15939:2007 [14] provides a
normative specification for the processes used to define, collect, and analyze quan-
titative data in software projects or organizations. The central role in the standard
is played by the information product which is a set of one or more indicators with
their associated interpretations that address the information need – an insight nec-
essary for a stakeholder to manage objectives, goals, risks, and problems observed
in the measured objects. These measured objects can be entities like projects,
organizations, software products, etc. characterized by a set of attributes. We
use the following definitions: (i) base measure – measure defined in terms of an
attribute and the method for quantifying it; (ii) derived measure – measure that is
defined as a function of two or more values of base measures; (iii) indicator – mea-
sure that provides an estimate or evaluation of specified attributes derived from a
model with respect to defined information needs and (iv) information product –
one or more indicators and their associated interpretations that address an infor-
mation need. The view on measures presented in ISO/IEC 15939 is consistent with
other engineering disciplines, the standard states at many places that it is based
on such standards as ISO/IEC 15288:2007 (System lifecycle processes), ISO/IEC
14598-1:1999 (Information technology – Software product evaluation), ISO/IEC
9126-x, ISO/IEC 25000 series of standards, or International vocabulary of basic
and general terms in metrology (VIM) [12].

3 Research Process

The research process in our study is a mix of a literature study, interview and
workshop. The goal of the study was to identify the most important information
needs of software architects and to provide the reference measurement system
to fulfill these needs. We combined the research methods as follows:
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– We conducted a literature review using snowballing and following the princi-
ples of systematic mapping of Petersen et al. [15]. It resulted in identifying
54 measures that can be applied to software architectures and three areas of
information needs were elicited.

– We organized the measures according to the ISO/IEC 15939 standard’s mea-
surement information model [14] into base measures, derived measures and
indicators.

– After that, we grouped them into three areas based on the information needs
of software architects elicited from the literature study. We evaluated the
applicability of the measures through an interview with an architect from one
of the automotive companies. The architect was pointed out as an expert
by the company representatives and worked in the area for a number of car
projects before.

– We finally designed the portfolio of indicators which fulfill these information
needs (presented in this paper).

– We presented to the architects and project managers at the defense company
where we obtained feedback on the feasibility of this portfolio. In total two
architects, two project managers and two quality managers took part.

The results from the evaluations were that the portfolio is promising and
we are currently working on its full fledged implementation as a measurement
system for the companies in Software Center.

4 Architecture Measures in Literature

We use the ISO/IEC 15939 measurement information model to organize the
measures used for quantifying properties of software architectures. Conceptually

Fig. 1. Higher level measures correspond to more advanced information needs – an
example.
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we can also consider the fact the higher in the model the measure is, the more
advanced information need it fulfills. In Fig. 1 we can see a number of measures
divided into three levels – the more basic ones at the bottom and the more
complex one at the top.

The more advanced information needs are related to the work on the archi-
tects whereas the more basic ones are more related to the architecture as an
artifact in software development. So, now that we have the model, let’s look into
one of the standards where the software measures are defined – ISO/IEC 25000.

Let’s start with the base measures which quantify the architecture as shown
in Table 1 – we can quickly notice that the list of these measures correspond
to the entity they measure. Their measurement method (the algorithm how to

Table 1. Base measures for software architectures

Measure Description

Number of components [26] The basic measure quantifying the size of the archi-
tecture in terms of its basic building block – compo-
nents

Number of connectors [26] The basic measure quantifying the internal connec-
tivity of the architecture in terms of its basic con-
nectors

Number of processing units [10] The basic measure quantifying the size of the phys-
ical architecture in terms of the processing units

Number of data repositories [10] The complementary measure quantifying the size in
terms of data repositories

Number of persistent compo-
nents [10]

Quantifies the size in terms of the needs for persis-

tency

Number of links [10] Quantifies the complexity of the architecture, simi-
larly to the McCabe cyclomatic complexity measure.
It is sometimes broken down per type of link (e.g.
asynchronous – synchronous, data – control)

Number of types of communica-
tion mechanisms [10]

Quantifies the complexity of the architecture in
terms of the need to implement multiple commu-
nication mechanisms

Number of external interfaces [6] Quantifies the coupling between the architectural
components and the external systems

Number of internal interfaces [6] Quantifies the coupling among the architectural
components

Number of services [6] Quantifies the cohesion of the architecture in terms
of how many services it provides/fulfills

Number of concurrent compo-
nents [6]

The measure counts the components which have con-
current calculations as part of their behavior

Number of changes in the archi-
tecture [2]

The measure quantifies the number of changes (e.g.
changed classes, attributes) in the architecture

Fanout from the simplest struc-
ture [3]

The measure quantifies the degree of the lowest com-
plexity of the coupling of the architecture
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calculate the base measure) is very similar and is based on counting entities of a
specific type. The list in Table 1 shows a set of example of such base measures.

Collecting the measures presented in the table provides the architects with
the understanding of the properties of the architecture, but the architects still
need to provide the context to these numbers in order to reason about the
architectures. For example the number of components by itself does not provide
much insight, however, if put together with a timeline and plotted as a trend
allows to extrapolate the information and therefore allow the architects to assess
if the architecture is overly large and should be refactored.

In addition to the measures for the architecture we can also find many mea-
sures which are related to software design in general – e.g. object-oriented mea-
sures or complexity measures. Examples of these are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Base measures for software design

Measure Description

Weighted methods per class [1] The number of methods weighed by their complexity

Depth of inheritance tree [1] The longest path from the current class to its first
predecessor in the inheritance hierarchy

Cyclomatic complexity [11] Quantifying the control path complexity in terms
of the number of independent execution paths of a
program. Used often as part of safety assessment in
ISO/IEC 26262

Dependencies between
blocks/modules/classes [25]

Quantifying the dependencies between classes or
components in the system

Abstractness of a Simulink block
[13]

Quantifies the ration of the contained abstract
blocks to the total number of contained blocks

Once again these examples show that the measures are related to the design
the quantification of its properties. Such measures as the abstractness of a
Simulink block, however, are composed of multiple other measures and there-
fore are classified as derived measures and as such are closer to the information
need of architects. In the literature we can find a large number of measures
for designs and their combinations and therefore when choosing measures it is
crucial to start from the information needs of the architects [19] since these infor-
mation needs can effectively filter out measures which are possible to collect, but
not relevant for the company (and as such could be considered as waste).

In the next section we identify which measures from the above two groups
are to be included in the portfolio and which areas they belong to.

5 Metrics Portfolio for the Architects

The measures presented so far can be collected but as the measurement stan-
dards prescribe – they need to be useful for the stakeholders in their decision
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processes [14,20]. Therefore we organize these measures into three areas corre-
sponding to the information needs of software architects. As architecting is a
process which involves the software architecture artifacts we recognize the need of
grouping these indicators into areas related both to the product and the process.

5.1 Areas

In our portfolio we group the indicators into three areas related to the basic
properties of the design, the stability of it and the quality of it:

Area: architecture measures. Architecture measures – this area groups the
product-related indicators that address the information need about how to
monitor the basic properties of the architecture like its component coupling.

Area: design stability. Design stability – this area groups the process-related indi-
cators that address the information need about how to ascertain controlled
evolution of the architectural design.

Area: technical debt/risk. Technical debt/technical risk – this area groups the
product-related indicators that address the information need about how to
ascertain the correct implementation of the architecture.

In the following subsections we present the measures and the suggested way
to present them. One of the criteria for each of these areas in our study was the
upper limit of the number of indicators to be four. The limitations are based on
the empirical studies of the cognitive aspects of measurement such as the ability
to take in information by the stakeholders [24].

5.2 Area: Architecture Measures

In our portfolio we could identify 14 measures as applicable to measure the basic
properties of the architecture. However, when discussing these measures with the
architects the majority of the measures seemed to quantify the basic properties
of the designs. However, the indicators found in the study in this area are:

Software architecture changes. To monitor and control changes over time the
architects should be able to monitor the trends in changes of software archi-
tecture at the highest level [2]. Based on our literature studies and discussions
with practitioners we identified the following measure to be a good indicator
of the changes – number of changes in the architecture per time unit (e.g.
week) [3,4,8].

Complexity. To manage module complexity the architects need to understand the
degree of coupling between components as the coupling is perceived as cost-
consuming and error-prone in the long-term evolution of the architecture.
The identified indicator is Average squared deviation of actual fanout from
the simplest structure.

External interfaces. To control the degree of coupling on the interface level (i.e.
a subset of all types of couplings) the architects need to observe the number
of internal interfaces –number of interfaces.
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Fig. 2. Visualization of the measures in the architecture property area

Internal interfaces. To have control of the external dependencies of the prod-
uct the architects need to monitor the coupling of the product to external
software products – number of interfaces.

The suggested presentation of these measures is presented in Fig. 2.

5.3 Area: Design Stability

The next area which is of importance for the architects is related to the need for
monitoring the large code base for stability. Generally, in this area we used the
visualizations from our previous research into code stability [22,23]. We identified
the following three indicators to be efficient in monitoring and visualizing the
stability:

Code stability. To monitor the code maturity over the time the architects need to
see how much code has been changed over time as it allows them to identify
code areas where more testing is needed due to recent changes. The measure
used for this purpose is number of changes per module per time unit.

Defects per modules. To monitor the aging of the code the architects need to
monitor defect-proneness per component per time, using a similar measure
as the code stability – number of defects per module per time unit (e.g. week).

Interface stability. To control the stability of the architecture over its interfaces
the architects measure the stability of the interfaces – number of changes to
the interfaces per time unit.

We have found that in this view it is important to be able to visualize the
entire code/product base in one view and therefore the dashboards which visu-
alizes the stability is based on the notion of heatmaps [22]. In Fig. 3 we present
such a visualization with three heatmaps corresponding to these three stability
indicators. Each of the figures is a heatmap which visualizes different aspects,
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the measures in the architecture stability area

but each of them is organized in the same way – columns designate the weeks,
rows designate the single code modules or interfaces and the intensity of the
color of each cell designates the number of changes to the module or interface
during the particular week.

5.4 Area: Technical Debt/Risk

The last area in our portfolio is related to the quality of the architecture over a
longer period of time. In this area we identified the following two indicators:

Coupling. To have manageable design complexity the architects need to have a
possibility to quickly overview the coupling between the components in the
architecture – measured by number of explicit architectural dependencies,
where the explicit dependencies are links between the components which are
introduced by the architects.

Implicit architectural dependencies. To monitor where the code deviates from the
architecture the architects need to observe whether there are no additional
dependencies introduced during the detailed design of the software – this is
measured by number of implicit architectural dependencies, where the implicit
dependencies are such links between the components which are part of the
code, but not introduced in the architecture documentation diagrams [25].
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the measures in the architecture technical debt/risk

The visualization of the architectural dependencies shows the degree of cou-
pling and is based on the circular diagrams as presented in Fig. 4 where each
area on the border of the circle represents a component and a line shows the
dependencies between the components.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we set off to investigate which measures of software architectures
could fulfill information needs of software architects in large software devel-
opment companies in the embedded software development. We have reviewed a
number of measures available in the standard (like ISO/IEC 25023) and available
in the literature, shortlisting 54 measures clearly applicable for the role of soft-
ware architect. The proposed portfolio of measures and indicators is applicable
for the context where they were studied. However, as our studies were based on
literature we can see that these results can also be applicable to other domains,
which is one of the directions of our study.

In our future work we plan to conduct a full fledged evaluation of the portfolio
by applying it to complex software development projects in the area of Internet
of Things in our partner companies at Software Center.
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Abstract. The testing approach described here has grown out of migration
projects aimed at converting procedural programs in COBOL or PL/1 to
object-oriented Java code. The code conversion itself is now automated but not
completely. The human reengineer still has to make some adjustments to the
automatically generated code and that can lead to errors. These may also be
subtle errors in the automated transformation. Therefore, converted code must
be tested to prove that it is functionally equivalent to the original code. Up until
now converted programs have been tested manually and their results compared,
but that is a very labor intensive approach. Besides, it only shows which results
differ and not where the code differs. It can be extremely difficult to trace
differences in the results back to differences in the code. Such regression testing
drives up the costs of migration, causing users to disregard this alternative. If
they have to spend so much on testing a conversion they might as well rede-
velop the software. This paper describes how converted code can be validated at
a much lower cost by symbolically executing it and comparting the execution
paths. The theory behind this approach is that no matter how statements are
statically reordered, dynamically they must still execute in the same sequence to
produce the same result.

Keywords: Code conversion � Object-oriented migration � Functional
equivalence � Source code animation � Symbolic execution � Dynamic
comparison � Verification paths

1 Background and Motivation for This Work

Since the early 1990s both authors have been working on the transformation of pro-
cedural legacy code into object-oriented code. This normally entails a change of lan-
guage. The fact that there are so many languages to be handled only complicates the
issue as pointed out by the second author, who also demonstrates that every automated
conversion is more or less unreliable [1]. At the beginning the target language was
usually C++ or Object Cobol, later it became Java. Each legacy statement is converted
on a 1:1 or 1:n basis. For each legacy statement an equivalent Java statement or set of
statements is generated. Control statements like “if”, “evaluate” and “perform until”
can be converted one to one. Also most basic assign statements such as “move”,
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“compute” and “transform”, etc. can be converted on a one to one basis. However there
are some complex statements such as the COBOL “string”, the COBOL “perform thru”
and the PL/I “substring” where there is no equivalent Java statement. The legacy
statement must be replaced by a set of Java statements. These statement sets are best
defined as a method in a standard super class from which they can be inherited by the
converted class. In the converted class they appear as a method invocation. This also
applies to the GOTO statements which have to be simulated in Java with a label
variable as the name of the method to be invoked [2]. For a Java developer the
converted statements may appear to be awkward but they are functionally equivalent,
i.e. there result is the same as the original legacy statement. For instance,
Cobol/ASM370/PL/I code is placed into methods that simulate old native constructs so
that the code looks like the old code but is compilable in the new language. What is not
certain is that the converted Java statements will be executed in the exact same order as
the original ones. This has to be demonstrated by testing.

The greater problem in converting procedural code is that of converting the pro-
cedural structure of the legacy programs into an object-oriented one which is far
removed from the original procedural architecture. This entails not only the reordering
of the data declarations, but also the reordering of the procedural statements. The latter
can be avoided by placing the entire procedural code into a single control class with a
method for each COBOL paragraph or PL/I internal procedure. This approach was
originally suggested by Yang, who referred to the control class as a God class [3]. It is
also practiced by many conversion tool vendors who want to avoid the problems of
objectification. However, in so doing, they create Java components which are not really
object-oriented. Only the data is split up into classes, the procedures are left as one big
procedural class. The end result is a COBOL or a PL/1 program with Java syntax. One
can then really question whether it is not better to leave the code as it was and to wrap it
behind a Java wrapper [4].

The God class solution may be acceptable for users only interested in using the Java
development and runtime facilities and in producing portable byte code which will
compile once and run everywhere, but it is not a long term solution which can serve as
a basis for further development. For that the procedural code has to be objectified, by
splitting it up into methods and assigning those methods to the data objects they
process. Locality of reference is one of the fundamental principles of object-orientation
[5]. It is the rationale for encapsulation. Operations should be kept together with the
data they process. If code is to be considered object-oriented it must adhere to this
principle. Therefore, the operations in the procedural code of the legacy programs
should be assigned to the classes whose data they reference most. That is the approach
favored by the first author from the very beginning and which has been implemented in
the CodeTran code transformation workbench [6].

The greatest obstacle to converting legacy code to Java remains the handling of
GO TO branches, a problem which has been addressed in a previous paper by the same
authors [7]. Legacy code, whether it be COBOL, PL/I or C, is usually full of GO TO
branches for which there is no equivalent in Java. There have been many approaches
suggested to remove the GO TO branches by restructuring the code prior to conversion
with tools such as XTRAN (see: http://www.xtran-llc.com/cblstr.html), but this can lead
to bloated and deeply indented code. The restructured programs are also inevitably error
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prone as discovered in many restructuring projects. The U.S. National Standards Institute
made a study of governmental restructuring projects in the early 1990s to discover that
most such projects failed to achieve their goals because of restructuring errors [8]. This
must not be the case as demonstrated in a large scale industrial project in the Netherlands
[10], however, the safest and least code bloating method is to return a label variable to a
central controller and have it invoke the next method referred to in the GO TO statement.
That technique is referred to as label variable branching and was originally suggested by a
research team at Oxford University [12]. Either way the problem is solved it effects the
control flow execution of the code branches and can alter the execution sequence. Thus, in
objectifying procedural code, there are two problems to deal with:

• eliminating GO TO branches and
• redistributing procedural code units.

Any solution to these two problems is subject to being error prone. The removal or
replacement of the GO TO constructs may cause methods to be left out or executed in a
wrong sequence. The redistribution of the procedural code blocks among the data
objects entails a static reordering of the statements. This too can lead to serious errors in
the execution sequence. Therefore, there is a definite need to demonstrate that the
converted Java code is executed in the same sequence as the original COBOL code,
since any variation in that sequence is an indication of a transformation error.

2 Symbolic Execution as a Means of Testing

The symbolic execution of software source code has a long tradition. It grew out of the
attempt to prove the correctness of a program without actually executing it. Program
proving was very much in fashion in the 70’s as an alternate to testing. Proving was
considered the mathematical systematic approach to demonstrating correctness,
whereas testing was looking down upon as the empirical haphazard approach. There
were many scientific disputes between the testers on one side and the provers on the
other. In the end, the testers won out because the provers were only able to make a
proof of very small program samples and even that required a tremendous effort.
Manfred Broy, now a leading professor on software engineering in Germany, spent
over two years trying to prove the correctness of a simple text editor and finally had to
give up [11]. In the U.S. Prof. William Howden at the University of Southern Cali-
fornia spent an equally long time in proving the correctness of a FORTRAN mathe-
matical subroutine library. In doing this he developed a tool named Dissect to record
the symbolic execution of the code [14]. He was able to express all of the operations
performed on variables in terms of symbolic data as in algebra, therefore the term
symbolic execution. Instead of using real numbers he used algebraic symbols and
combined them together in compound expressions. The compound expressions were
then compared against the specified expressions to determine equivalence. The spec-
ified expressions were referred to as the Oracle.

The problem with this approach is that it is recursive. There is no way to prove that
the Oracle is correct other than verifying it against another higher oracle. So proofing
turned out to be an endless loop. One proof is dependent upon another. This dilemma
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persists in software testing. Here too testers are dependent upon an oracle to ascertain
program correctness. A test is always a test against something else, a comparison of
two hypotheses as to what is right. This lead to Howden’s landmark work on functional
testing, marking the beginning of a black box test technology [15].

Today the problem remains that there must be some oracle to test against. In
developing a new application that oracle is most often the requirement specification,
but we all know how unreliable most such specifications are. Rich and Waters came to
the conclusion in their automatic programming research project at M.I.T. that it is much
easier to write an executable program than it is to prepare a complete and consistent
specification of that program [16]. This being the case, specifications inevitably remain
inaccurate descriptions of what might be a correct solution to a selected problem. In the
end, researchers concluded that the only complete and accurate description of a pro-
gram is the program itself [17]. This insight leads to the diverse programming approach
to ensure the reliability of safety critical software. Several different program solutions
to the same problem are tested back to back against each other and their states com-
pared at regular intervals. Any deviation in the states of the redundant solutions is an
indication of a fault [18]. In this way, programs are tested against one another to
demonstrate correctness. This goes to show that there is no such thing as absolute
correctness. Software correctness is relative to what we assume to be correct. If all
program versions happen to produce the exact same result, we assume that to be
correct. In the experience of both authors, many old errors are brought to the surface by
code transformation, which are then repaired during the project. To preserve consis-
tency the original system must also be corrected. In practice, this is too expensive,
raising the question of correctness: what is the oracle if the upgraded code is indeed
different from the original? Light weight checks such as those made by Veerman might
help here [9, 10].

In the case of regression testing the existing software version is the oracle. It is
assumed to be correct because the users have accepted the results it produces. These
results may be in fact incorrect in terms of their original specification, as the first author
witnessed in a reengineering project for the Bavarian water works. Customers were
billed one tariff level higher that what they should have been billed according to
government regulation, due to a one off-by-one error in processing the tariff table.
When it came to converting the Assembler program into COBOL this error was dis-
covered but never corrected because the users never complained. They had accepted
the higher tariff level. Thus, correct is that what exists and has been accepted to be
correct. This is the biggest advantage of legacy software. It is assumed to be correct and
can be used as an oracle.

The greatest problem with the development of new software is this lack of an
oracle. There is nothing to test against except the requirements, which are usually at a
too high a level of abstraction to be used for testing. For the specification to be used as
a test reference, it has to be at the same semantic level as the code. The decisions made
in the code have to be defined as rules in the specification, for instance as OCL
statements or as decision tables. Then the test is comparing to the Java statements with
the OCL statements. However, there is no way to prove that the OCL statements are
correct. At most one can only claim that the Java code does not match with the OCL
rules, therefore one of them or both must be wrong [19].
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In retesting a converted program it is assumed that the original code is right.
Therefore any deviation on the side of the converted code is considered an error. Such
is the case in the following Java code where in COBOL the value of variable TXL1-3 is
moved to the target variables USR-IDENT, USR-ID, R223-LID. In Java there should
be three assignment statements, but there are only two. The setting of the last target
item R223-LID is missing, due to some error in the conversion routine. A normal
module test will only reveal the missing statement after the test by comparing all of the
variable states. By comparing the execution paths at test time the missing statement will
be noticed immediately since the path through the Java code will be shorter than the
path through the COBOL code.

Normally, such an error would eventually be found in the regression test by
comparing the new R223 SQL table with the old data record R223. There it would
come out that the attribute R223-LID does not match. However, considering that
several programs are using that record, it would be extremely difficult and time con-
suming to locate the missing statement. By comparing the two trace paths the tester will
immediately see that the one path is longer than the other. To make this possible such
compound statements must be split up into several statements with one per variable
assignment.

If the variable R223-LID is later used as a conditional operand in an “if” statement
there would also be a deviation in the control flow since the COBOL variable
R223-LID has another value than the Java equivalent. Missing statements are one of
the main sources of error in program transformation.

3 Demonstrating Functional Equivalence

Proving functional equivalence is an open research issue. Principally it could be done,
by comparing the two sources and matching their algorithms. But this is very difficult
and has yet to be solved. Therefore functional equivalence is generally demonstrated by
testing. There are two ways of demonstrating functional equivalence
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(1) by comparing the results
(2) by comparing the execution sequences.

Comparing the results means that the contents of the screens, interfaces, files and
database tables produced by the legacy system have to be compared data item for data
item with the contents of the web pages, interfaces, files and database tables produced
by the converted system. Any deviation in the data is to be regarded as an error [20].

If the conversion is taking place offline at a remote location this presents a problem.
The converters can compile the converted code, but they cannot readily test it, since
they don’t have access to the complete target environment. It may not be ready yet, or
they may not be able to access it for security reasons. More often the necessary test data
will not be available until later in the migration project [21].

Simulating the target environment with test drivers and stubs is another possible
solution, but this also requires a significant effort to achieve. For every framework
function or library class referred to by the converted code, a stub has to be created
which simulates the behavior of that function. In the end, the tester may wind up
rewriting the whole framework. In any case, the effort required to demonstrate func-
tional equivalence in an artificial test environment is prohibitive. The cost of regression
testing becomes many times more than the cost of automatically converting the code.
This drives up the price of the conversion approach and makes it less attractive
compared to a redevelopment or a wrapping solution [22].

In order to keep the costs down, a testing approach is needed which demonstrates
functional equivalence with a minimum of effort. The approach proposed here is
animation. Both the old and the new sources are animated and their animation paths
compared with one another. Any deviation in the statement execution sequence is an
indication of an error in the conversion process. There may still be errors in the
converted code due to other factors such as incompatible data types, but the errors
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caused by restructuring the control flow will come to the surface. The advantage of this
approach is that it can be applied as soon as the source code is compiled and that it
requires neither an elaborate test environment nor test data. It forces the conversion
specialist to steer the same execution path simultaneously through both the original and
the converted versions of the code and in this way to recognize the deviations. If there
is a difference in the control flow sequence he will recognize it immediately as the paths
do not match [23].

As shown in the graph in Fig. 1, the Java nodes are split up among three classes and
additional nodes inserted, but the nodes must still be executed in the same order as the
COBOL nodes for the code to be functionally equivalent.

4 Implementing Parallel Source Animation

The process of demonstrating functional equivalence by parallel source animation
consists of the three steps:

• pre processing
• processing
• post processing.

4.1 Preprocessing the Code

In the first step both the original code and the converted code are processed to produce
a statement, a data and a function table. No change is made to the original code,
however it is copied over into a statement table. Thus, we are not animating the original
code but a copy of that code which may be distorted. The statement table has an entry
for each statement in the module under test with attributes:

• Module Name
• Version
• Line number of statement
• Line number of successor statement
• Line number of alternate statement
• Nesting level
• Statement type
• Statement

The function table has an entry for each method of each class in the component
being tested with.

• Module name
• Class name,
• Procedure name
• Method name and
• Parameters
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The module and procedure names are taken from the legacy code in COBOL, PL/1
or C. The Class and Method names are taken from the converted Java code. There is a
data table for each object class with an entry for each data attribute declared with the

• Class or structure in which the data is contained
• data type
• data name
• location of assignment
• assignment rule

These three tables are created for every converted component in two versions

• a version for the original legacy code and
• a version for the converted object-oriented code

Since individual components are seldom larger than 2000 statements, the tables
have a limited size and can be preserved in main storage and accessed via a binary
search algorithm. The statements are ordered by source name and statement number,
the functions by function name and the data by data name.

4.2 Comparing Data Assignment

The data variables of a module are collected together in a module data table with their
names and types and rules which are yet to be defined. The rules are verified at test time
by the statement animated. If a value is assigned to a variable then that assignment is
recorded in the rule clause of that variable. For instance if the variable X is assigned to
the sum of Y and Z, then the rule for X is

X ¼ Y þ Z;

If the variable X is also assigned the value of b, then the rule of X is extended to be

X ¼ Y þ Z & B;

If the variable X is alternately assigned the value C then the rule for X is extended
to be

X ¼ Y þ Z & B ! C;

As shown here, if the assignment is conditional it is added to the rule with an “!”
sign. If the assignment is unconditional it is added to rule with the “&” sign. In this way
the rules are extended. If a large number of operations is performed upon a single
variable, the rule can become long and difficult to read, but it is mainly intended for
automatic comparison.
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The names of variables in the legacy code are carried over into the converted Java
code. The difference lies in the qualification. In the Java code the variables are qualified
by the class names. The whole class hierarchy is reflected in the qualification of the
variable names, but the names themselves remain the same. This allows them to be
linked to one another and allows for the rules to be compared. The rule of the variable
x in module a can be compared to the rule of variable x in class a derived from class
s. Thus x of a is equivalent to s.a.x. When the rules are displayed together the tester can
compare them and verify their correctness. They can also be compared automatically
by tool. If the rules do not match, an error condition is generated. Thus, the rule
validation can be made both manually and automatically by comparing the assignment
as depicted below:

COBOL R223:R223�MSID ¼ IAB6:IAB6�P5 þTX3ð Þ
JAVA R223:R223 MSID ¼ IAB6:IAB6 P5 �TX3ð Þ

The tool will notice that in the method IAB6-P5 in the class IAB6 the variable TX3
is subtracted from the data attribute R223_MSID whereas in COBOL it is added to it.
Such subtle conversion errors are very difficult to track down in regression testing but
here they are exposed at the location where they occur.

4.3 Processing the Code

In comparing the two source versions with one another the user is presented two
windows, one with the original source and one with the converted source. They are
positioned next to one another. By scanning the source the user can find an entry-point
from which he wants to start. In a COBOL module it is normally the first paragraph
after the Procedure Division declaration. In a PL/I module it is the Procedure Main.
Since the entry-point in the new source may be at a different place other than in the old
source, the tool will scan the converted source to find the first method. From this point
on control is taken over by the animation tool. It jumps automatically from one
statement to the other in the original code and does the same for the converted Java
code. The path thru the legacy code is replicated automatically in the converted Java
version. It is based on the next statement entry in the two parallel statement tables.
When the control flow comes to a decisional statement with more than one successor
statement such as ifs, loops or case statements, the user is requested to select one. In the
case of an “if” statement, he must select between the then and the else clause. In a loop
statement he must choose whether to continue the loop or to terminate it. With an
“evaluate” or “select” statement he is presented a list of the cases and can choose which
case should be executed. In this way he animates the flow of control thru the code of
the COBOL, C or PL/1 module. That control flow is mirrored in the converted Java
code transcending class boundaries. The tester can follow the parallel flow thru the two
sources. The tool ensures that the two paths are synchronized. The equivalent to the
next node of the path thru the legacy code is looked for in the path thru the Java code.
In animating the code the two statement tables are joined into one for comparison. (see
Sample 1).
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When a “GO TO” occurs in the legacy code the animator will jump to that target
label. In the Java source it will return to the controller and from there be redirected to
the method corresponding to the COBOL or PL/I label. That method may be in the
same or another class, but it must follow in the same dynamic sequence as in the
original procedural code. If not then an error condition is raised. If a paragraph or
procedure is performed the path is directed to the target label. In Java it will jump to the
corresponding method. Should the same method be contained in several modules or
classes, i.e. polymorphic methods, the user is requested to select which one should be
the target. For this purpose a menu with all the method versions qualified by their
module, i.e. class, name is presented. The selection of a label in the legacy module will
cause a branch to the method with that name in the object-oriented version. Here again
the two versions are synchronized.

In the case of a method invocation, the interface of the called method is displayed
together with the parameters of the calling statement so the tester can check if they are
compatible. Then the control continues through the called functions until it comes to a
return. From there it goes back to the next statement after the perform statement.
Functions may be nested so that the called function may call another. The animator tool
maintains a stack to return to the last calling statement. The same applies to the call
statement. Only here the animator tool reads in the source of the called module together
with the source of the corresponding Java class. The step wise animation of the code
then continues within the called source until it reaches a return statement.

In this manner, the user follows the flow of control through both source versions
from the common entry-point to a final return-point. If the control logic of the con-
verted source has been converted correctly, the two flows should be the same according
to the law of dynamic invariance. The statements on the two paths will be traversed in
the same order. If not, there has been an error in the conversion. Even where GOTO
statements have been replaced by a return to the central controller for invoking the next
method the new methods will follow in the same sequence as the original program
labels. Deviations in the control flow can be detected immediately and reported [24].
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The simultaneous simulation of the execution paths through two source versions
can be repeated for each potential path. Since complex components have a large
number of potential paths, it is not possible to trace them all. That would require too
much time. Therefore, the tester has to select paths to simulate based on two factors:

• that they are representative of other paths and
• that they are most likely to reveal conversion errors

The static analysis tool which processes the COBOL code prior to conversion
documents the possible paths through the COBOL code from which the tester can
choose. This is done by displaying the source and highlighting the statement traversed
by the path. There are better solutions to this problem using a directed graph of the
abstract syntax tree. The goal is to emulate as many paths as possible in the time
available. The responsible conversion specialist should be confident that the source has
been converted correctly before passing it on the users for the final acceptance test.

4.4 Post Processing the Code

When the execution of the two source versions is simulated, the animation tool records
the labels of all paragraphs, procedures, methods and modules traversed by the two
paths. The resulting label lists serve to document the execution paths. The labels of the
set and get methods in the converted object-oriented source are left out purposely to
keep the paths equivalent. For the same reason the labels of the controller and the
inserted access routines are suppressed, as are all labeled methods inserted by the
source transformation, so that the label list of the converted source contains only those
labels that were in the original source. A deviation in the two executed label lists will
only appear if there is a conversion error. By comparing the two label lists, a separate
control step is implemented in addition to the visual control performed by the con-
version engineer when simulating the execution. If he oversees a deviation, it will be
caught by this path comparison routine. This ensures if not code equivalence at least
trace equivalence.

A second, useful post processing function is that of coverage measurement. In pre
processing, a table of function labels is created for the two source versions. It contains
the labels of every module, procedure and method. After the source execution has been
simulated, there exists a label list for every path simulated. By comparing the labels of
each path with the labels of the source as a whole, all labels not traversed by a path are
recognized and reported in a label coverage report. This report also shows what percent
of the labels have been covered. This coverage technique was originally proposed by
Cimitile and Fasolino at the ICSM conference in 1993 [25]. Label coverage is here
equivalent to code coverage. With the help of this report, the conversion engineer can
decide if the simulated test is sufficient to demonstrate functional equivalence. If the
coverage is too low, more paths have to be simulated to bring it up.

A third purpose of the source animation described here is to help the responsible
maintenance engineer in debugging the code. By tracing the paths thru the source, he
can better understand what is going on in the sources and find out where errors occur
without having to execute the code, which is not always possible. This was the original
purpose of Howden when he introduced symbolic execution back in 1977 [26].
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The challenge is to discover as many conversion errors as possible as early as
possible. The earliest moment is immediately upon compilation. That is where the
source animator is engaged. If there are syntax errors in the conversion, the compiler
will find them. If there are logic errors in the restructuring of the code, the animator will
find them. An earlier source animator COBRETEST was developed in the late 90’s and
used to test converted COBOL programs at a Swiss bank. It was very helpful in finding
restructuring errors before the program went to the system testers, but the main purpose
was to create a dynamic trace documentation to compare with the original program
documentation. This approach to comparing test documentation with the original
design documentation had been proposed by Parnas and Peters [27].

The current source animator has only recently been implemented for testing con-
verted Java and C# sources against the original COBOL, PL/1 and C sources. It is
planned to make this tool publically available after a year. The first usage was to
compare converted Java sources with the legacy COBOL code from which they were
derived. The use of the tool proved to be very helpful. More than 80 conversion errors
could be detected and corrected in the 300.000 lines of converted code before the actual
regression test began. Considering the fact that it costs an average of two person days to
correct an error found by the testers in system testing, that represent a saving of 160
person days. This is significant in a project calculated on the basis of 1.50 Euros per
original line. In fact it amounts to about 14 % of the total cost.

The use of parallel animation to compare source code versions is not restricted to
conversions. It applies equally well to refactoring projects where the language remains
the same but the structure changes. By factoring out nested logic to new methods, there
will be additional methods, but the execution of the original methods will remain
invariant. Animation will demonstrate that the refactoring has no undesired side effects
on the control flow. This usage is planned for the reengineering of C++ and C# as well
as for Java code. Some preliminary work on this has already has been tested at the
university where the first author teaches software maintenance. Students are required
there to test the sources they have refactored. Animation makes it possible for the
students to check the correctness of their refactoring without having to setup an
extensive test environment. Animating the code also helps them to become more
familiar with the code, as pointed out by the first author in a previous paper [28].
A similar approach is suggested by Cornelissen, Zaidman and van Deursen in their
controlled experiment on program comprehension via trace visualization. The emphasis
of their approach is on understanding one program whereas the main goal here is to
match one program against another [29].

5 Conclusion and Further Work

The conclusion to be made is that there is a need to test reengineered code indepen-
dently of the target environment for which it is intended. Testing in the target envi-
ronment is expensive and time consuming. Besides it occurs very late in the
reengineering or conversion process. The goal is to find conversion errors as soon after
the conversion as possible so the conversion engineer can make the necessary cor-
rections to the conversion tools. Source animation is a good way of achieving this. It is
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inexpensive and practical. It also forces the conversion engineers to think through the
logic of the converted code and to compare it with the original code. Thus it supports
dynamic code inspection as proposed by Gilb and Graham already in 1993 [30].

Further work on the comparison tool will be directed toward the verification of
refactored code. Both procedural and object-oriented code can be refactored. State-
ments are cut out and moved to other locations, for instance in subordinate methods or
higher level classes. Variables can also be moved up to a higher level class or collected
together in a common class. However, regardless of this shifting around the statements
must still be executed in the same dynamic order and the variables must be assigned the
same values. Symbolic execution thru animation is a good way of demonstrating that a
refactored component still behaves in the exact same way as the original one. Symbolic
execution via source animation is a good way to minimize the test effort [31].

The next steps are to improve path comparison techniques and to check the usage of
the data types. The second author has been working on research in this area for a long
time and this research continues in the direction of source code comparison. By
comparing the original data types with the new ones it is possible to detect such data
anomalies. There still remains much work left to do until source code can be safely and
predictably transformed from one form into another. Much of this work has to do with
ensuring that transformation algorithms are correct, a topic which the second author has
already published on [32].
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Abstract. Context: Quality assurance performed during the implemen-
tation phase, e.g., by coding guidelines, static analysis or unit testing,
is of high importance to ensure quality of software, but there is a lack
of common knowledge and best practices on it. Objective: The goal of
this paper is to investigate the state-of-practice of quality assurance dur-
ing the implementation phase in software houses. Method: For this pur-
pose, we conducted a survey in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland where
57 software houses participated. The questionnaire comprised questions
regarding techniques, tools, and effort for software quality assurance dur-
ing implementation as well as the perceived quality after implementation.
The results were complemented by interviews and results from other sur-
veys on software quality in general. Results: Results from the survey show
that the most common software quality assurance techniques used dur-
ing implementation are unit testing, code reviews and coding guidelines.
Most tool support is used in the areas of bug tracking, version control and
project management. Due to relationships between the used tool types,
it seems that the introduction of one tool leads to the adoption of sev-
eral others. Also quality assurance techniques and tools are correlated.
Bug fixing takes a significant ratio of the overall project effort assigned
to implementation. Furthermore, we found that the more developers a
software company has, the more effort is spent on bug fixing. Finally,
more than half of all companies rated the quality after implementation
as rather good to good. Conclusion: For the most important quality
assurance techniques and supporting tool types clear usage patterns can
be seen and serve as a basis to provide guidelines on their application in
practice.

Keywords: Software quality assurance · Implementation · Software
development · Software quality · Software houses · Survey

1 Introduction

Quality assurance performed during the implementation phase, e.g., by coding
guidelines, static analysis or unit testing, is critical to create software of high
quality [1]. According to the ISO/IEC/IEEE Standard 24765 implementation or
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
D. Winkler et al. (Eds.): SWQD 2017, LNBIP 269, pp. 87–102, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-49421-0 7
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coding is defined as “the process of translating a design into hardware compo-
nents, software components, or both” [2]. The respective phase in the software
development life cycle, i.e., the implementation phase, is defined as the “period
of time in the software life cycle during which a software product is created
from design documentation and debugged” [2], which also comprises bug fixing
and therefore quality assurance activities. Nevertheless, quality assurance during
implementation, which we also call integrated quality assurance, lacks a com-
mon body of knowledge and is often handled as a “black box” in the overall
development process individually managed by developers. Given that a consid-
erable large amount of the total project effort is spent on implementation [3],
it is important to investigate the state-of-practice and to provide guidelines for
respective quality assurance techniques and tools. This holds especially for soft-
ware houses, i.e., companies whose primary products are software [4], for which
quality assurance is essential to guarantee quality of their delivered software
products.

The goal of this paper is to investigate the state-of-practice of quality assur-
ance during the implementation phase in software houses. For this purpose, we
present results of a survey conducted by the University of Innsbruck together
with the Austrian consultancy company Software Quality Lab in software houses
from Germany (D), Austria (A) and Switzerland (CH), the so called “DACH
region”. Overall 57 software houses from the DACH region responded to ques-
tions on software quality assurance techniques, tools, effort, and perceived quality
after implementation. The results were complemented by interviews and results
from related surveys. However, this is the first survey dedicated to software qual-
ity assurance during implementation in software houses, which provides due to
central role of software development for the whole organization a valid source
to investigate best practices. Furthermore, our survey does not only consider
agile practices like other surveys (for instance, [5,6]) and especially also statis-
tically investigates correlations between software quality assurance techniques
and tools.

The results presented in this paper provide information on the state-of-
practice and are equally relevant for research (by guiding it to relevant topics)
and practice (by serving as a baseline for comparison).

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3
discusses the survey goal, design and execution. Section 4 presents results and
discusses them. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In this section, we summarize related results on software quality assurance dur-
ing implementation from other surveys reporting respective results [3,5–8]. Rel-
evant related results reported in these studies address the project effort spent
on implementation, tool support during implementation as well as the usage of
agile practices during implementation. In the following paragraphs we summa-
rize these quantitative and qualitative results and later in Sect. 4 we relate them
to our findings.
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Regarding agile practices, Vonken et al. [5] found that the use of a coding
standard correlates to the subjective satisfaction with the development process.
70 % of the participants responded to use coding standards regularly or exten-
sively and only 4 % responded to never use any coding standard. In addition,
Perez et al. [6] found that pair programming has a positive correlation with
the perceived quality of the development process. Schindler [8] examined in a
2008 Austrian-wide survey that although the agile practice pair-programming is
known by 71 % of all participants, it was only used by 46 %. Furthermore, all
of the participants that claimed to use this practice, also admitted to not use
pair-programming regularly but instead rarely or on demand [8]. Furthermore, a
third of the 46 % also said to only use pair-programming in the case of complex
tasks. Schindler [8] also noted that pair programming is important for knowledge
exchange between senior and junior developers as well as to get new develop-
ers up to speed. Another observation made by Vonken et al. [5] is that pair
programming correlates with unit testing and refactoring. A more unexpected
observation made by the same authors is that unit testing and refactoring are
unrelated, which is surprising as unit testing can be considered as safeguard
during refactoring.

Regarding the effort spent, Garousi et al. [3] found that on average around
31 % of the total project effort was spent on implementation. This is more than
two times the effort of the second most reported effort consuming activity, i.e.,
testing. Armbrust et al. [7] observed a higher amount of the total project effort
allocated to implementation. According to their findings, on average around 48 %
of the software development effort was assigned to development, the smallest
amount assigned was 10 % and the highest 85 %.

Regarding tool support, Pérez et al. [6] found that version control (93 %)
as well as bug notification and tracking (86 %) are commonly used tools. In
contrast, tools that support the development process like continuous integration
(45 %), testing (52 %) or configuration (45 %) are only used by about half of the
respondents. Furthermore, Vonken et al. [5] found similar high usage ratios for
version control systems (88 %). Also Garousi et al. [3] investigated the usage of
tools [3] and found that static code analysis and automation tools are used by
64 % of all respondents. Whereas 24 % responded to never use and 12 % to seldom
use this type of tools. Finally, Schindler [8] identified that the most frequently
used tools to support agile development are unit tests (75 %), generators for
documentation from source code (71 %) as well as continuous integration (39 %).

3 Survey Goal, Design, Distribution, and Analysis

This section provides the survey goal and research questions (Sect. 3.1), the
survey design (Sect. 3.2), the survey distribution (Sect. 3.3), as well as the survey
analysis (Sect. 3.4). Finally, Sect. 3.5 provides a summarizing timeline of the
performed survey design, distribution and analysis activities.
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3.1 Goal and Research Questions

The goal of this survey is to investigate the role of software quality assurance
during the implementation phase in software houses from Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. The target audience of the survey are therefore software houses
that are located in Germany, Austria or Switzerland and do not operate in a
domain that may impose restrictions on their software development, e.g., medical
or automotive. Based on the goal and taking industrial relevance from experi-
ences of the involved company Software Quality Lab into account, we raise the
following four research questions (RQs):

RQ 1 Which quality assurance techniques are used during development?
RQ 2 Which tool support is used for quality assurance during development?
RQ 3 How much effort is spent on implementation and integrated quality

assurance?
RQ 4 How is the perceived software quality after implementation (including the

integrated quality assurance)?

3.2 Survey Design

In the survey design, we used and benefited from lessons learned and guidelines
reported by other researchers in software engineering [9,10]. We therefore present
the sampling plan, the questionnaire design and the performed pilot test.

Sampling Plan. The sampling plan describes how the participants are rep-
resentatively selected from the target population. The first decision, whether
a probabilistic, non-probabilistic or census sample should be considered, was
already made by selecting the target audience. Given that no list of all compa-
nies exists that have the characteristics of to target audience, a truly probabilistic
or census sample is not feasible. The first (probabilistic) would require an enu-
meration of all members of the target audience to select randomly participants
and the later (census) can as well only be conducted if all individuals of the
target audience are known. As a result, non-probabilistic sampling was chosen.

As a method to draw the sample from the population quota sampling with
the two strata geographical location of the software house (Germany, Austria
or Switzerland) and number of employees (less or equal 10, 11 to 100 and more
than 100) was applied.

Overall 57 software houses, 19 from each of the three countries, evenly dis-
tributed over the three company sizes were selected and could be consulted
within the given time and resources. Based on the activities relevant for soft-
ware houses from the OECD [11] industry categories, i.e., 62 – Computer pro-
gramming, consultancy and related activities, as well as 631 – Data process-
ing, hosting and related activities; web portals, the overall number of software
houses in Germany, Austria and Switzerland could be estimated based on data
from governmental statistical offices. For Germany, the “IKT-BRANCHE IN
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DEUTSCHLAND” [12] report identified 61,029 companies in 2013 that are clas-
sified with one of the two categories1. For Austria, the governmental statistical
office reported 13,281 companies in the respective categories2 in 2012. Finally
for Switzerland, the federal statistical office measured 2008 in the census of com-
panies3 15,466 companies that have amongst their main activities programming,
information technology consulting and data processing. As a result, the total
number of software houses in the DACH region can be estimated with 90,000
(61, 029 + 15, 466 + 13, 281 = 89, 776). Taking the population size of 90,000 into
account, with the 57 participating companies a precision [9], which measures how
close an estimate (resulting from the survey data) is to the actual characteristic
in the population, of 87 % is achieved.

Questionnaire Design. The questionnaire was designed based on the experi-
ences of Software Quality Lab and the involved researchers in conducting surveys
as well as academic findings of related surveys (see Sect. 2) and the software engi-
neering body of knowledge (SWEBOK) [13]. The knowledge and practical con-
sultancy experience of Software Quality Lab was a valuable input to design the
questionnaire. Furthermore, a technical report of a survey on software quality con-
ducted by Winter et al. [14] in 2011 provided many useful insights for the ques-
tionnaire design. The questions included in the questionnaire were transformed
into closed-ended questions and ordered by topic. The questionnaire was imple-
mented and performed online with the survey tool LimeSurvey4. For software
quality assurance during implementation five questions were raised, i.e., one ques-
tion for RQ 1, one for RQ 2, two for RQ 3, and one for RQ 4, and embedded into a
larger questionnaire on software quality processes. The questions of the question-
naire correspond to the research questions, where RQ 3 is split into two questions,
one for the development and one for the bug fixing effort. The answer options for
each of the five questions are shown in Figs. 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The
complete questionnaire is available via the first author upon request.

Pilot Test. The questionnaire was validated internally, i.e., by the involved
researchers and Software Quality Lab, as well as externally by six employees
of software houses. Internally, there were several iterations and the involvement
of researchers and industrialists guaranteed a high quality review from different
perspectives. Externally, the reviewers provided valuable, written feedback to
further improve the questionnaire.

3.3 Survey Distribution

The distribution of the questionnaires among the potential participants included
a pre-notification, the invitation with the questionnaire, reminders and a thank-
you letter. The survey distribution started on April 1, 2015. The participants
1 http://bit.ly/1Sqfb3z.
2 http://bit.ly/22IjjeS.
3 http://bit.ly/22IkScL.
4 http://www.limesurvey.org.

http://bit.ly/1Sqfb3z
http://bit.ly/22IjjeS
http://bit.ly/22IkScL
http://www.limesurvey.org
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were selected by using Google Maps and searching for ‘software company’.
Searching for this term reveals all software companies at the related location.
Furthermore, information about the number of employees for each found soft-
ware house were determined. This allowed to come up with 450 participants –
50 small, 50 medium and 50 big software houses per country. Two weeks after
the pre-notification emails were sent, the invitation emails with a link to the
online survey were distributed. As a result, 13 participants responded to not
wish to participate and 20 software houses participated. One reminder were sent
in the middle of the survey (end of April 2015) to remember possible partic-
ipants about the survey. Due to the low number of responses, additional 500
software companies were contacted via email. In addition, new participants were
searched and contacted exclusively by phone to invite them to the survey. Dur-
ing three days within the last week, 200 potential software houses in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland were called and asked for participation. In this three
days 18 software houses could be convinced to participate. Thus, the response
rate for the phone calls was 9 %, which is double the response rate of the email
invitations (4 % for the first half of the survey and 3 % for the second). In the
phone calls, also some of the reasons against the participation were mentioned.
Amongst others, no time, no interest, already having participated in similar
surveys and the absence of the respective decision maker were mentioned. The
survey distribution ended on May 22, 2015.

3.4 Survey Analysis

The data was first analyzed quantitatively and then qualitatively by interviews
with survey participants and evidence extracted from related work.

As the responses for each question were nominally scaled, the votes for each
question were counted and then visualized in bar charts. Furthermore, Pear-
son correlation coefficients between answers were computed to find correlations
within and between quality assurance techniques and tools to support implemen-
tation. The analysis was performed in IBM SPSS and the resulting correlation
coefficients have been interpreted as suggest by Evans [15], i.e., in steps of 0.2
from very weak to very strong.

We performed 12 interviews with survey participants (i.e., 21 % of all par-
ticipants) to triangulate the quantitative analysis and to identify the reasons
behind some survey answers. The semi-structured interview type was chosen,
because the structured interview limits the discussion freedom to enter unfore-
seen subtopics or ask questions that may arise during the interview. Another
alternative would have been the unstructured interview. However, this form
would have not allowed to ask prepared questions of interest that emerged dur-
ing the analysis of the empirical survey. Telephone calls were used contact each
participant in an economic and for the interviewee time- and place-flexible way.
In the short interview one question on implementation was asked. In addition,
the non-structured part of the interview followed subtopics of interest that were
raised by the interviewee or that turned out as a result of previously conducted
interviews to be of interest.
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3.5 Survey Timeline

This section summarizes the survey design, distribution and analysis by provid-
ing the concrete timeline in which the respective activities were performed in
2015. Figure 1 shows the timeline for survey design, distribution and analysis
activities. Activities with concrete dates in parentheses were performed in the
given date range, the other activities were performed during the whole month.

February • – collect requirements for the instrument
– setup and customize the online survey instrument
– explicit target audience characterization

March • – design sampling plan
– collect possible participants
– design and refine questionnaire
– distribute pilot test invitations (30.3 - 31.3)

April • – distribute survey announcement emails (1.4 - 7.4)
– perform pilot test (8.4 - 16.4)
– evaluate and consider feedback, adapt questionnaire (17.4 - 21.4)
– perform survey (21.4 - 4.5); (27.4) send reminder

May • – extend the survey because of low participation (5.5 - 22.5)
– analyze the results
– describe and summarize findings

June • – analyze the results (22.5 - 7.6)
– prepare email invitations and interviews (13.6 - 14.6)
– send out email invitations for interviews (15.6)
– conduct interviews (16.6 - 19.6)
– analyze interview results (19.6 - 28.6)
– describe and summarize findings

Fig. 1. Timeline of the survey.

4 Results and Discussion

In this section, we first present the demographics of our survey, then we present
and discuss main findings for each of the four research questions, and finally we
discuss threats to validity.
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4.1 Demographics

Overall 57 software houses, 19 from Germany, 19 from Austria and 19 from
Switzerland, participated in the survey. Most of the software houses (84 %) stated
that they perform more than one type of software project. On average three types
were stated. The three most common project types are development of web-
applications (71 %), individual software (61 %), and standard software (56 %).

In the sample of 57 software houses small, medium and large companies are
present with a similar frequency: 38 % of the companies are small-sized (up to
10 employees), 35 % medium-sized (11 to 100) and 26 % large-sized (more than
100 employees).

4.2 Main Findings

In this section we present the main findings for each of the four research
questions.

RQ1: Quality Assurance Techniques. Figure. 2 shows the quality assur-
ance techniques applied by the responding software houses during implementa-
tion. The most commonly used techniques are unit testing (68 %), code reviews
(63 %) and coding guidelines (61 %). Only one participants responded to apply
no technique at all.

Fig. 2. Quality assurance techniques during development. One participant responded
to apply no techniques at all.
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So similar to Vonken et al. [5], we found a high ratio of people using cod-
ing guidelines. Furthermore, our results are also compliant with the finding of
Schindler [8] that pair programming is only applied moderately.

Correlation analysis shown in Fig. 3 revealed six positive relationships
between quality assurance techniques, i.e., using one technique increases the
likelihood of using the related one. Static code analysis is related to coding
guidelines, test-driven development (TDD) as well as unit testing. Furthermore,
coding guidelines are related to TDD, unit testing to code reviews and model-
driven development to behavior-driven development (BDD). Considering the
relationships, it is surprising that static code analysis is not amongst the most
commonly used techniques given its positive correlations to coding guidelines
and unit testing which are both used by more than 60 % of the responding soft-
ware houses. Another notable, relationship is between model-driven development
and BDD that have only a significant positive correlation to each other, but not
to other techniques.

BDDCode ReviewsStatic Code Analysis

Unit TestingTDD

Coding Guidelines Model-Driven Development

r=0.271,

p=0.041

r=0.264,

p=0.048

r=0.284,

p=0.032

r=0.413,

p=0.001

r=0.278,

p=0.036

r=0.307,

p=0.020

Fig. 3. Positive correlations between quality assurance techniques. Note that for all
relationship n = 57, which is why it is not explicitly mentioned at every correlation.

Quality assurance techniques like unit testing, code reviews or the usage of
coding guidelines are commonly practices according to the results of the empiri-
cal survey. In addition, reviews, tests during development, checklists and reviews
at milestones are commonly used methods to control and support the software
development process. Thus, it seems that implementation is well supported by
respective quality assurance techniques. However, in the interviews with most
participants the domain-specific side of the software, the rules and peculiarities
of the domain, are seldom addressed explicitly, although they often lead to costly
bugs.

RQ2: Tool Support. The participants were asked to indicate in which areas
implementation is supported by tools. The results depicted in Fig. 4 show that
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Fig. 4. Areas in which tools are used to support implementation.

bug tracking (84 %), version control (73 %) and project management (63 %) are
the most common areas. Continuous integration (42 %) and requirements man-
agement (38 %) are mentioned only half as often as the other tool types.

Furthermore, relationships to quality assurance techniques were statistically
analyzed. The calculation of each possible correlation revealed four significant
relationships:

– Coding guidelines are in a positive, moderate strong correlation with the use
of continuous integration (r = 0.457, p = 0.000) and version control tools
(r = 0.426, p = 0.001).

– Static code analysis is in a positive and moderate strong correlation with con-
tinuous integration (r = 0.454, p = 0.000) and in a positive, weak relationship
with version control. In addition, it also has a positive, weak relationship with
bug tracking (r = 0.331, p = 0.012).

– Code Reviews are in a weak, positive correlation with version control (r =
0.287, p = 0.030) and bug tracking (r = 0.367, p = 0.005).

– Unit testing is in a weak, positive correlation with project management (r =
0.264, p = 0.048) and in a strong, positive with bug tracking (r = 0.430, p =
0.001).

Thus, coding guidelines and static code analysis are often used in environ-
ments with continuous integration and version control. Bug tracking tools are
often used in environments in which also static code analysis, code reviews and
unit testing are performed.

Correlations between the tool types have also been analyzed and are shown in
Fig. 5: continuous integration tools are positively correlated with requirements
management and version control tools, and bug tracking tools are positively
correlated with version control and project management tools. One can observe
that all tools are related directly or indirectly (via other tools). Thus, it seems
that the introduction of one tool leads to the adoption of several others. This is
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Fig. 5. Positive correlations between the tool types. Note that for all relationships hold
that n = 57.

supported by the fact, that a high number of participants (64 %) stated to use
three or more tools. Tools supporting implementation are therefore often used
together.

Also several other surveys [3,5,6,8] found that different types of tools are
commonly-used to support development. Our results confirm the findings of
Perez et al. [6] who also found that version control and bug tracking tools are
often used, but continuous integration only moderately. Furthermore, Vonken
et al. [5] also found high usage rates of version control systems. Finally,
Schindler [8] reported a similar usage rate of continuous integration (around
40 %) as we did.

RQ3: Effort. We asked for the ratio of the total project effort spent on imple-
mentation and integrated quality assurance. Figure 6 indicates a clear trend
towards the range 41 % to 60 % of the total project effort, which was selected
by 49 % of all participants. Thus, it seems that in practice most often a ratio
between 41 % and 60 % of the total project effort is spent on implementation.

So in our case, the effort spent on programming is higher than reported in
Garousi et al. [3] (i.e., 31 %) and compliant with the finding of Armbrust et al. [7]
who reports a ratio of the overall effort spent on implementation of 48 % (and
integrated quality assurance).

The most important integrated quality assurance technique during imple-
mentation is bug fixing. Figure 7 shows that with respect to the ratio of the
total project effort developers spend on bug fixing, most participants (63 %)
responded that up to 20 % of the total project effort is spent on bug fixing. Even
higher efforts were stated by 25 % of the respondents. Moreover, 12 % could not
estimate the effort for bug fixing, which may indicate that they are not aware of
the effort that is used for bug fixing or do not measure it.

According to two interviewees, a reason for the relatively high bug fixing
effort is that a small amount of bugs requires a large amount of time and effort
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Fig. 6. Amount of total project effort dedicated to implementation.

Fig. 7. Ratio of total project effort spent on bug fixing by developers.

to be fixed. An example stated by one interviewee was a wrong variable name
caused by copying similar source code. Another reason that was commonly men-
tioned are incomplete requirements specifications that result in bugs that are
not caused by wrong code, but by missing edge cases that were not properly
specified. One interviewee explicitly highlighted that not technical aspects cause
high bug fixing efforts, but domain aspects. Developers typically do not have the
same deep understanding of the business domain of the software as for instance
requirements engineers or customers have. This often results in bugs caused by
missing or wrongly interpreted domain-specific aspects of requirements.

Given that more developers work on the same code, bugs may be introduced
by other employees that have to fix them. As a result, it could be that a higher
ratio of the total effort is spent on bug fixing with an increasing number of
employees. This is also supported by the fact that with an increasing number of
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developers also the system complexity increases, which makes it more difficult
to find and fix bugs. The statistical analysis confirmed this correlation and iden-
tified a strong positive correlation between the number of employees in software
development and the effort for bug fixing (r = 0.485, n = 56, p = 0.000). Thus,
the more developers a software company has, the more effort is spent on bug
fixing.

RQ4: Perceived Quality. We asked for the perceived software quality after
implementation (including the integrated quality assurance) at the handover
to system testing. Figure 8 shows that 41 % responded to perceive the quality
neither as good nor as bad, 56 %, more than half of all companies, rated the
quality as rather good to good. Only one participant mentioned that the quality
of the software at this point in development is rather bad. Thus, it seems that
the quality of the software is considered to be in an at least rather good quality
in most cases. This may indicate that the applied quality assurance measures
during the development are working.

Fig. 8. Perceived software quality after implementation with integrated quality
assurance.

The software quality in development may also depend on the number of
developers. Thus, the correlation between the number of employees in total and
the number of employees in software development, respectively, as well as the
perceived software quality before testing was statistically analyzed. As a result,
two weak, negative correlations were found:

– Perceived software quality is in a weak, negative correlation with the number
of employees (r = −0.334, n = 55, p = 0.013).

– Perceived software quality is in a weak, negative correlation with the number
of employees in software development (r = −0.307, n = 55, p = 0.023).
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These two negative correlations indicate that the higher the number of
employees, the lower the perceived software quality is.

4.3 Threats to Validity

In this section we discuss critical threats to validity and how we addressed them.
One critical threat to validity is the limited number of participating software
houses, i.e., 57. Nevertheless by estimating the overall number of software houses
in the DACH region, a precision of 87 % of our results could be reached. To
further increase validity of the results, the questionnaire was triangulated by
interviews and evidence from related studies. Conclusions on correlation were
drawn based on statistical significance.

Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that the study was only conducted in
the DACH region and that the validity of the results is therefore limited to that
region. But due to the facts that similar surveys were initially performed in the
DACH region and then replicated in other regions with similar results [16,17] and
that we could not find significant differences between the results from Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, we think that the survey will deliver similar results in
other regions as well. However, a replication in other regions, which is already
planned as future work, is required to confirm this statement. The questionnaire
itself was constructed based on the experiences of Software Quality Lab and the
involved researchers in conducting surveys as well as academic findings of related
surveys. Furthermore, the questionnaire was refined by internal and external
reviews in several iterations.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a survey on quality assurance during implementation in
software houses from Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Overall 57 software
houses participated. Results from the survey show that the most common soft-
ware quality assurance techniques used during implementation are unit testing,
code reviews and coding guidelines. Most tool support is used in the areas of bug
tracking, version control and project management. Due to relationships between
the used tool types, it seems that the introduction of one tool leads to the
adoption of several others. We also found that coding guidelines and static code
analysis are often used in environments with continuous integration and version
control. Bug tracking tools are often used in environments in which also static
code analysis, code reviews and unit testing are performed. Bug fixing takes a
significant ratio of the overall project effort assigned to implementation. Fur-
thermore, we found that the more developers a software company has, the more
effort is spent on bug fixing. Finally, more than half of all companies rated the
quality after implementation as rather good to good and there seems to be a neg-
ative correlation between the number of employees and the perceived software
quality.
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In future, we plan to replicate the survey in other regions and to perform case
studies to investigate in which context (for instance, with respect to the process
model applied) specific quality assurance techniques during implementation are
promising. Based on the results of these empirical studies we plan to derive
practical guidelines to improve quality assurance during implementation.

Acknowledgments. The authors thank Software Quality Lab GmbH and especially
its CEO Johannes Bergsmann for joint operation of this survey as well as all partici-
pating companies, interview partners and colleagues who helped to make this survey
possible.
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Abstract. The organization of the testing process is an important part of any
enterprise software quality management effort. However, little consensus exists
how enterprise test organizations should be built up and structured, especially in
connection with continuing penetration of recent trends such as enterprise agile
development. This position paper is built upon our industry experience. During
our transformation efforts connected with changing a test organization’s sour-
cing arrangement and management approach in a large multinational firm, we
noticed that people tend to prefer one distinct perspective to make sense of
enterprise test organizations. But such a one-sided approach makes it difficult for
them to talk to each other about the test organization. To illustrate this, we use
Gareth Morgan’s Images of Organization as an analytical lens to discuss three
distinct images of test organizations we claim people typically carry in their
minds. Our work increases understanding of design and transformation efforts
related to management of enterprise software testing.

Keywords: Test organization � Test factory � Testing center of excellence �
TCoE � Community of practice � Agile testing � Organization design �
Transformation

1 Introduction

In a seminal paper published more than ten years ago, Nicholas Carr provocatively
argued that IT Doesn’t Matter [1]. In short, Carr said that information technologies
(IT) had become a commodity which is accessible to everybody (like gas or electricity)
and didn’t make a big difference for company’s success. It is not the point of the
present article to discuss the general Carr’s ideas. We want, however, ask a slightly
different question: Does software testing matter?

Nowadays in the commoditized (read: outsourced and offshored) world of factory-
like enterprise software testing, little space seems to remain for creativity and joy from
the profession. In this world, big words such as “Testing Center of Excellence” are often
used just for impression making instead of their original sense rooted in knowledge
sharing practices and innovation. We think this is unfortunate. Interestingly, digital
disruption has triggered some fundamental changes impacting also commoditized
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enterprise IT. This shift will arguably change enterprise test organizations to a great
extent. At present, however, very little is scientifically known not only about these
transformation trends but also about current forms of enterprise test organizations. In
this short position paper which stems from our industry experience, we thus want to take
a step back and look at the topic.

Our work falls under the stream of relatively infrequent computing research focused
on problems of organization of software testing (e.g., [2–4]). Consider the present
paper as an enterprise Software Quality Management (SQM) contribution probing into
test organizations at the macro level of analysis. That means, our analysis looks beyond
the level of individual development teams. We understand test organizations as
structural elements within software enterprises or within IT functions of non-software
enterprises [5]. Our experience comes from the latter context. Note that we take the
existence of formal or informal test organization for granted (as our own case
demonstrates). We thus don’t discuss some organizational alternatives like when testers
are relatively isolated in respective project teams and there is little to no test knowledge
sharing across the teams within the enterprise [2].

Primarily, our aim is to analyze here several basic types of enterprise test organi-
zation’s structural patterns. To do so, we sketch some of their elementary attributes. We
use Gareth Morgan’s Images of Organization [6] (Images) as an analytical lens to
present our findings. Our key thesis is the following. When one speaks about a test
organization, she often uses a distinct term. By relating these terms to Morgan’s
metaphors, we are able to identify distinct characteristics and key assumptions that
person holds about the test organization.

Our intention with this paper is threefold. First, to define the terms that are currently
being used in a somewhat inconsistent way in the industry. Second, to help practi-
tioners look beyond a single Image they might tacitly operate within. Third, to show
that the Images are not necessarily mutually exclusive as some might argue, but that
they can complement each other quite nicely. Moreover, the last point is quite a timely
contribution because many experts see the transformation of enterprise test organiza-
tions as a striking issue for practitioners nowadays [7].

In what follows, we first discuss the context of the experience and used method.
Then we review some key Morgan’s ideas and apply them in order to describe three
cardinal images of test organization we encountered. Next, we share a more tangible
piece of our experience and some recommendations. We conclude by highlighting
implications of our work.

2 Context and Method

In the past year and a half, we have had an opportunity to observe (and later also shape)
organization design of a test organization in a large, multinational company listed in
Fortune 500 (http://fortune.com/fortune500/). This has been part of a broader IT
transformation effort [8]. Specifically, in this paper, we want to take an initial step and
form conceptual basis for sharing more tangible aspects of our experience later on. In
order to do so, we use the concept of reflective IT management practice [9].
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Apparently, this is not intended as a rigorous case study. Rather, we position the
paper as a descriptive account grounded in our industrial experience. As such, one
might consider it as a form of alternative research genre, often perceived as quite an
opposite to evidence-based research practices. Importantly, this shouldn’t evoke that
reflective discourse is not a valid knowledge generating mechanism [10]. Our main aim
was to capture an interesting “story” and provide a rich insight, rather than rigorously
measure theoretical constructs. Methodologically speaking, we shared some common
interest with ethnographers. Trying to capture highly subjective “lived experience” as
their top priority, they characterize themselves as the ones conducting “the art and
science of describing a group or culture” [11].

In our analysis, we use just three images from Morgan’s work as explained below.
It is important to note the following. The perspective and background motives that
influenced our reasoning process and choice of these Images are highly subjective.
They stem from our own experience and the unique organizational context we were
part of. This might be interpreted as “biased” and “unscientific” by some, but note
Morgan’s (and Einstein’s) thoughts on this: “Whoever we are, it is impossible to obtain
a complete point of view. Our perspectives always have horizons and limits dictated by
the factors that we implicitly or explicitly value and deem important. … [O]ur
observations are always shaped by the ‘theory’ through which we see”. Morgan further
explains that choice of Images relevant for one’s analysis of organization reality is
highly influenced by his professional background and motivation. For example,
management consultants see organization reality differently from social critics. And
practicing IT managers might follow different interpretations than computer scientists.

The reason we chose the concrete Images we use further was thus formed by our
own “lived experience”. In the middle of the battleground of a huge, IT-driven orga-
nization change, we were stuck between the old and new, i.e. “test factory thinking”
and “software revolution of agile gurus”. We were trying to make sense of our orga-
nization world and bridge the observed gap. We were effectively forced to understand
many versions (and visions) of organization reality and explain these conflicting ver-
sions to our peers, team members, and executives to fill the mentioned gap and “make
the change happen”. We also had the luxury to reflect on our own actions from time to
time. As Schön argues, this is quite infrequent in the industry reality: “Managers do
reflect-in-action, but they seldom reflect on their reflection-in-action” [9].

3 Images of Organization

Thirty years ago (1986), Gareth Morgan published the first edition of his work Images
of Organization that is now available in the third edition [6]. This book has gained
exceptional attention in both scholarly and practitioner communities, counting some
15,000 Google Scholar citations up to date. Morgan, an organizational theorist and
management consultant, used the concept of metaphor to describe and conceptualize
different approaches to studying as well as managing organizations. Metaphors are
essentially stylistic means, “ways of seeing things as if they were something else” [12].
These stylistic means are powerful tools but require imagination. When using the lens
of a metaphor, one has to focus on commonalities and disregard obvious discrepancies.
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That means, metaphor always provide “kind of one-sided insight” [6] and cannot be
taken literally. As Morgan explains, if we say “The man is a lion”, we find him “brave,
strong, and ferocious”. But we don’t mean that “he is … covered in fur and … [has]
four legs, sharp teeth, and a tail”.

The fundamental Morgan’s idea is intriguing: By adjusting the viewing angle one
looks at the same organization, new realities, sceneries and patterns suddenly emerge.
The interesting thing is that all these images of organization (observable from different
viewing angles) are complementary and interconnected. Just by knowing what viewing
angles are worthy, we can see much more than we would see using just the one single
angle one might typically prefer.

The three archetypal metaphors we use in this paper of total eight Morgan intro-
duced in his work are the following [13].

I. “The machine metaphor encompasses such theories as Taylor’s scientific
management, Weber’s bureaucracy and views of organizations that emphasize
closed systems, efficiency and mechanical features of organizations.”

II. “The brain metaphor focuses on the cognitive features of organizations and
encompasses learning theories and cybernetics.”

III. “The culture metaphor emphasizes symbolic and informal aspects of organi-
zations as well as the creation of shared meanings among actors.”

One can consider Morgan’s book as a sort of catalog of organization theories. All
theories of organization implicitly work with an image; they look at organization with a
specific set of premises. While organization theorists might want to use Morgan’s book
primarily as a way how to categorize these theories, in this paper we want to focus on
IT management practice. The central argument we make in-line with Morgan’s
thoughts is that founders and managers tend to look at their own organizations using
one of the lenses; doing it either implicitly or explicitly. The lens which they take on
typically depends on many factors, for example, their beliefs, core values, and
assumptions. When managers, nevertheless, stay fixed just on a single metaphor in their
professional work, their respective management actions might become one-sided and
imbalanced.

4 Test Organization Designing as Image Painting

4.1 Motivation

Consider the following dialogue in which the author of this paper personally partici-
pated in. The dialogue captures a “demand management” conversation. This conver-
sation was related to specific administrative tasks connected with a late-formalization
of an ongoing allocation of few agile test engineers in an agile development initiative
(A – author, SM – service manager).

SM: What IT client is this?
A: It’s not an IT client, it’s a [self-organizing] agile team.
SM: What project is it then?
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A: It’s not a [time-boxed] project, it’s a product development of [application name].
SM: How many test resources are we talking about?
A: Two. But they are not “resources”, they are members of a cross-functional

agile team.
SM: [silence] OK. How many months you need them for?
A: Uh… forever?

This example clearly demonstrates a clash occurred between two distinct approaches
to the organization of the test process. The first one is rooted in the traditional enterprise
model of resources pooling and time-boxed allocations for waterfall-like development
projects. The second one is influenced by the new paradigm of “agile testing” [14] which
calls for whole team responsibility, long-term relationships and treating people as people
again, not merely “resources”. Although being far away from counting himself as one of
“agile purists”, the author still remembers the level of personal frustration and hope-
lessness which remained long after this dialogue. On the other hand, he can imagine that
his replies caused at least a strong confusion on the other side.

Taking this as the point of departure for our paper, we want to show our findings
involving some fundamental qualities of images of enterprise test organizations. In this
section, we will analyze three distinct patterns of enterprise test organizations: test
factory, the testing center of excellence, and agile testing community of practice.

4.2 Test Factory: Test Organization as Machine

Morgan’s Message. The test factory metaphor leads us to understand the test orga-
nization as a machine. Machines are designed by engineers and their design reflects
engineering approach. Machines are precise, predictable and accurate. They transform
inputs to outputs in a defined and expectable logic. One doesn’t have to understand
machinery and inner components as long as he remains just an operator. Machines are
reliable; they don’t exhibit mankind’s weaknesses whereas people do.

The term machine also implies effectivity and efficiency. This is the prevailing
perspective of management as advocated by Frederick Winslow Taylor (1856–1915),
an American mechanical engineer and father of “scientific management”. He is
probably most famous for his stopwatch motion studies, perceived by him as a panacea
against inefficiencies of factory workers. Albeit effective, from today’s perspective, the
similar view of management is perceived as highly reductionist and dehumanizing.
Applied on modern societies, Morgan calls similar approaches to organizing as
“McDonaldization”. This is to emphasize “ruthless efficiency, quantification, pre-
dictability, control, and deskilled jobs” [6].

That said, Morgan argues that a large number of similar principals had become
deeply rooted in our minds. Even more than 100 years after formulation of these
principles, people tend to look at organizations using the “classical management the-
ory” lens primarily. Also, numerous managers use this paradigm as the prevailing one.

Application on Test Organizations. Understanding a test organization as a machine
might bring some advantages. Putting effectivity and efficiency in the spotlight seems
to be very attractive for a corporate environment where these two factors naturally play
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a crucial role. Similarly, emphasis on quality is a cornerstone of all modern factories.
Translation into a similar context thus seems appropriate.

The legacy of this metaphor lies in routinization. Likewise, the main goal declared
as “to provide consistent testing services to engagements in a standardized, managed
and industrialized fashion”1 sends a clear message. This message must be interpreted in
a broader context of efforts which aims to transform various IT areas (analysis,
development, operations, testing) of the corporate IT function: from the original
“immature” craftsmanship tier we have reached higher tiers of commodity and utility
[15]. The problem of such messaging is that “less mature” (= non-commoditized)
levels are automatically perceived as a suboptimal solution by many members of the
corporate world. But is this really the case? We don’t think so. Also, notice a critique
from a practitioner who sees a typical test factory as full of “‘brain dead’ people” [16].

To briefly sum, some key attributes of enterprise test factory model might include:
(1) centralized administration and decision-making, (2) test process standardization and
process manuals, (3) extensive administrative procedures connected with test engage-
ments, (4) overemphasis on test planning and control, (5) perception of change as an
undesired test management factor, (6) impersonalized, substitutable “test resources”,
(7) emphasis on manual testing connected with absence of innovation and improvement
thinking.

4.3 Testing Center of Excellence: Test Organization as Brain

Morgan’s Message. Basic qualities frequently attributed to the brain include the
complexity of its functions and high mental potential enabled by processes of learning
and creativity. The concept of learning organization is a vital fundament on which this
metaphor builds. Many organizations apply some of its elements very well in the form
of so-called “single-loop learning”. These organizations are quite fluent in setting up
high-level goals, cascading them down, picking appropriate management controls and
acting respectively. Sometimes, however, also “double-loop learning” is necessary.
This process of learning is able to question some fundamental assumptions and is
capable of causing modification of the goals and controls consequently. At times, this
may even temporarily result into kind of “creative chaos”.

In reality, the somewhat fuzzy concept of learning organization is often supported
by more tangible knowledge management (KM) efforts. But it would be too mecha-
nistic to reduce KM efforts just on creation and maintenance of a common knowledge
base. It’s necessary to understand the KM efforts quite broadly [17].

Application on Test Organizations. Test Center of Excellence (TCoE) is probably the
most ambiguous image in our analysis. While there is a lot of research on (general)
centers of excellence in the domain of knowledge management, the TCoE term is, at
the same time, usurped by numerous management consultants and vendors to describe
a different reality (typically a sourcing arrangement). This is visible also in the

1 A non-published vendor presentation. Quite paradoxically, the vendor uses this formulation to define
a key quality of Testing Center of Excellence, not Test Factory.
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well-known World Quality Report 2015–16 (WQR) [7] prepared by some big names in
the IT outsourcing industry. By defining “a fully operational TCoE” (capitalization
ours) as “similar to the application development factories currently driving efficiency in
this area”, the report does a disservice to the knowledge management oriented concept
of TCoE in favor of commoditization and economies of scale.

Interestingly, the report argues that organizational dispersion of test resources
contributes to the lack of maturity of the testing profession in organizations. Based on
the WQR survey sample, only 37 % organizations take centralized, i.e. “TCoE”,
approach. It is unclear, however, what the “centralized approach” essentially means and
why it can’t be replaced by some modern KM mechanisms. Test Center of Excellence
remains a fuzzy term, although management consultants and vendors often try to
suggest otherwise. We perceive it as an image of both formal or informal test orga-
nization, rather than a concrete sourcing strategy.

So differently from many vendors, we understand the term in the original sense
in-line with its roots in KM. We envision a center of excellence as a relatively “small
group of individuals recognized for their leading-edge, strategically-valuable knowl-
edge, and mandated to leverage and/or make that knowledge available throughout the
global firm” [17]. Centers of excellence are primarily created to drive innovation and
knowledge sharing, not productivity and cost savings [5]. Another aspect of test
excellence resonates in the mythical story of IBM Black Team established in the 1960’s
by putting alike quality experts together [18]. Through team’s expertise, shared vision
and unique identity, the Black Team earned high respect and impacted software quality
within IBM considerably. Regarding the size of TCoE, we point to Mark Summers:
“TCoE doesn’t mean you have to dedicate an army!” [19] (capitalization ours). That
means that building of a TCoE might have a sense even for a mid-size company with
no outsourcing ambitions.

To sum our understanding of the term, some key characteristics of this model in test
space might include: (1) TCoE people are given space and encouraged to come with new
ideas even it might conflict with the current test management approach, (2) new test
tools, processes, practices and industry trends are being evaluated, (3) the original ones
are being questioned in a participative atmosphere, (4) TCoE members are encouraged
to work across organizational boundaries to help others (i.e. non-members) to achieve
“test excellence”, (5) “test excellence” is not an empty promise, but a strong commit-
ment and everyday operating philosophy, (6) role of immediate cost-effectiveness is
reduced in favor of long-term organization goals.

4.4 Agile Testing Community of Practice: Test Organization as Culture

Morgan’s Message. Culture can be defined as an integrated system of core values,
beliefs, and underlying assumptions. In the managerial literature, culture is sometimes
portrayed as an independent organization variable capable of extensive manipulation
by managers and executives. In fact, the pragmatic definition “How we do things
around here” (coined by McKinsey) captures some aspects of this approach. But
Morgan and many others clearly see culture as more than just a variable, and thus find
the pragmatic definition as inadequate and just surface scratching. Morgan says that
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culture is an “active, living phenomenon through which people jointly create and
re-create the worlds in which they live” [6]. Social scientists have always realized an
enormous power of culture. Managers and computing researchers have been tradi-
tionally more reserved.

Application on Test Organizations. Apparently, many people perceive agile software
development (Agile) as a brand new philosophy for application creation. In his book
about Extreme Programming, for example, Kent Beck says that Agile “is about social
change” [20]. Also, an empirical study found that for software professionals Agile was
much “more than a software development methodology” [21]. This suggests that we
should perceive Agile rather as a specific culture-forming mechanism than a simple
process prescription how to develop software. Moreover, the mentioned mechanism
influences not only technical personnel responsible for application development but
broader enterprise context, co-forming a new social reality in the sense of Morgan’s
thoughts. Ideally, this reality should be non-hierarchical and thus not contaminated by
“vertical ideology of control” [22].

There are many agile flavors, i.e. levels of agile orthodoxy vary across organiza-
tions and among proponents. But one of the key characteristics of Agile is that – in its
purest form – all software development processes are considered as empirical, instead
of defined. That means that process can be tailored as the team goes [23]. Moreover, the
Manifesto of Agile Software Development (http://www.agilemanifesto.org/) doesn’t
mention the world “testing” anywhere. Scrum (http://www.scrum.org), a well-known
agile framework, similarly doesn’t distinguish between the role of programmer and
tester. All of the team members are considered as developers.

This clearly has some challenging implications on the organization of software
testing. While many had called for the elimination of separated “test team” in Agile,
some already realized that complete and radical elimination of dedicated test roles
would be unfortunate. In fact, it would call for a huge cultural change of its own. This
also represents a potentially challenging mental shift for many programmers socialized
in more traditional models who typically treat testing as an inferior activity. Similarly,
many decision makers in regulated fields will hardly accept the whole-development-
team-is-responsible logic; they believe in segregation of IT roles as a form of control.

From today’s perspective, it is quite hard to say how an “agile test organization of
the future” will exactly look like in the new agile world which demands quite specific
test culture. Thus we cannot simply list some key attributes here. Maybe test organi-
zations will really become a “thing of the past” as some management consultants argue.
Possibly they will transform themselves into informal agile testing communities of
practice (CoP) [14]. But we rather think of them as hybrid and somewhat fuzzy
structures compatible with ideas of the agile movement but also reflecting the particular
context of every enterprise. We don’t think that a universal prescription works here. We
are, however, strongly convinced that one has to stop looking at test organizations just
from the “default”, i.e. the test factory perspective. It is necessary to accept that key
assumptions of Agile are very different. New values, beliefs, and ideals must be im-
ported into factory-like test organizations if they are to survive in the new world. This
is, obviously, a huge cultural change, not a minor tweaking of their current design.
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5 Short Discussion of Our Experience

The starting point of our transformation effort was an outsourced, offshored test factory
model with few hundred of “test resources”. Our past year and a half transformation
journey that encompasses organization design of the two remaining Images offers some
interesting discoveries. Unfortunately, the short paper format doesn’t allow to share
many details about these initiatives in the present contribution which has rather aimed
to develop solid theoretical/practical conceptual basis. Thus in this section, our
intention is to present just a few fundamental discoveries.

Test Factory. Firstly, our test organization is very different than it used to be a year and
a half ago; definitely not a pure test factory anymore. Still, we don’t think that the test
factory concept itself is dead. Importantly, we are strongly convinced that it needs to be
repositioned carefully and find the right segment where it is still fit for purpose. This
segment might be represented, for example, by large enterprise IT initiatives. It is clear
to us, however, that test factory is not the universal enterprise test panacea anymore.

Testing Center of Excellence. Based on the claim above, we think that enterprise test
managers need to broaden their management horizons in the changing world of
enterprise software testing. If they are in a similar situation as we were, we encourage
them to go back to the roots of the Center of Excellence’s meaning and think about
bringing the core of test excellence back in. We did this by hiring several experienced
test engineers while the majority of test capacity remains outsourced and commodi-
tized. It could be quite convenient to fully rely on vendors but we can confirm many
pain points similar to the ones captured in [24] for “independent test agencies”.

Agile Testing Community of Practice (CoP). Speaking about agile development
initiatives at present, we rather think of our organization design as Agile TCoE than a
pure Agile Testing CoP. We use the former label to emphasize the learning element of
TCoE but also to say that Agile forms a very specific cultural context for this learning.
Still, we keep Agile TCoE largely under the tent of our formal test organization built in
the past. In general, we strive to design our Agile TCoE to (1) become a formal
home-base for test engineers embedded into agile development teams; the home-base
enables effective knowledge-sharing and career planning for them, (2) act as a protective
shell in “hostile” enterprise environment of a hierarchy-driven organization, (3) as an
important organization player, contribute to co-forming the right “agile testing culture”,
and (4) live in harmony with “softer” concepts such as informal agile testing CoPs.

In sum, we see the above three Images of test organization as complementary rather
than mutually exclusive in our IT organization-in-transition. This is briefly summarized
in Table 1 which captures the essence of our management approach. All of the described
images might fit particular needs in one enterprise because one size doesn’t fit all.
Looking from these three different angles gives us, at the end, a folded image rather than
just one distinct. It makes a perfect sense to us to allow co-existence of these three
diverse images under one tent. In the end, it is like using different tools from the home
toolbox. We will hardly use a screwdriver or drill to hit nails because a hammer is a
better fit. But to complete a more extensive home repair, we might need all the three
tools.
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Also, note that modern organization theory teaches us there is “no one best way” to
organize [25]. Our experience shows support for this claim. On the one hand, the
(outsourced, off-shored) test factory model has been promoted as the ideal set-up by
many (vendor) experts [7]. On the other hand, Agile has triggered the exactly opposite
thinking that frequently declares similar “test commoditization” models as obsolete and
argues for just another “best way”, that is testing community of practice. Moreover,
some organizational mechanisms focused on expertise, learning, and innovation seems
to be crucial irrespectively of which of these options is chosen.

Our experience indicates that instead of blindly following latest enterprise test
management fashions and ill-judged replacing “old” with “new”, enterprise test people
should consider taking a more pluralist approach represented by the possible intro-
duction of additional Images to the existing ones, similarly as we did. Some factors to
consider when choosing the fitting Images are business agility and requirements
volatility, the size of development teams, the complexity of developed solutions, cost
pressures vs. expected benefits of co-location, level of expertise of test organization’s
members, and level of novelty of programming and test tools used.

6 Conclusion

This position paper has provided three distinct images of enterprise test organization
and analyzed their key qualities. The interdisciplinary perspective given in this paper is
obviously highly subjective and based on a single case only. We consider ourselves as

Table 1. Key qualities of three images of test organization

Test factory Testing center of
excellence

Agile testing community
of practice

(* Agile Test Center of Excellence)
Metaphor Machine Brain Culture
Rhetoric Commoditization Innovation Shared norms, ideals,

and values
D. methodology Waterfall Methodologically neutral Agile
Organization
form

Centralized, formal
organization offering
test services (often
outsourced, offshored)

Formal or informal group
of individuals holding,
spreading and further
advancing strategically
important test know-how

Informal network of test
professionals driven by
interest of its members
often empowered to take
particular decisions

Mission Provide standardized
test services

Keep pace with recent
trends in the software
testing industry, focus on
real excellence

Support informal and
voluntary test knowledge
sharing across agile
teams, coordinate
decision-making

Key
contribution

Cost-effective for
designed purpose

Support organization
learning and evolution in
changing environment

Support values and
ideals of agile
development
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reflective practitioners and our view is rooted in our enterprise SQM industrial expe-
rience and work responsibilities in a large, multinational company with very high
proportion of outsourced, offshored IT services. In this paper, little empirical evidence
in a purely scientific sense is presented to back up our findings at this moment.
Nevertheless, we believe that the paper still provides important ideas and timely
insights useful both for the practitioner and scholarly audience.

For practicing software quality/IT managers, the ideas can be useful and applicable
in their professional work. Building upon these ideas, they should be able to broaden
their thinking and consequently improve their design efforts concerning enterprise test
organizations. In general, relevant “corporate newspeak” currently lacks unity in the
usage of the key terms we have sketchily conceptualized. Our paper thus laid some
foundations; either for agreement or for critique. Concerning our own test factory
transformation efforts, we plan to publish a subsequent paper with a full summary of
the actions taken and elaborated lessons learned. We also plan to focus more on the
relation of the presented Images and so-called contingency approaches in organization
theory and design [25]. We suspect that some prescriptions presented in the practitioner
literature nowadays are a bit over-simplistic and often ignore the vital role of context.

For the scholarly audience, the present paper can primarily serve as an impulse for
future research. As far as we are aware of, there is no scientific research study in the
field of software engineering or information systems which explores this important area
of IT management practice from a similar angle. Studying more enterprise test orga-
nizations and interviewing their managers using qualitative, interpretative case study
approach would shed more light on this area.

Clearly, the reality of test organizations is more complicated than the metaphorical
perspective presented in this paper. That also means that our paper doesn’t suggest that
every manager or test engineer might entirely influence the design of her test organi-
zation. On the other hand, many test organization can be shaped and we think that there
is a lot of opportunities to do so. We are also convinced that, in the future, test
professionals will increasingly often ask during job interviews what sort of test orga-
nization they are actually considering to join. We fully understand the reasons why they
will query. There is a great difference between working in a test factory, and a testing
community of practice, as examples. Hence, in a reply to the paraphrased Carr’s
question presented in the introduction, we are certain: Software testing does matter.

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Theresa Pullen for her insightful comments on an
earlier version of this manuscript and sharing my passion for reflective IT management practice.
Some ideas presented in this work emerged from our previous discussions of the topic and our
shared management effort.
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Abstract. Reuse of software components depends on different aspects of
software artifacts. In particular, software quality should be taken into account
before considering an open source software for being adopted in an operative
context. In this direction, this paper presents a study aimed at assessing the
quality of open source software projects along the software project history. The
study entails the gathering and analysis of relevant information of some open
source projects. The analysis of the considered software projects required the
evaluation of the quality of the software products, their attractiveness and
community trustworthiness. The related trends are presented as results.

1 Introduction

The way organizations develop, acquire, use and commercialize software is deeply
influenced by the availability of Open Source Software (OSS) [5]. Actually, the
accessibility of large repositories of open source software projects makes possible the
exploitation of existing pieces of software for facing new or emerging requirements. In
fact, the adoption of Free libre Open Source Software – FlOSS – can support any
business, whatever the size, and can be very advantageous for enterprises [6, 10], as it
permits to quickly obtain customized solutions. Some of the advantages of adopting a
FlOSS project regards the possibility of really trying the system, reducing vendor
lock-in, having low license cost and the opportunity of personalizing a software
system.

Nevertheless, while adopting a FlOSS represents a competitive advantage for a
company, it could be useless or even harmful if the system does not achieve the
required quality level and/or adequately fit the organization needs. Then, the selection
and adoption of such a kind of system cannot be faced in a superficial way, and it is
important to obtain quantitative information regarding its evolution and quality for
effectively helping software engineers in the execution of this complex task.

This paper aims to present a study analyzing how the quality of OSS projects
evolves during their life. The analyzed quality characteristics are: Product Quality,
Community Trustworthiness and Product Attractiveness [15]. They are evaluated for
different releases of a set of OSS projects. The evaluation is performed by using the
EFFORT – Evaluation Framework for Free/Open souRce projects – quality framework
[1, 2]. The analysis is based on the historical data regarding the considered OSS
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software projects across multiple releases. It considers the software systems developed
by using different paradigms, with different evolution trends and concerning different
application domains. Due to the large availability of FlOSS projects and related
releases, the study analyses just a set of such a kind of projects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reports the main related
works; Sect. 3 describes the performed study and identification of the software pro-
jects; Sect. 4 analyses the achieved results; and Sect. 5 discusses concluding remarks.

2 Related Works

The literature has proposed approaches regarding the evolution of OSS projects. These
approaches analyse the OSS projects for gaining an understanding of their evolutionary
aspects. A systematic review regarding this aspect is presented in [13].

Besides the evolution aspects, the analysis presented in this paper required the
study of the approaches proposed for characterizing and evaluating the quality of a
FlOSS project. Various models have been proposed with this aim. Kamseu and Habra
proposed in [8] an approach for analyzing the different factors that potentially influence
the adoption of an OSS system. The quality of a FlOSS product evaluated on the basis
of standard ISO/IEC 9126 was analysed by Sung, Kim and Rhew in [12]. IRCA –

Identify, Read reviews, Compare, and Analyze – is a FlOSS selection process, based on
a side by side comparison of different software [14]. QSOS – Qualification and
Selection of Open Source software – proposes a 5-steps methodology for assessing
FlOSS projects [11]. The OpenBRR project – Business Readiness Rating for Open
Source – was proposed with the same aim of QSOS [10]. One of the biggest initiatives
concerning the OSS and realized by the European Union is QualiPSo – Quality Plat-
form for Open Source Software described in [4].

This paper analyses different kind of characteristics during the evolution of a FlOSS
project. They can be both product intrinsic, such as Product Quality, and specific
FlOSS dimensions, such as Community Trustworthiness and Product Attractiveness.
The models cited above only partially address these aspects and very often face just one
or two of them and offer a reduced coverage to the other characteristics. Their com-
parison showed that the most complete model with reference the product quality is
IRCA, but it does not provide an adequate operational tool for its application [1].

The EFFORT – Evaluation Framework for Free/Open souRce projects – frame-
work, described in [2], was selected for performing the evaluation considered in this
paper, as it analyses all the cited quality characteristics and provides a working support
for applying the framework.

3 Organization of the Study

This section discusses the main aspects of analysis presented in this paper. The next
two subsections describe the selection process of the analysed OSS projects and the
EFFORT framework applied for their evaluation.
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3.1 The OSS Projects Analysis and Selection

The main source of information for the proposed study were the source code reposi-
tories, necessary for downloading the artefacts of OSS projects. The chosen ones were
Google Code and SourceForge. In particular, the latter one was considered the primary
source of the data required for the execution of the performed study.

To perform the initial selection of the projects to be analyzed, the belonging to
multiple categories was considered. This analysis brought to the identification of the
Internet and Software Development sub-categories of the Development category, as the
most significant ones. Thus some projects of these sub-categories were selected. In
addition, it was decided to analyze just the projects using the Java programming
language because of the availability of tools analyzing Java software.

Another aspect that influenced the choice of the projects was their status. In fact, the
projects hosted in SourceForge can have different status, classified as: Active, Inactive,
Planning, Pre-Alpha, Alpha, Beta, Production/Stable and Mature. Actually, only the
Active and Stable projects were primarily considered. This decision was taken for not
influencing the results by considering projects that are immature. Finally, for obtaining
a more significant analysis, it was decided to consider projects registered before 2009,
so to analyse software projects with a lifetime of at least 7 years. The execution of these
steps permitted to select 30 software projects. Three of them were chosen for discussing
in this paper the achieved results in a major details. They are ProGuard, Open-
SearchServer and Phex, belonging to the Software Development and Internet cate-
gories. Then, the gathering of the needed data could start, by analyzing the identified
data sources, such as the commits on the SVN and CVS project repositories. The
analysis of each project focused on the releases of three temporal points of the timeline:
Initial Point (IP), Middle Point (MP) and the Final Point (FP). Specifically, IP was
referred to the effective start of the project. It was assumed that the 20 % of the timeline
could be considered as an effective starting point, as it was observed that in numerous
cases the first point in the timeline corresponds to the first commit regarding the
creation of the empty repository. Similarly, the MP point was associated to the 50 % of
the timeline; while the FP point to the last available release. Therefore the evaluation of
the quality was performed by applying the EFFORT framework [1, 2] to the three
selected release of each chosen project.

3.2 The EFFORT Framework

EFFORT is a framework defined for evaluating the quality of FlOSS systems [2]. It can
be considered as a base framework to be specialized to a specific working context.
EFFORT was defined on the basis of the GQM – Goal, Question, Metrics – paradigm
[3]. It considers the quality of a FlOSS project as synergy of three main elements:
quality of the product developed within the project; trustworthiness of the community
of developers and contributors; and product attractiveness to its specified area. Then,
one Goal is defined for each of these elements. Questions, consequentially, map the
second-level characteristics, even if, considering its complexity and the amount of
aspects to be considered, Goal 1 is broken up into sub-goals.
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The following subsections summarily describe each goal, with its formalization,
definitions of specific terms and list of questions. The listed questions are answered
through the evaluation of a set of associated metrics. A complete description of the
framework, with all the considered metrics can be found in [1, 2].

Product Quality. One of the main aspects that denotes the quality of a project is the
product quality. It is unlikely that a product of high and durable quality has been
developed in a poor quality project. All the aspects of the software product quality have
been considered in the framework, as defined by the standards ISO 9126 and ISO/IEC
25000 [7].

Goal 1 is defined as follows: analyze the software product with the aim of evalu-
ating its quality, from the software engineer’s point of view.

This goal is analyzed by considering six different sub-goals concerning: portability,
maintainability, reliability, functionality, usability, and efficiency. For reasons of space,
Table 1 just shows the questions of the first sub-goal.

Community Trustworthiness. Community Trustworthiness indicates the degree of
trust that a user can give to a community with reference to the offered support. Support
can be provided by communities by means of: use of tools, such as wiki, forum,
trackers; and provision of services, such as maintenance, consulting and outsourcing,
and documentation.

Goal 2 is defined as follows: Analyze the offered support with the aim of evaluating
the community with reference to the trustworthiness, from the (user/organization)
adopter’s point of view.

Table 2 shows the set of questions related to Goal 2.

Table 1. Some sub-goals of the product quality

Sub-goal 1a: Analyze the software product with the aim of
evaluating it as regards the portability, from a software
engineering’s point of view

Q 1a.1 What degree of adaptability does the product offer?
Q 1a.2 What degree of installability does the product offer?
Q 1a.3 What degree of replaceability does the product offer?
Q 1a.4 What degree of coesistence does the product offer?

Table 2. Questions regarding community trustworthiness

Q 2.1 How many developers does the community involve?
Q 2.2 What degree of activity has the community?
Q 2.3 Support tools are available and effective?
Q 2.4 Are support services provided?
Q 2.5 Is the documentation exhaustive and easily consultable?
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Product Attractiveness. The third goal has the purpose of evaluating the attractive-
ness of the product toward its catchment area. The term attractiveness indicates all the
factors that influence the adoption of a product by a potential user, who perceives
convenience and usefulness to achieve his scopes.

Goal 3 is formalized as follows: Analyze software product with the aim of evalu-
ating it as regards the attractiveness from the (user/organization) adopter’s point of
view. Table 3 includes the related questions.

The goal considers: the function adequacy; the diffusion, intended as a marker of
how the product is valued and recognized as useful and effective; the cost effectiveness,
an estimation of the TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) [9], and the type of license.

Once data have been collected the metrics cannot be directly aggregated and
compared as they have different scales. Then, they have been normalized and mapped
to the values of a discrete scale defined on the basis of the experience and information
coming from the literature. Moreover, questions do not have the same relevance in the
evaluation of a goal. A relevance marker is associated to each metric in the form of a
numeric value in the [1–5] interval. The markers are selected on the basis of the
relevance that the current literature gives to the each quality attribute. Then the metric
values are aggregated to obtain an evaluation of each question and Goal [1].

4 Evaluation of the Open Source Software Projects

In the following a discussion of the results of the chosen three open source software
projects are analyzed. Then, a quick evaluation of thirty projects is given.

4.1 The Proguard System

ProGuard is a free Java class file optimizer, obfuscator, and verifier, that detects and
removes unused classes, fields, methods, and attributes, optimizes bytecode and
removes unused instructions. It was registered on the SourceForge site on 31 May
2002. 36 versions were available at the time of the analysis. The three analyzed
versions are the following: ProGuard 1.7.2 (IP), ProGuard 3.7 (MP) and ProGuard
5.2.1 (FP).

Table 4 includes the evaluation of Goal 1 regarding the quality of the ProGuard
project. It can be noticed that the values of many parameters improve going from the IP
to FP version. Actually, the Portability improves. The analysis of the values of the

Table 3. Questions regarding product attractiveness

Q 3.1 What degree of functional adequacy does the product offer?
Q 3.2 What degree of diffusion does the product achieved?
Q 3.3 What level of cost effectiveness is estimated?
Q 3.4 What degree of reusability and redistribution is left by the license?
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related metrics showed that the improvement is due to the Installability for the
increased availability of automatic installation scripts and efficacy of the guide in the
third analysed version. On the other hand, the value of other evaluated metrics, such as
Adaptability and Replaceability, are equal in the three analysed versions.

Regarding the Maintainability, Table 4 shows that all the evaluated parameters
either improve or decrease in the three analyzed versions, but the Technological
Concentration that reaches one of the highest value, due to a decrease of the overloaded
methods and improvement of the average of number of Parameters per method in the
last two analyzed versions. Analyzability increases thanks to the increment of the
Density of Comments metric. The Reliability also increases in the three versions, with
particular reference to the Robustness as the number of bugs decreases from 3000 in
the first version to 598 in the third one. As a consequence, the Average Defect Number
and Defect Density decrease. Table 4 shows also that Functionality parameters keeps
the same values in the three versions.

Finally, the table highlights that the Usability increases in all the parameters. In
particular, the improvements are the following: Pleasantness increases in the last ver-
sion for a higher number of icons to execute programs; Understandability improves
thanks to the increased code understandability and on-line help; the improvement of the
consultation facility level impacts the Learnability value.

Analyzing the three ProGuard columns of Table 4, it is possible to observe the
trend of its product quality metrics from the first to the third analyzed version.

Table 5 includes the results obtained by analyzing the Community Trustworthiness
of ProGuard in the three considered versions. The table shows the trend of the five

Table 4. Values of the software product quality (GOAL 1)

ProGuard OpenSerachServer Phex

1.7.2 3.7 5.2.1 1.1.3 1.5.1 1.5.13 0.7.3 2.8.10 3.4.2

Subgoal Metric Avarage value Avarage value Avarage value

1.a Portability Adaptability 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
Installability 3.36 3.45 3.73 3.55 3.55 3.55 3.55 3.91 4.00

Replaceability 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.b Maintenability Analizzability 3.71 3.71 3.86 3.57 3.71 3.86 3.86 3.71 3.71

Changeability 4.20 4.20 4.00 4.00 3.80 3.80 4.00 4.40 4.00

Testability 3.625 3.00 3.00 3.88 4.13 3.88 3.75 3.38 3.63
Tecnological
concentration

4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

1.c Reliability Robustness 2.00 3.33 3.83 4.33 4.50 4.17 3.67 3.67 4.83

Recoverability 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.d Functionality Fuctional adequacy 3.00 3.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Interaperobility 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
1.e Usability Pleasantness 3.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 4.00

Operability 4.50 4.75 5.00 4.00 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.75

Understandability 2.89 2.89 3.78 3.33 3.44 3.56 3.11 3.11 3.56
Learnability 1.50 1.50 1.75 2.75 3.00 3.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
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parameters considered within Goal 2. The data indicate that the Community Dimension
are equal from the first to the third considered version. The positive trend can also be
found in parameter Community Activity and this is mainly due to the increase of
commit number. In addition, the analysis of the analytical data indicates that the
number of the solved bugs increases thanks to the community activity and all this
activity also brought to an increase of the number of FAQs. A slight improvement can
be also observed in the Support Services parameter for second considered release. This
is mainly due to the inclusion of training and maintenance services in the second
considered version. Finally, the Documentation quality improves in the same release
and the number of covered topics increases from version IP to version MP, for
decreasing going from version MP to version IP.

Table 6 shows the evaluation of the Goal 3 metrics, regarding Attractiveness of the
project ProGuard. The table shows that the Product Attractiveness increases through
the three considered versions. In particular, the Diffusion is the only parameters having
a really positive trend. The most relevant aspect of this increasing is the increment of
the number of performed downloads among the different considered versions; in fact,
the collected data indicate that the IP and MP versions have been downloaded just
twice, while the FP version has been downloaded 908823 times.

In addition, there has been a great increment with reference to the published
documents concerning ProGuard, and the Google visibility tripled in the three versions.

Figure 1 shows the overall trend of the considered goals for ProGuard. It is
worthwhile noticing that all the goals improved their values going from the first to the

Table 5. Values of the community trustworthiness (GOAL 2)

ProGuard OpenSerachServer Phex

1.7.2 3.7 5.2.1 1.1.3 1.5.1 1.5.13 0.7.3 2.8.10 3.4.2
Metric Average value Average value Average value

Community dimension 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Community activity 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.60 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.20 2.60
Support tools 1.67 1.67 2.00 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.11 1.11 1.22
Support services 1.00 1.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.22 1.33
Documentation 2.00 2.50 2.00 1.67 1.83 2.27 1.33 1.67 2.00

Table 6. Values of product attractiveness (GOAL 3)

ProGuard OpenSerachServer Phex

1.7.2 3.7 5.2.1 1.1.3 1.5.1 1.5.13 0.7.3 2.8.10 3.4.2
Metric Avarage value Avarage value Avarage value

Functional adequacy 3.00 3.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
Diffusion 1.45 1.82 3.45 2.45 2.45 2.45 3.55 3.91 4.00
Economic convenience 3.20 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Legal reusability 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.86 3.71 3.71
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third considered version, just Goal2 slightly decreases its value in the last considered
version. Figure 1 permits to relate the values achieved in three goals. It can be evicted
that the Product Quality increase slightly contributes to increase the Community
Trustworthiness, while it contributes to improve the Product Attractiveness.

4.2 The OpenSearchServer System

OpenSearchServer is an open source search with RESTFul API and crawlers. It allows
the development of index-based applications such as search engines. It is developed in
Java and works with operative systems Windows, Linux, Mac OS X and BSD. It
belongs to the Development category and was recorded on SourceForge on june 11th,
2009. Twenty-four versions were available at the time of the analysis and the three
considered versions are: OpenSearchServer 1.1.3 (IP); OpenSearchServer 1.5.1 (MP);
and OpenSearchServer 1.5.13 (FP).

Table 4 includes the evaluation of the Product Quality of the OpenSearchServer
project. It can be noticed that the values of many parameters improve going from the IP
to MP version, and remain stable going from MP to FP version.

In particular, Portability and Functionality remain stable going from the IP to FP
versions. Maintainability improves only for the Analyzability, while the other char-
acteristics worsen going to the first to the last version. The worst trend concerns the
Testability. The analysis of the analytical data indicates that this is due to two factors:
the increasing of the number of children for each class and the function of built in test.
This factor does not contribute to increase the Testability of the system. Regarding
Reliability, the values are stable with the exception of Robustness that reaches the
worst value in the third analyzed version. This is mainly due to the increasing of the
index of the number of unresolved bug. Finally, the only characteristic that improves in
the three considered releases is Usability. Just Pleasantness is equal among the three
releases. Regarding the other factors, each of them increase from IP to FP version. The
increasing of Operability is due to the increasing of the use of icons for launching
commands (from 8 to 18). Regarding Understandability and Learnability, they increase
thanks to the improvement of the on-line documentation.

Fig. 1. Comparison among Goal1 Goal2 and Goal3 – ProGuard.
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Table 5 includes the evaluation of the Community Trustworthiness. The data
indicate that the Community Dimension increases from the first to the third considered
releases. The community activity decreases in the last two considered versions. In
particular, the total number of major releases for year decrease from 3 in the first
version to 1 in the third considered one. At the same time, also the number of commits
per committer increases going from 239 to 591. The product documentation, increases
from the first to the third version, thanks to two factors: the increase of web pages for
users and ease of access to them. The parameters regarding Support Tool and Support
Service remain equal in the three version.

Finally, Table 6 shows the results of the evaluation of the Product Attractiveness.
The data report that all characteristic are equal in the three releases. Figure 2 shows the
overall trend of the considered goals for OpenSearchServer. It is worthwhile noticing
that the second goal improves his values going from the first to the third considered
release. The other goals remain equal in the three considered version.

Definitively, regarding OpenSearchService, there is not a significant relation among
the results achieved for the three goals.

4.3 The Phex System

Phex is an open source peer-to-peer file sharing client for the Gnutella network. It is
developed in Java and works with Windows, Linux, Mac OS X e Solaris operative
systems. It belongs to the Communications category and was on SourceForge on may
10th, 2001. Twenty-five versions were available at the time of the analysis and the
three considered versions are: Phex 0.7.3 (IP); Phex 2.8.10 (MP); and Phex 3.4.2 (FP).

The results of the evaluation of GOAL1, regarding the Product Quality of the Phex
versions, can be observed in the last three columns of Table 4. The table shows that the
results of sub-goal 1.a, concerning the Portability, indicate its improvement in the three
version, due mainly to the Installability. The analysis of the analytical data indicated
that the improvement is due to three factors: the automation level of the installing
procedure, increased from the 50 % to 75 %; the number macro-steps included in the
guide; and the improved efficacy of the guide.

Fig. 2. Comparison among Goal1 Goal2 and Goal3 – OpenSearchServer
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The analysis of sub-goal 1.b, regarding Maintainability, shows that the Analyz-
ability decreased in the three versions. This is due to a strong increment of the package
number that was 35 in the first version and reached 119 in the third one. Concerning
Changeability, the best value has been achieved in the second version, thanks to the
increasing of the method cohesion and the decreasing of the efferent coupling.
Testability decreased for the overloaded methods whose number is higher in the last
two considered versions. In addition, the LOC of the system almost doubled going
from the first to the last version, and this did not contribute to increase the testability.

Regarding the Reliability, Table 4 shows that the Recoverability remains unchanged
in the three versions, while the Robustness increases in the third version. This is mainly
due to the number of unsolved defects that decreases in the last version.

The value of the Functionality parameter is unchanged in the three versions.
With reference to sub-goal 1.e, Table 4 indicates that almost all the Usability

parameters improve in the three versions. The analysis of the project showed that the
Pleasantness improved thanks to the higher user interface friendliness. This improve-
ment affects the Operability of the software system, as both system and operations
visibility increase. In addition, the Understandability also improves thanks to a bigger
coverage of the arguments treated in the help on-line and an increase of the easiness of
consultation of the product.

Overall, the results regarding the quality product with reference to Phex show that
Portability, Reliability and Usability, improve in the three versions, while Maintain-
ability decreases. Table 5 includes the evaluation of the Community Trustworthiness of
Phex. In general terms, it is possible to observe an increasing of this characteristic in
the three considered versions of Phex.

Just the first parameter concerning the number of the committer keeps its value.
Nevertheless, the community activity increases in the last two considered versions. In
particular, the total number of commits increases from 324 (IP) to 789 (FP) and the
number of commits per committer increases going from 44 to 348.

Also the parameters regarding both Tool Support and Service Support increase. The
former parameters improves due to the increase of the answered threads and FAQ
number. In the latter case, the improvement is due to the introduction of training
services in the last considered versions. Figure 3 shows the overall trend of the con-
sidered goals for Phex. It is worthwhile noticing that the first and the third goal

Fig. 3. Comparison among Goal1 Goal2 and Goal3 – Phex
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improved their values going from the first to the third considered release. Only the
second goal grows from first to third release, except for the second release which
decreases. Analyzing Fig. 3, it is possible to observe that the increasing of the Product
Quality positively impacts on both Community Trustworthiness and Product Attrac-
tiveness, that increase too. In the same way, with the increasing of the Community
Trustworthiness, there is also an improvement of the Product Attractiveness.

4.4 Results from the Thirty Project Analysis

The analysis previously discussed has also been executed on thirty OSS systems and
the complete results are shown in Fig. 4. The analysis confirmed the results obtained
for the three projects analysed above and shows that there is a general improvement of
the three considered goals in the three versions of each software system. In particular,
the Product Quality improved for the 94 % of the projects, and those ones that
worsened their quality are Saxon e Judo, both belonging to the Software development
category. Both Product Attractiveness and Community Trustworthiness improved for
the 87 % of the analyzed projects. The software projects that decreased the Community
Trustworthiness are: the software system Simple of the WWW/http category, and
Xdoc, Judo, EasyMock and Saxon for the Software development category. The Product
Attractiveness decreased for software systems Cmod e HttpUnit of the WWW/http
category, and Jasmine, Judo and Saxon of the Software development category.

5 Conclusions

This paper reports a study on the evolution of the quality of OSS projects. In particular,
Product Quality, Community Trustworthiness and Product Attractiveness of the con-
sidered OSS projects is evaluated. The analysis is based on the EFFORT quality
framework and required its application to different versions of the selected software
projects. Therefore, the performed analysis focused on historical data concerning the

Fig. 4. Trends of Goals 1, 2 and 3 for all the projects
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evolution of software systems, with the aim of analysing how the quality of the soft-
ware projects evolves across multiple releases. The paper discusses with more details
the evolution trends observed for the quality parameters of three software projects,
ProGuard, OpenSearchServer and Phex, and, then, presents the results.

In the case of ProGuard the results shows that the improvement of the Product
Quality contributes to improve the Product Attractiveness. The Product Attractiveness
also improves with the improvement of the Community Trustworthiness. Overall, the
results regarding the Quality Product with reference to Phex indicates that Portability,
Reliability and Usability improve in the three versions, while Maintainability decrea-
ses. Regarding OpenSearchServer, Product Quality and Attractiveness are stable, while
a growth can be observed in the Community Trustworthiness among the three releases.
This is mainly due to three factors: increase of the number of developers and improved
documentation.

Future investigation will regard the application of the framework with question-
naires and other tools for evaluating the customer satisfaction. This obviously includes
a more complex analysis. In particular, methods and techniques specialized for
exploiting this aspect will be explored and defined. In addition, with reference to the
ISO standard, further investigations will be performed with reference to the in-use
quality characteristic. Furthermore, the authors will continue to search for additional
evidence of the usefulness and applicability of EFFORT.
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Abstract. Changes may cause unexpected side effects and inconsistencies.
Regression testing is the process of re-testing a software system after changes
have been made to ensure that the new version of the system has retained the
capabilities of the old version and that no new defects have been introduced.
Regression testing is an essential activity, but it is also time-consuming and
costly. Thus, regression testing should concentrate on those parts of the system
that have been modified or which are affected by changes. Regression test
selection has been proposed over three decades ago and, since then, it has been
frequently in the focus of empirical studies. However, regression test selection is
still not widely adopted in practice. Together with the test team of an industrial
software company we have developed a tool-based approach that assists soft-
ware testers in selecting regression test cases based on change information and
test coverage data. This paper describes the main usage scenario of the
approach, illustrates the implemented solution, and reports on its evaluation in a
large industry project. The evaluation showed that the tool support reduces the
time required for compiling regression test suites and fosters an accurate
selection of regression test cases. The paper concludes with our lessons learned
from implementing the tool support in a real-world setting.

Keywords: Regression testing � Test case selection � Change-based testing

1 Introduction

“Change is continual” is the first of the five laws by Lehman and Belady [1] that
characterize the dynamics of program evolution. Changes to the software often cause
unexpected side effects and inconsistencies with other parts of the software. Regression
testing is the process of re-testing a software system after changes have been made to
ensure that the new version of the system has retained the capabilities of the old version
and that no new defects have been introduced [2]. While regression testing is an
essential and valuable quality assurance measure, it is also a time-consuming and costly
activity [3]. The required efforts and costs can be reduced by concentrating primarily on
those tests, which exercise the parts of the system that have been changed or that are
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affected by changes. However, selecting a minimal relevant set of regression test cases
is challenging as it requires in-depth knowledge about the system’s implementation to
spot all direct and indirect dependencies between the changes made in development
and the related test cases.

The idea of regression test selection has been proposed over three decades ago
[4–6]. Since then many different approaches for selecting test cases to compile an
optimal regression test suite have been proposed [5, 6]. However, regression test
selection has not been widely adopted in practice [7] and reports about successful
applications in real-world projects are still rare [3, 8].

In this paper we describe an approach for change-based regression testing that has
been implemented in a large industry project. The approach is supported by a tool
named Sherlock that assists testers in selecting regression test cases based on changes
made to the software system. The tool integrates information about test cases, changes
and dependencies from different sources of the development lifecycle. The information
is used to support testers in making decisions which test cases to select when compiling
a regression test suite.

The industry context and motivation for our work are described in Sect. 2.
Section 3 provides an overview of the approach for change-based regression testing
and the implemented tool-support. The tool has been evaluated together with the
company’s test team. Section 4 describes the evaluation approach, and Sect. 5 dis-
cusses the results. The paper concludes with sharing our lessons learned and an
outlook on future work in Sect. 6.

2 Industry Context and Motivation

This section describes the background of the studied company and the software system
subject to testing. It illustrates the challenges experienced by the testers when selecting
regression test cases in this context. Finally, it describes the derived goals and practical
requirements for implementing tool support for regression testing.

2.1 Company Background and Software System

The tool support for regression test case selection has been developed together with test
engineers of OMICRON electronics GmbH1, an international software company in the
electrical engineering domain. The company offers hardware and software products.
One of these is a large software solution which has a development history of about 20
years. Over these years the system has grown tremendously in size as well as in
complexity. The current version consists of over 2.5 million lines of code (MLOC)
containing different programming languages and a mix of different software tech-
nologies. The system is structured into more than 40 functional modules. The modules
interact with each other and share a common framework as well as various base
libraries and hardware drivers. The system has grown to its current size due to

1 https://www.omicronenergy.com/.
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numerous contributions made by many different people in the role of developers,
architects, product owners and testers. With the continuous growth of the system also
the amount of dependencies between the different modules, libraries and layers has
increased. Thus, today, one of the foremost challenges of effective and efficient
regression testing lies in acquiring and managing the knowledge about the huge amount
of dependencies in the software system.

The system is still under active development and new versions extending the rich
set of features are released on a regular basis. We followed the development for about
1.5 years (20 months). In this time approximately 1.300 work items (features, change
requests, and bug fixes) were implemented by 36 different people resulting in changes
to 115.000 methods part of 3.600 source code files.

A team of five testers has to ensure that newly implemented functionality performs
as expected and – by running regression tests – that these changes do not adversely
affect the existing, unchanged functionality. For each of the functional modules the
testers maintain up to several hundred test cases. Overall, more than 5,000 test cases
exist for the whole system. The software system is primarily tested manually. Auto-
mated tests are only available for a small part of the system, mainly on the level of
technical interfaces. Most test cases require manual interaction because the functional
modules are user interface centered and, furthermore, they also have strong depen-
dencies on hardware equipment that has to be setup and operated manually.

For a large, complex system like the one described in this paper, executing all
available tests in regression testing is impossible due to time and resource constraints.
Therefore, a relevant subset of all available test cases has to be selected. The problem,
however, lies in knowing which test cases are relevant. The testers select regression
tests based on the textual description of the implemented feature or fixed bug and their
detailed knowledge of the system which they acquired over years of testing. For less
experienced testers, e.g., those who are new to the team, it is particularly hard to select
all relevant test cases due to the complexity of the system and due to the many
dependencies that can only be traced on code level. In order to avoid missing relevant
test cases, less experienced testers often tend to select unnecessarily large sets of
regression test cases. These sets contain unrelated test cases that increase the testing
effort but not the chance of spotting side-effects induced by the changes.

2.2 Challenges of Experience-Based Regression Testing

Figure 1 illustrates different situations a tester may face in regression testing after the
developers have made changes to the system, e.g., due to a bug fix. In each of the six
examples (a - f) three methods have been changed (shown as dark gray blocks). The
ellipses show the coverage footprint of the available test cases (test case A to test case
G), i.e., the methods covered when the test case is executed.

In the following examples test case A (shown as gray filled ellipse) represents the
error-revealing test case that has initially been executed by the tester when the bug was
found. This test case is usually linked to the bug report. It will be re-executed when the
bug has been resolved by the developers to make sure the change works as expected
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and the bug report can be closed. In addition, the testers run regression tests to make
sure the fix did not lead to unintended side effects.

The selection of regression test cases is based on the testers’ personal knowledge
and intuition. Different testers may therefore propose different sets of regression test
cases. Generally the testers try to be as inclusive as possible, but they also try to keep

Modified code blockCode block(e.g.,method)

Test caseA
Error-revealing test

Test case B
Related

regression test

A

A

A

A

C
Unrelated

regression test

Test case D
Related,but

not relevant test

A
E

Unrelated,
not relevant test

Test case B
Regression test

Test case F
Redundant test

Test case G
Missing test

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 1. Examples illustrating scenarios where test cases are selected for regression testing (bold
ellipse), are not considered relevant (thin ellipse) or are missing (dashed ellipse).
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the regression test set as small as possible to warrant efficiency. The examples illustrate
the different situations the testers may face.

Example (a). The tester usually knows the usage scenario that initially revealed the
bug. It is depicted as test case A (gray filled ellipse). In re-testing the tester runs this test
case to make sure the bug has actually been fixed. One of the changed methods is also
relevant for another usage scenario, shown as test case B (bold ellipse). Test case B has
to be selected for regression testing. It makes sure that this alternative usage scenario
still works in the same way as before and that it is not negatively affected by the
change. Testers are usually able to identify suitable regression test cases when the
usage scenarios of the initially error-revealing test and the regression test are over-
lapping or closely related, e.g., when they affect the same functional module.

Example (b). When changes are spread out across the system they often have
“unexpected” side-effects occurring in different functional modules. This situation
makes selecting relevant test cases (test case C) particularly hard. It requires detailed
knowledge of the system which is often possessed only by experienced testers.

Example (c). Testing further, unrelated usage scenarios that do not depend on any
of the changed methods such as test case D (thin ellipse) will not be able to spot
side-effects and can therefore be omitted from regression testing. This is usually the
case for most of the test cases. Usually all test cases relating to modules other than the
one directly affected by the change can be excluded.

Example (d). However, test cases for usage scenarios similar to the error-revealing
scenario are sometimes selected for regression testing, even when they do not cover
any of the changed methods (test case E). Without knowledge of the changed code it
can be very hard or even impossible for the testers to decide which of the test cases are
relevant for regression testing and which are not.

Example (e). Sometimes test cases exercise almost the same usage scenarios but
observe the system’s behavior from a different viewpoint, e.g., functional correctness
versus performance or results displayed on the user interface versus stored in the
database. Similarly, larger test cases (test case B) sometimes subsume other tests (test
case F), which focus on a small, specific aspect of the system. Such a relationship
between test cases can usually be observed by comparing their coverage footprints.
A tester may consider test cases that have the same or a smaller coverage footprint as
redundant, depending on whether the tests’ particular viewpoints or specialization is
relevant in context of regression testing.

Example (f). Finally, despite the comprehensive set of test cases that exists in the
test management system, it may still be possible that some of the changed methods are
not covered by any of the existing test cases in the test management system. Thus, the
tester has to come up with a new test case (test case G, shown as dashed ellipse) to be
able to fully cover the change. Since testers are often not aware of the coverage
footprints of the existing test cases, such uncovered changes may easily slip through
regression testing. Thus, the testers are also performing exploratory testing in addition
to running regression tests based on the test cases specified in the test management
system.
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2.3 Goals and Requirements

The goal of developing tool support for regression testing was to aid the testers in
selecting a set of relevant test cases. Regression testing is considered to be safe [4] if all
test cases are selected that may reveal a fault, i.e., a negative side-effect resulting from a
change. Accordingly, all test cases may be selected that cover any of the changed parts
of the system. However, the set of selected test cases should also be minimal (“small”)
in order to keep the required effort and time involved in regression testing as low as
possible.

It is worth noting that the goal was not to cut testing costs or to reduce the length of
testing cycles, but to increase the defect detection capability of regression testing. In the
time-frame available for testing the testers should focus on the most relevant test cases
covering the critical and the changed functionality to minimize risk of defects slipping
through to production. Hence, on the long run, this approach is expected to reduce
effort and costs by avoiding the usually expensive hotfixes and service release.

Following requirements were derived from these overall goals.
(1) Find all test cases that cover the changes. In order to reveal a fault, a test case

has to be able to trigger the fault by executing the faulty part of the code. Thus, a test
case should be selected for the initial set of regression tests if it fully or at least partially
covers the changed code. Since changes were related to methods, the measure method
coverage was proposed to select relevant test cases.

(2) Exclude unrelated test cases. Test cases that do not contribute to the coverage
should be excluded from the initially proposed set of tests to keep the regression test
suite small. Nevertheless, exceptions should be possible and testers should still be able
to add “unrelated” test cases, for example, critical and high priority tests that have to be
part of every regression test run.

(3) Identify redundant test cases. Changed parts may be covered by several
similar test cases. Including all these test cases may lead to a highly redundant
regression test suite. Testers should therefore be able to skip redundant test cases by
deselecting them from the regression test suite.

(4) Interactive decision support. The tool should support human testers by
automatically proposing a set of relevant test cases that are compiled into a regression
test suite with minimal redundancy. However, the aim is not to replace the human tester
and his knowledge, but to compile the relevant information, provide a comfortable
overview, and support making quick yet sound decisions.

(5) Integration with existing tools. Regression testing relies on information that is
maintained in tools currently used in testing and development. The regression tests are
selected from the test cases stored in the company’s test management system. Overall,
it contains several thousand test cases. The test management system is also used to
define and manage the test runs and to document test execution results. Additional tools
exist for profiling and measuring test coverage. Change information has to be retrieved
from the versioning system of the Microsoft Team Foundation Server used by the
development team.
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3 Approach and Tool Support

Numerous approaches for regression test case selection and prioritization have been
investigated in empirical research. A comprehensive overview of the related work can
be found in the literature reviews published by Engström, Runeson and Skoglund [5]
and by Yoo and Harman [6]. An overview of code-based change impact analysis
techniques has been provided by Li et al. [9]. The approach described in this paper
assists testers in the selection of test cases related to changes made to the software
system. Thus, it can be classified as test case selection approach, which deals with the
selection of a subset of tests that check system modifications [6]. The approach has
been implemented in form of the tool Sherlock. Its implementation is related to the
graph-walk technique [10] and the modification-based technique [11]. Potentially rel-
evant test cases are identified based on their coverage footprint, which is determined by
recorded code coverage information from previous test runs. The coverage footprint
provides the dependency information necessary to link test cases to the modified code.

In the following subsections we give an overview of Sherlock’s integration with
other tools and its high-level architecture, and we describe the steps how the tool
support is used for compiling a regression test suite.

3.1 Data Sources and Tool Architecture

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the tool Sherlock – split into a client and a
server part – and its interfaces to the testing tools serving as data sources.

Data Sources. For identifying and selecting the relevant regression test cases,
Sherlock incorporates information from three data sources: (1) information about
changes is retrieved from the version control system of Microsoft’s Team Foundation
Server (TFS)2, (2) the list of available test cases and their properties are retrieved from
the test management system SilkCentral Test Manager3, and (3) information about
which test cases are related to the source code changes is extracted from code coverage
analysis results produced in previous test runs for the individual test case with the
profiler SmartBear AQtime Pro4.

Adapter. Dedicated adapters have been implemented for each of the three data
sources. The adapters are used to extract, transform and load (ETL) the data into
Sherlock’s central data store. For data extraction the typically proprietary interfaces of
the different tools are used. For example, Microsoft’s TFS provides a REST API to
retrieve a wide range of information including information about changed code in form
of change sets attached to work items, the test management system’s export interface is
used to gain the list of available test cases, and the coverage information is extracted
from coverage result files in XML format. These data sets are transformed into a
tool-agnostic graph format consisting of nodes and edges. Nodes represent check-ins,

2 https://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/products/tfs-overview-vs.aspx.
3 http://www.borland.com/en-GB/Products/Software-Testing/Test-Management/Silk-Central.
4 https://smartbear.com/product/aqtime-pro/overview/.
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files, methods, test cases, etc. Edges represent dependencies such as those between
check-ins and files, files and methods, as well as dependencies between methods and
test cases. An example for one of the more complex transformations in the ETL process
is computing the list of methods of a class that have been changed, based on the
information of which lines in a source code file have been changed, added or removed.
While the lines can be easily retrieved on file level from TFS, there is no support for
linking this information to source code entities such as methods [12]. Finally, the nodes
and edges are stored into a graph database.

Graph Database. Sherlock uses Neo4j5, a NoSQL database optimized for storing
and retrieving data structured in form of a graph. The database supports the creation of
a simple graph-oriented data model and provides an intuitive query language. Different
types of nodes can be defined, which can be combined by edges representing different
types of relationships. Since optimized for scalability, the database is able to handle a
huge number of nodes and dependencies. Figure 3 shows a basic data structure con-
taining four different types of nodes and three types of relationships. Besides work
items, change sets, methods and test cases, the database also contains nodes for source
code files, source folders, branches and developers. The graph database runs as server
and allows several testers working on regression test suits in parallel.

Sherlock 

   Server   Server

Graph 
Database

Client 
App

SCM 
Adapter

TM 
Adapter

Coverage
Adapter

   Client   Client
TM 

Exporter

(1) TFS Version 
Control

(2) Test 
Management

(3) Coverage 
Analysis

Fig. 2. High-level architecture of Sherlock and its interfaces to other test tools.

5 https://neo4j.com/.
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Client App and Export. The tester access the information stored in the graph
database via a dedicated client application that guides the user through the different
steps of interactively composing regression test suites. Initially the tool retrieves the test
cases from the graph database that cover the investigated changes. These test cases are
candidates for regression testing. The tester can sort and explore the list according to
different criteria and exclude redundant or irrelevant test cases. Finally, a selected
subset of the test cases is exported to the test management system where the test run is
started and managed. Figure 4 depicts the Sherlock’s client application displaying a list
of regression test candidates to be selected.

3.2 Steps in Compiling a Regression Test Suite

Sherlock supports testers in regression testing when bug fixes and enhancements have
been made to the software system. The testers use the tool for identifying test cases
related to an individual change (e.g., a bug fix), for all changes within a specified date
range (e.g., all fixes and enhancements combined in a maintenance release), or all
changes made on a branch before it is merged back into the trunk (e.g., all changes
made while implementing a new feature). The main focus of Sherlock lies in auto-
matically proposing a list of relevant test cases that should be considered when com-
piling a regression test suite. The resulting test suite is the basis for subsequent
regression test runs executed via the test management system. In addition, Sherlock
also indicates coverage gaps, i.e., all parts of the source code that have been changed
but are not covered by the selected test cases.

The following steps are typically carried out when compiling a regression test suit
with Sherlock.

Fig. 3. Nodes and dependencies part of the basic structure of the graph database.
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(1) Select Changes. The version control system of TFS keeps track of any mod-
ifications to the source code. Each modification is linked to a change set associated to a
work item, e.g., a bug, a task or a requirement. Change sets group together all changes
to one or several files as well as any new files created in the course of completing a
work item such as resolving a bug or implementing a requirement. The tester starts with
selecting the change sets for testing and/or by choosing work items, which refer to
change sets relevant for testing. The selection depends on what should be tested, for
example, a single bug fix, the tasks completed by a particular developer, or all changes
that will be included in an upcoming release.

(2) Determine Affected Code. Based on the links between change sets and source
code maintained by the TFS, the relevant code changes can be determined for the
selected work items. Technically, the maintained information identifies the particular
revision of a source code file in the versioning system and, thus, allows retrieving the
lines that have been modified, added or removed. Using this information allows
computing the list of modified methods (functions) per source code file. Resolving
changes to the level of individual methods has been found to be a useful level of
granularity in order to avoid large test sets [12].

(3) Query Related Tests. More than 5,000 test cases are stored in the SilkCentral
test management system. The test cases are organized according to the modules of the
software system. Each test case is specified by a list of steps for manual execution and a
set of meta-data including, for example, the estimated execution time of the test or the
test priority indicating how important the test is for testing the associated module.

Fig. 4. User interface of the Sherlock client application. Tester interactively compile a
regression test suite by selecting test cases and analyzing test gaps.
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In addition, optionally, coverage information is associated to each of the test cases. The
coverage footprint is defined in terms of the list of files and methods executed when the
test is run. For some modules the coverage information has been collected throughout
full regression test runs using a coverage analysis tool. The coverage information can
be used to retrieve all test cases that are able to contribute to the coverage of a changed
file or method.

(4) Interactive Selection of Tests. In the previous step a list of all possibly relevant
test cases is provided. Hence a test case may cover one or more changed methods, and a
methodmay be covered by zero tomany test cases. The Sherlock client allows sorting and
filtering the suggested test cases according to various different criteria such as their total
coverage contribution or their unique coverage contribution as well as their priority and
other meta-data from the test management system. The tester can interactively select or
deselect test cases and observe the impact on the overall coverage, the number of selected
test cases, the overall estimated execution time, and possibly uncovered methods. Fur-
thermore, Sherlock implements an optimization algorithm to compute test suits with
minimum redundancy, which can serve as starting point for further manual adjustments.

(5) Report Test Gaps. Despite the huge number of existing test cases in the test
management system, some parts of the software system are not covered by tests. For
these parts, either no test cases are available or the code has recently been added and is
not yet fully covered by tests. The testers are constantly extending the set of tests and
aim to increase code coverage also for these parts. The goal is to close any test gaps
[13] resulting from recently changed code that is lacking sufficient tests to achieve full
coverage. To support the work of the testers, detected gaps are reported.

(6) Export Test Suite. Sherlock aggregates information from a broad range of
sources and offers mechanisms to automatically sort and select test cases. Once the
tester has made the decision which test cases to select, the selection is used to create a
test suite in the test management system. There the test suite can still be adjusted before
it is run. Typically, additional test cases are added, e.g., test cases that are not covering
the changed code but which are mandatory or considered relevant for some reason
based on the tester’s experience, and the test execution order can be redefined.

4 Evaluation Design

The approach and the tool prototype have been developed in close cooperation with the
company partner. Throughout development the approach and the tool support were
reviewed and discussed with the testers on a regular basis. In addition, the usefulness of
the tool support was assessed together with the team of testers in an informal exper-
iment conducted as part of a regular workshop.

4.1 Goal and Research Questions

The goal of the evaluation was to compare (a) regression test selection with tool
support to (b) manual regression test selection based on personal experience in order
to explore following “research questions”:
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RQ1: How does the use of the tool support impact the strategy applied for selecting
regression test cases?

RQ2: How does the use of the tool support impact the time required for selecting
regression test cases?

RQ3: How does the use of the tool support impact the number of selected test cases?
RQ4: Does the use of the tool lead to a different selection of test cases than the

manual approach?

4.2 Evaluation Setup

The evaluation of the tool support was conducted by comparing the selection of
regression test cases (a) by a tester using the support of the tool Sherlock and (b) by
testers manually selecting relevant test cases based on their personal knowledge and
experience, i.e., the control group.

All five testers of the test team took part in the workshop. Table 1 shows the
experience in number of years involved in testing at the company and the knowledge of
the participants in testing the selected software system for the evaluation. Tester A was
a senior member of the test team. He had been involved in the development of the tool
and therefore performed regression test selection with Sherlock. Tester B was one of
the most experienced testers who also had most knowledge about the modules selected
for the evaluation. B’s selection of test cases was considered the “gold standard” for the
discussed examples. Tester C had medium experience and medium knowledge about
the tested modules. Tester D was the less experienced member of the test team with
only about one year. Therefore, D and Tester E decided to team up and to conduct the
evaluation together.

The evaluation was performed based on two major modules of the analyzed soft-
ware system with an overall set of 392 specified regression test cases in the test
management system. The participants were asked to select a suitable set of regression
tests from this pool of test cases for different work items (bug fixes and small features)
that had been resolved in the past. For each work item a textual description (e.g., initial
bug report or requirement rationale, clarifying comments, details about the resolution)
was available. Furthermore, the change history of each work item showed the list of

Table 1. Knowledge and experience of the workshop participants.

Participant A B C D+E

Experience 
in years

> 10 > 10 > 5
< 1 (D)
> 5 (E)

Knowledge about
tested modules

some high some some

Test selection 
approach

tool-based manual manual manual
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changes the developers made to the source code. We prepared a list of eight work items
for the evaluation. Two work items were discarded in the workshop as not directly
related to the two selected modules. Table 2 shows the six remaining work items that
were analyzed and discussed further.

4.3 Limitations and Validity Threats

The blueprint of the evaluation is similar to an experiment design. However, it has not
been conducted in a controlled environment since it was embedded in a workshop with
the goal to discuss usage scenarios and envisioned benefits of the tool support.

The investigated usage scenario and the selected examples are specific for the
project and company context, and they were deliberately chosen in order to foster the
discussion with the members of the test team. The evaluation has been performed in an
informal, interactive setting that promoted feedback and new insights rather than
producing generalizable results. The participants were eager to produce accurate and
representative results. However, the workshop setting also led to occasional disruptions
such as participants leaving the room or taking phone calls.

We addressed these limitations by documenting all workshop activities, discussions
as well as interruptions in a detailed protocol and by conducting an ex-post analysis of
the results with one of the participants to confirm our observations before drawing
conclusions. Due to the small number of analyzed cases and participants the findings
were not tested for statistical significance.

5 Results and Discussion

In the workshop the testers (A, B, C and D + E) were given the task to select regression
test cases for each of the previously chosen work items (WI-1, WI-2 etc.). Each work
item was processed as follows. First, the unique ID of the work items was announced
and the starting time was recorded. The testers looked up the work item in TFS, read
the work item description, and selected the test cases they considered relevant for
regression testing. They specified their selection in a predefined Excel sheet by listing
the test case name and ID of the test cases specified in the SilkCentral test managment

Table 2. Changes related to the example work items used in the evaluation.

Work 
Item Type Number of 

Check-ins
Changed 

Files
Changed 
Methods

Affected 
Module

WI-1 bug fix 1 1 1 M1

WI-2 bug fix 2 1 1 M1+M2

WI-3 bug fix 1 1 1 M2

WI-4 feature 5 12 28 M2

WI-5 bug fix 1 5 8 M2

WI-6 bug fix 1 1 2 M1
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system. Finally they sent their list by email to the workshop moderator. The time stamp
of the email was defined as completion time. Once all testers had sent their selections,
the individual results were presented side by side and discussed by the whole team.
Questions that were typically asked included, for example, why a particular test case
was selected or not selected by a tester, whether a particular test case could be con-
sidered equivalent to another with respect to a certain test objective, or what additional
test cases may have to be designed. We asked further questions about how the testers
performed test case selection, what information source they consulted, etc. and docu-
mented the discussion and feedback, which was used to discuss and answer our
research questions.

5.1 Strategies Used for Test Case Selection (RQ1)

The first research question investigates the way the testers perform the task of
regression test selection with or without tool support. In both cases the testers have to
make decisions that require experience and knowledge. The rationale of this question is
to explore which kinds of experience and knowledge are required when different
strategies for test case selection are applied.

(a) Regression test selection using tool support. When using Sherlock, tester
A studied the description of the work item and queried the associated changes stored in
the Sherlock database. The tool presented a list of all candidate test cases covering the
changed methods from which the final regression test suite was derived by deselecting
the tests considered redundant or irrelevant. The decision which test cases to select or
deselect was mainly based on the short description of the test cases shown in Sherlock.
Tester A did not add any test cases to the regression test suite other than those initially
proposed by the tool.

(b) Manual regression test selection. The testers B, C, and D + E performing
manual selection also started by studying the description of the work item. Then they
browsed the hierarchically structured set of existing test cases in the test management
system and built up their regression test suite by adding the relevant tests to the initially
empty list. The most experienced tester B occasionally also looked at the list of
changed files associated to the work items and usually selected individual test cases
based on his detailed knowledge of the modules. In contrast, the other testers tended to
selected all test cases related to a specific function (e.g., all test cases concerned with
“Reporting”). For selecting a specific test case out of all related test cases the less
experienced tester usually had to check the detailed test case description and the list of
specified test steps.

Our observations and the feedback from the testers show that the tool support 
leads to a test case selection strategy (initial proposal and deselection) that 
is different from the manual selection approach (bottom-up selection).

The discussion of the effect the two different strategies have on the produced
regression test suites constitutes the answers to the following research questions.
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5.2 Time Required for Regression Test Selection (RQ2)

The second research question investigates if the tool support impacts the time that is
necessary for selecting regression test cases. The purpose of this question lies in
identifying possible usability issues related to the handling of the tool, which may
result in an observable holdup when Sherlock is used.

Figure 5 shows the time required (by testers, in minutes) to select the regression
tests for each of the work items. The first bar (dark blue) is the time of tester A using the
tool Sherlock. For all work items, tester A required less time than the average of the
other testers (last bar, shown in light blue) selecting the regression tests manually. In
most cases tester A performed the test selection in about the same time as the most
experienced tester B (second bar, shown in red).

The total of test case selection for all 6 work items, the time required by tester
A was 1:28 h, the minimum overall time was 1:17 h (tester B), the maximum time was
2:52 h (team of testers D + E), and the average overall time of the testers performing
manual selection was 2:07 h.

The results indicate that the usage of the tool does not have a noticeable 
adverse effect on the time required for selecting regression test cases. 

5.3 Number of Selected Test Cases (RQ3)

The third research question aims to investigate how the tool support impacts the
number of test cases selected for regression testing. The actual number of selected test
cases is likely depending on the tester’s personal experience and the knowledge he or
she has about the tested modules. Therefore, we do not expect that the number of test
cases selected by the tester using Sherlock differs much from those of the other testers

Fig. 5. Time required for regression test selection by work item and tester. (Color figure online)
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performing manual test case selection. However, an obvious indicator that the tool
support actually impacts the selection would be if Sherlock constraints the number of
initially proposed tests too much and, thus, the tester is not able to select the appro-
priate test cases.

Table 3 provides an overview of the number of test cases selected by the testers.
The two columns on the left of the table labeled Tool and A + Tool show the number of
test cases initially proposed by the tool Sherlock and the number of test cases finally
selected by tester A. Sherlock proposed 146.8 test cases on average, which were
reduced to an average of 7.3 tests (about 5 %) by tester A. The right column (Avg
BCDE) shows that the average number of test cases selected by the testers who per-
formed a manual selection is 13.3. On average, thus, they manually selected about
twice as many tests as tester A.

Moreover, tester A using the tool support selected roughly the same number of test
cases as tester B. In those cases where tester A selected less tests than tester B (WI-3 and
WI-4), the reason is obviously not a confined preselection by Sherlock. For four of the
work items (includingWI-3 andWI-4) Sherlock found a very large number of test cases
since all of them covered one or more of the changed methods. For these cases
Sherlock was not able to make an appropriate preselection and, thus, almost all test
cases for the particular module were returned.

It can be observed from these results that the tool support did not lead to a 
specifically high or low number of selected test cases. 

5.4 Differences in Selected Test Cases (RQ4)

The fourth research question investigates if the use of the tool produces a different set
of regression test cases than the manual selection approach. The purpose of this
question is to identify the need for a further analysis of the applied selection strategies
and the resulting test cases in order to adjust and improve the tool support.

Table 3. Number of test cases selected per tester and average.

Work Item Tool A+Tool B C D+E Avg BCDE

WI-1 14 9 5 6 16 9.0

WI-2 48 3 1 11 14 8.7

WI-3 200 4 10 16 19 15.0

WI-4 222 15 30 - 34 32.0

WI-5 222 6 6 5 2 4.3

WI-6 175 7 1 15 17 11.0

Average 146.8 7.3 8.8 10.6 17.0 13.3
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Figure 6 shows the number of test cases that were only selected by tester A using
Sherlock (blue portion), only by the group of testers performing manual selection
(testers BCDE, green portion), or by both (red portion). The top bar shows the average
shares: 11 % of the test cases were uniquely selected by tester A and 75 % uniquely by
the testers BCDE. 14 % of the test cases were selected by both.

On the first glance the agreement in terms of the 14 % test cases shared by tester
A and the testers BCDE seems small. However, the relatively low share is not sur-
prising since tester A generally selected a low number of test cases, 44 in total for all six
work items (or 7.3 tests on average as shown above). In contrast, BCDE together
selected 155 unique test cases in total.

We also compared the selection made by tester A with tool support to the “gold
standard” provided by tester B. The intersection A \ B shows a 23 % overlap between
the test cases selected by A and those selected by B. In the follow-up discussion the
testers explained the differences by the presence of redundant test cases of which only
one or a few are selected. Since these tests are considered equivalent, it is merely a
personal choice which test case out of the several redundant ones is eventually selected
by a tester.

The regression test suited produced with the tool support differs from the 
regression test suited produced manually to about the same extent as the 
test suites produced with manual selection by different testers. 

Finally, when computing the agreement between the testers B, C and D + E in
terms of the intersection B \ C \ DE one can observe that on average only 6 % of
the manually selected test cases were selected by all three of them. The relatively small
overlap between the tester A and the group of testers BCDE can therefore not be
attributed to the tool support.

Fig. 6. Test cases selected uniquely by tester A, by the group of the testers BCDE, or by both.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we described a tool-based approach for regression test selection. The tool
Sherlock had been implemented as an aid for testers to compile a regression test suite
with the goal to cover all changed files and methods. Sherlock incorporates information
from different data sources such as the version control system used by the developers,
the test management system containing the available test cases, and the code coverage
footprint of the test cases that is used to link the individual test cases to the changed
source code.

Sherlock presents a list of all candidate test cases covering the changed files and
methods. The regression test suite is derived by deselecting the test cases considered
redundant or irrelevant. In contrast, the testers performing manual selection typically
browse the set of existing test cases in the test management system and built up their
regression test suite by adding the relevant tests to the initially empty suite.

An evaluation conducted together with the members of the test team showed that
the tester who used Sherlock was able produce test suites with less or equal effort and at
the same level of accuracy as the testers in the control group who selected the test cases
manually. The performance of the tester using Sherlock was about the same as the one
showed by a highly experienced tester who had detailed knowledge about the changes
to be tested.

For junior testers, who lack the necessary background and experience, Sherlock can
be considered a valuable aid providing guidance in selecting appropriate regression test
cases. Experienced testers find the tool support useful to double-check and enhance a
manually compiled test suite with the automatically proposed list of tests. Furthermore,
the tool also allows identifying coverage gaps in the set of available test cases.

In developing the tool support for change-based regression testing we encountered
several challenges and open issues, which we consider of general importance when
establishing test case selection in practice. The key lessons we derived from these
challenges and issues are also the topics that drive our future work.

Lack of details provided by version control systems. Modern tools for task
management and version control are able link work items such as bug fixes and features
to changes in the source code shown in form of the list of changed, added and deleted
lines in the affected source files. The source files are treated as standard text files. Their
internal structure defined by the implementation is ignored by the tools. However, the
semantic of the change is different whether a changed line maps to a class, method,
comment, blank line, etc. Restoring this information is a complex task that requires
parsing the changed files and, thus, dealing with different programming languages and
technologies.

Selecting from redundant test cases. The code coverage footprint of a test case
reveals what parts of the code are executed by the particular test. When two different
test cases have the exactly same coverage footprint they may be considered redundant
in change-based regression testing. However, these tests may still differ in the way they
assert the results and in what properties and aspects of the system’s functionality they
verify. For example, one test checks only the results shown on the user interface while
the other also verifies the values stored in the database. Code coverage information
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alone is not sufficient to determine the relevant test cases for regression testing. In
Sherlock, thus, the tester currently has to decide which test cases to select in case there
are several “redundant” tests proposed for a change.

Large and polluted coverage footprints. The execution of a test case comprises
many different steps such as starting the tested module, logging in as a test user,
opening network connections and files to setup the test scenario, exercising the func-
tionality under test, and checking the outcome and possible side-effects. Therefore,
many different parts of the system are exercised throughout test execution, including
parts that are not actually subject to testing. Nevertheless, these parts may still be
included in coverage measurement. In consequence they pollute the coverage footprint
of the test and inflate it with irrelevant entries. Test cases with such coverage footprints
often show up as false positives in the initially list of test cases proposed by the tool
support. Furthermore, classes and methods required for the module startup or which are
frequently used in the test setup are included in the coverage footprint of many test
cases. If a change set contains such a method, a huge set of test cases is proposed.
Sherlock deals with this problem by excluding coverage information collected in the
setup phase and by considering the hit count in determining the relevant tests, i.e., the
number of times a method or class has been executed in testing.

Creating and maintaining coverage footprints. The availability of up-to-date
coverage footprints is essential for the described change-based regression testing
approach [14]. Collecting these footprints from test execution is often the only way to
obtain the information necessary for establishing the connection between changes and
tests. In the studied project, similar information could not be retrieved via static
analysis due to the size of the software system and the various different technologies
used in its implementation. For a project that already has a large base of test cases it is a
major challenge to establish the critical mass of coverage information that is necessary
to make the tool support useful for the testers as part of their daily work. The testers
will only start using the tool if they trust that the information it provides is accurate and
complete. Furthermore, keeping code coverage information up-to-date requires fre-
quent re-execution of the tests, which is particularly costly for manual test cases.
Organizational measures are necessary to keep the effort required for maintaining the
coverage footprints in balance with the benefits of a change-based regression testing
approach.
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Abstract. Traceability, i.e., relationships between artifacts in software
development, is prescribed by quality standards such as ISO 26262
and therefore mandatory for automotive companies that develop safety-
critical systems. However, establishing traceability is a challenge for
many automotive companies. The objective of this study is to identify
traceability challenges and solutions in this domain and compare these
challenges and solutions with the ones in literature. To achieve this, we
conducted a case study with a large automotive supplier to discover
their traceability challenges and a tertiary literature review on existing
traceability literature surveys to identify reported challenges and their
solutions. We found 13 challenges from the literature study, of which
ten were also found at the company. Three challenges are solved at the
company with solutions that correlate with those proposed in literature,
three are partially solved while four are still unsolved even though there
are solutions in literature.

Keywords: Traceability · Software processes · Distributed software
development · Tools · Human factors · Software development organi-
sation

1 Introduction

More and more software is being developed and embedded in today’s modern
cars. This software is not only increasingly complex but even used to control
safety-critical functions such as speeding up and braking [1]. It is therefore
important to make sure such software is well specified, designed, implemented
and tested. Due to the complexity of software being developed and the organiza-
tional structure (e.g., OEM and supplier relationships), the amount of artifacts
produced in this process is high, artifacts are of diverse formats, and distributed
between various organizations [2]. To ensure that the developed systems are of
high quality, traceability plays a major factor. Traceability is defined as “the
degree to which a relationship can be established between two or more products
of the development process, especially products having a predecessor-successor
or master-subordinate relationship to one another” [3]. It directly contributes
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to quality attributes of a system such as maintainability [4]. It also helps stake-
holders to understand how different artifacts are related, the rationale behind
the artifacts and, most importantly, if the whole software has been verified and
validated before delivery to the end user.

Due to the complexity of the systems and the distributed nature of devel-
opment, achieving traceability is a difficult and costly activity. It requires both
monetary investment in tools and trainings as well as time investment for creat-
ing and maintaining traceability links [5]. On the one hand, there exists a large
body of knowledge on traceability. For example, the systematic literature review
by Nair et. al found 70 studies on traceability published between 1993 and 2012,
only in the Requirements Engineering conference [6]. On the other hand, the
practicalities of traceability are still a problem in many companies. This led us
to our main research question:

How are the proposed solutions in traceability literature relevant for solving
the challenges found in practice in the automotive domain?

To answer this question, we conducted a case study at an automotive supplier
company and reviewed 15 secondary publications on traceability. Our reason for
investigating an automotive supplier is that these companies are required to
establish traceability by safety standards such as ISO 26262 [7] and ASPICE [8].
Moreover, our reason for reviewing secondary studies is based on the fact that
recent systematic literature reviews on traceability already exist [9]. We wanted
to leverage this previous work and validate it in an industrial context rather
than replicating existing studies. Our study found 13 challenges from the liter-
ature study and ten of these challenges were also found at the company. Three
challenges are solved at the company with solutions that correlate with those
proposed in literature, three are partially solved while four are still unsolved
even though there are proposed solutions in literature.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows; Sect. 2 describes our research
method and research questions in detail, Sect. 3 presents the results and provides
a discussion of the results. This is followed by Sect. 4 which discusses previous
similar work. Limitations of the study are discussed in Sect. 5 and Sect. 6 con-
cludes the paper and outlines future work.

2 Research Method

The study aims to answer the following research question:

– RQ: How are the proposed solutions in traceability literature relevant for solv-
ing the challenges found in practice in the automotive domain?

To answer this research question, we applied two types of research methods:
a case study and a tertiary literature review. The case study provided data on
which challenges exist in practice and their solutions if any and followed the
guidelines laid out in [10]. The tertiary literature review provided data on the
challenges and solutions in the literature. Before conducting these two studies,
we defined the scope that is important to us and which both studies will cover.
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In [11], the authors have a defined a traceability process model, which contains
the important activities that are needed to establish traceability. The activities
defined by the researchers are: planning and managing a traceability strategy,
creating, maintaining, and using traceability.

Based on our initial contact with the case company, we are aware that the
major problems lie in the activities of creation and maintenance of traceabil-
ity links. In our study, a traceability link is a connection between two or more
artifacts that are in a relevant relation to each other. It is created when a rela-
tion is identified. For instance, acceptance test cases are often related to the
requirements whose fulfillment they are supposed to test. If a new requirement
has been elicited from the customer and the developer programs the necessary
acceptance test, these two artifacts (the requirement and the acceptance test)
are then related by a newly created traceability link. Often, design artifacts such
as models are also related to requirements, code, or test cases through traceabil-
ity links. Likewise, maintenance of a traceability link describes all activities that
pertain to keeping the links up-to-date. If a design model changes, e.g., due to an
architectural refactoring, existing traceability links might have become obsolete
and should be updated. If the traceability links connect more than two artifacts,
additional artifacts might have to be added or existing ones removed.

Thus for this study, we narrowed our scope to focus on these two activi-
ties. Moreover, due to the OEM-Supplier relationship that exists in the automo-
tive domain, traceability information also needs to be exchanged. Therefore, we
added a third activity to the scope of our study on the exchange of traceability.
Our resulting scope is thus divided into three categories: Creation, Maintenance
and Exchange of Traceability. The remaining activities, namely planning and
managing a traceability strategy and using traceability, will be studied in our
future work as discussed in Sect. 6.

For the Creation category we studied how traceability links are usually cre-
ated, for the Maintenance category, how they are updated when the artifacts
they connect evolve, and for the Exchange of traceability category, how trace-
ability information is exchanged between different teams in the same company
and between different companies. For all the categories we studied the challenges
that are associated with them and their solutions if any. The details of the case
study and tertiary literature review are described in the following subsections.

2.1 Case Study Design

Case and Subject Selection. The study was conducted at a large com-
pany whose core business is to supply automotive software and equipment to
automotive Original Equipment Suppliers (OEMs). Two departments develop-
ing embedded systems were involved. We selected these two departments because
they already implement traceability in their projects and develop safety-critical
systems for which traceability is a requirement. The two departments are also
interested in improving their traceability practices, thus the topic is relevant and
of interest to them. To be able to understand how traceability is implemented
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through out the development life cycle, we conducted the study with seven par-
ticipants of the following roles: two senior experts working on traceability, four
software system architects and one functional developer.

Data Collection Procedure. For this study we collected data through obser-
vations and semi-structured interviews. The model describing the scope of our
study and interview questions were sent to the participants a week before the
study took place. For each participant, we started with the participant giving
a demonstration on how they implement traceability and using the scope as a
guide. This was followed by a semi-structured interview. The interviewer only
asked questions which were not answered by the demonstration part. Due to
legal issues, the interviews were not recorded but the interviewer took notes.
The interviews and observation for each person lasted between 90 min to four
hours with breaks in between. The longer sessions were with senior experts who
explained and demonstrated the traceability process in detail. The interview
guide for these interviews are available online1.

Analysis Procedure. The data analysis started immediately after the obser-
vations and interviews were completed. This was to make sure that we avoid
forgetting important information that was mentioned since the interviews were
not recorded. The interviewer drafted a summary of the sessions and what was
learned from the study and presented it to one of the senior experts for confirma-
tion purposes. After this, the challenges identified from the study were mapped
to the phases in the model describing the scope of the study.

2.2 Tertiary Literature Review

Our tertiary literature review followed the guidelines for conducting a systematic
mapping study as proposed by [12].

Definition of Research Questions. The literature study aimed to answer the
following sub research questions:

1. What traceability challenges are reported in literature?
2. What are the proposed solutions of these challenges?

Conducting the Search. Since this is a tertiary literature review, our aim was
to find literature reviews published on traceability in the domain of computer
science. We searched the databases Scopus, ACM Digital Library and IEEE
Xplore. The search string used was “Traceability AND (Literature Review OR
Review OR Literature Survey OR Survey)” or a variant thereof to fit the search
syntax of the database. Since a search of the meta-data yielded a large number
of irrelevant literature, the search was limited to paper titles. This led us to an
initial set of 21 publications, from which one could be excluded as a duplicate.
1 http://tinyurl.com/j7dlco3.

http://tinyurl.com/j7dlco3
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Screening of Papers. We went through all the papers by first reading the title
and abstract. Here we excluded papers that were not relevant to our study using
the following inclusion criteria.

1. The paper is in English.
2. The paper is published in a peer-reviewed venue.
3. The paper is in the field of computer science.
4. The paper is reviewing literature on traceability.

Exclusion criteria are negations of the inclusion criteria. The screening
process left us with 15 relevant papers.

2.3 Data Extraction and Classification

We went through all the 15 papers and extracted the challenges and solutions
they report and listed them in a spreadsheet. After this process, we read all the
challenges in the list and devised a classification scheme. Initially, we intended to
use the conceptual model used to define the scope as the classification scheme.
However, we realized that challenges for the Creation and Maintenance cate-
gories were overlapping a lot. We therefore merged the challenges of these cate-
gories. After merging we went through the challenges in this category once again
and discovered that some challenges were more on the technical side while some
were due to the employees and others related to the organization setting. We
therefore came up with three sub-categories to represent these three perspectives
which we called Tool Support, Human Factors and Organizations and Processes
as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Categories of traceability challenges

3 Results

In this section, we report the results both from the literature review and the
case study. Our results are divided into four subsections which are the different
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categories of the challenges as depicted in the classification scheme in Fig. 1. For
each category, we first describe the challenge, then describe the solutions from
literature and finally compare these with what was found at the company. As a
summary, our main findings are as follows:

Tool support. There are five challenges identified from the literature: diversity
of artefacts and tools, manual link creation and maintenance, lack of flexible
tools, cost, and inaccessibility of artefacts. All five of these can be found at
the case company. The challenges of manual link creation and maintenance
as well as of cost have not been solved yet.

Human factors. The two challenges in this category are misuse of traceability
data and traceability perceived as an overhead. Only the latter is found at the
case company, but no solution exists as of now.

Organization and Processes. The literature reports on three challenges in this
category: ad-hoc process for establishment of traceability, distributed software
development, and lack of understanding of traceability. The first two are found
at the case company, where the first has only been partially solved and the
second has been fully solved. Lack of understanding of traceability is not an
issue for the case company.

Exchange of traceability. A total of three challenges was identified: lack of uni-
versal standards, access to artefacts, and conflicting objectives. The first two
challenges were also found at the case company, but only the first one was
partially solved.

Overall, the solutions found at the case company always matched those
reported in the literature. Figure 2 shows the challenges, where the solved chal-
lenges have a green background, the partially solved challenges have a yellow
background and the unsolved challenges have a red background. The challenges
that have no background color were not identified in the case study. In the fol-
lowing, we detail each challenge with a description, which solutions are proposed
in the literature, and how the case company addressed them.

Fig. 2. Challenges of establishing traceability (Color figure online)
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3.1 Tool Support

We found five major challenges from literature which were reported in this cat-
egory. Four of these challenges were also found at the case company. On further
analysis (as shown in Table 1) only two of these challenges have been solved, one
has a workaround solution, while two of them still remain unsolved.

Table 1. Challenges associated with tools

Challenge from liter-
ature

Papers Found at
company

Challenge solved? Solutions match?

Diversity of artifacts
and tools

[13–19] Yes Partially Yes

Manual link creation
and maintenance

[6,9,13–16,19–22] Yes No

Lack of flexible tools [15] Yes Yes Yes

Cost [9,14–16,19,20,26] Yes No

Inaccessibility of
artifacts

[26] Yes Yes Yes

Diversity of Artifacts and Tools

Description: In the software development life cycle there are a number of
activities such as requirements engineering, system design and so on. In many
cases each of these activities utilizes a different tool and produces artifacts in
different formats. Most traceability tools either do not support linking to artifacts
located outside the tool or only support linking to specific tools and a specific
format [13,14].

Solutions in Literature: Eight of our reviewed studies report this challenge
[13–19]. From the studies, there are two different solutions for this challenge. The
first option is to use one tool that supports all the development activities. The
advantage of such a holistic tool is that since all the artifacts are stored in one
database they can be accessed for traceability link creation. The second solution
is to integrate all the existing tools so that it is possible to create traceability
links between them. This is however not a trivial task and requires a considerable
effort especially if there are many tools that need to be integrated.

Comparison to Case Company: In the case company, there are a total of
eight tools that are used for the different development activities. Tool integra-
tion is a technically challenging task. Therefore currently to link to artifacts in
different tools, the company uses implicit links which are created by copying IDs
from one tool to another. This is not only time consuming but also error prone
and does not allow for any analysis to be done on the links. To overcome this
problem, the company is planning to acquire a holistic tool that will be able to
store all of their artifacts and thus make them accessible for creating traceability
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links. The main drawback of this solution is that existing tools that claim to be
holistic tools only support some commonly known parts of the development life
cycle. Currently, there are no tools supporting activities like simulations which
means that even with the holistic tool in place, other tools will still be used as
well. Therefore this challenge is partially solved as linking to tools outside the
holistic tool requires implementation of special plugins which is costly in terms
of time and might require rework as the involved tools evolve.

Manual Link Creation and Maintenance

Description: The task of creating traceability links is one that is time consum-
ing especially when it is done manually. Moreover, traceability links immediately
become outdated when the artifacts they connect evolve. This means that they
also need to be updated in order to remain correct. Updating them is also time
consuming and most of the time error prone.

Solutions in Literature: This is one of the most reported challenges in the
literature. In our review it has been reported by ten out of 15 papers [6,9,
13–16,19–22]. To overcome this challenge, the literature proposes the use of
automated techniques to generate and update the traceability links. Examples
of these techniques are machine learning [23], information retrieval [24], event
based techniques [14] or model-driven techniques [25].

Comparison to Case Company: Interestingly, none of these solutions was
viable for the company. Generally machine learning, information retrieval and
event-based techniques have a low precision and therefore the chance that false
traceability links are generated is high. Given that the company produces safety-
critical systems and the traceability links are also used for the certification
process, false links are not tolerable. Model-driven techniques on the other hand
require that all the artifacts being linked to and from are represented as mod-
els which is not the case for the company, where only some of the artifacts are
models.

Lack of Flexible Tools

Description: Since traceability link types can greatly differ from company to
company or even project to project, it is crucial for the tools to allow for custom
traceability link types to be defined. Providing a tool that can only be used in
a specific context is a limiting factor, tools need to allow for customization of
which links can be created depending on the users’ needs.

Solutions in Literature: This challenge was only reported by one study in our
review [15]. The solution described is quite straightforward urging developers of
traceability tools to take in into account how flexible the tool should be. The
more flexible the tool, the better as companies can tailor it to fit their project
needs.

Comparison to Case Company: This is one of the challenges that the com-
pany has solved. For Requirements Management, they have adopted DOORS2, a
2 http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/ratidoor.

http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/ratidoor
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tool that is flexible and allows for definition of custom traceability links. Out of
the box, the tool allows definition to different types of links to link to and from
requirements. Linking to other artifacts that are stored outside the tool can be
done through OSLC3 or for artifacts that do not have OSLC representations,
special attributes in the requirements can be defined to store IDs or names of
artifacts that are outside the tool.

Cost

Description: Establishing traceability links of a high quality requires the com-
pany’s investment both in terms of money for the tools and in terms of time.
The cost of this is significant while the benefits of it cannot be easily measured.

Solutions in Literature: Seven out of 15 papers report that traceability estab-
lishment is an expensive process [9,14–16,19,20,26]. This is because developers
need to spend extra time to create and maintain traceability links. Most man-
agers think that a project that implements traceability is more expensive than
one which does not [15]. This is because currently there are no measurements
that can provide evidence of these direct benefits of traceability. Research pro-
poses cost-benefit models that can be used to show how much traceability has
contributed to activities such as maintenance and understandability [16], but
these still need to be validated in practice. This is not a trivial task as such ben-
efits are mostly visible at the end of the project. To minimize the effort spent on
traceability creation and maintenance, researchers have proposed Value-Based
Traceability, which means tracing to only high priority requirements as compared
to full traceability [15].

Comparison to Case Company: From the case study, all of the interviewees
including the managers confirmed that they think traceability is expensive. How-
ever, since it is a mandated task, they have to do it. Value-Based Traceability is
also not a feasible solution for them as full traceability is a mandatory require-
ment in this safety-critical domain. It is also hard to maintain an exclusive list of
high priority requirements that need traceability as priorities can rapidly change
over time.

Inaccessibility of Artifacts

Description: When creating or updating a traceability link, it is crucial to have
access to the artifacts that need to be connected by the traceability link. In a
situation where a project contains a large number of artifacts, tool support is
needed to assist locating the different artifacts. It is very cumbersome if one has
to search through hundreds or even thousands of elements manually.

Solutions in Literature: Only one of the reviewed papers mentioned this
challenge [26]. The solutions proposed is that the company, through tools, should
ensure that users have all the necessary information and access to the artifacts
needed to create traceability links. Tools should provide features such as search
by ID or keywords, to make it easy for the users to find the artifacts they need.
3 http://open-services.net.

http://open-services.net
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Comparison to Case Company: For the case company, this is not a challenge
as the tools they use have the ability to search for and locate specific artifacts
in an easy way. For traceability links involving artifacts stored in different tools
the user still needs to copy the ID from one tool to another but every tool has
a search functionality.

3.2 Human Factors

In this category we found two main challenges that have been reported in the
studied literature. As shown in Table 2, only one of these challenges was found
at the case company.

Table 2. Challenges associated with human factors

Challenge from literature Papers Found at
company

Challenge
solved?

Solutions match?

Misuse of traceability data [15,18,19] No

Perceived as an overhead [14,18,22,26] Yes No

Misuse of Traceability Data

Description: This challenge refers to the fact that in some situations, people
responsible for creating and maintaining the traceability links have a fear that
this data may used against them, e.g., during performance appraisals.

Solutions in Literature: This challenge has been reported by three of our
reviewed literature [15,18,19]. The authors describe that employees have a fear
that traceability data can be used against them and threaten their job security.
This is an inappropriate use of traceability data as the data is supposed to be
used for quality assurance of the system rather than used for judging employees’
expertise. The studies propose that both management and employees need to be
educated on what traceability is and what the potential benefits are.

Comparison to Case Company: At the case company, this was not part of
the challenges that we identified. However, they have a system that already logs
user activities with respect to creating and modifying development artifacts. If
there is a problem in the system it is easy to identify who was working on the
artifact and contact them about the problem. This is an indication that the
development environment is already very transparent and that is why employees
do not have this fear of misuse of traceability links.

Perceived as an Overhead

Description: In situations where traceability links are created manually, devel-
opers usually perceive this as an extra activity that they need to do on top of
their daily work. Since the people creating the links are also not the ones that
end up using them, they see it as doing a job that only benefits other people.
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This is a problem as they become demotivated and assign a low priority to this
task, which can lead to either wrong or missing links.

Solutions in Literature: Four of our reviewed studies report this challenge
[14,18,22,26]. Proposed solutions for this problem are to ensure that the trace-
ability links created provide immediate benefit to the user who is creating the
links. This can be done with tools that enable quick navigation from one arti-
fact to another or visualization techniques that give users an overview of the
connection between different artifacts.

Comparison to Case Company: At the case company this is a challenge, due
to the break between tools and the fact that implicit links are created between
artifacts in different tools. It is hard for developers to get an overview of the
traces. Across tools they still have to find artifacts by searching for ID thus do
not see the immediate benefits of traceability. All of the interviewees pointed
out that being able to navigate easily using the traceability links and having
graphical representations of how everything is connected would be a feature
that will encourage them to create more correct and complete traceability links.
Allowing for easy navigation across tools requires integrating the tools which is
also not a trivial task as discussed in Sect. 3.1.

3.3 Organization and Processes

In this category, we found three challenges and out of these three challenges, two
were found at the company. At the company, only one challenge has been solved
while the other is partially solved (see Table 3).

Table 3. Challenges associated with organization and processes

Challenge from
literature

Papers Found at
company

Challenge
solved?

Solutions match?

Ad-hoc processes for
establishment of trace-
ability

[17,18,22,26] Yes Partially Yes

Distributed software
development

[19,26] Yes Yes Yes

Lack of understanding
of traceability

[6,13–15,18,19,22] No

Ad-Hoc Processes for Establishment of Traceability

Description: In order to achieve correct and complete traceability links, a
well defined process for how traceability links should be created and maintained
is required. This process needs to be defined, communicated to people in the
company, and also integrated into the existing development process. If such a
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defined process does not exist, traceability links are created in an ad-hoc manner
by the different people working on the system which can lead to low link quality.

Solutions in Literature: From the literature, most companies lack this kind
of defined process and instead traceability links are created and maintained in
an ad-hoc manner [17,18,22,26]. The solution for this challenge is to have a well
defined process for traceability creation, maintenance as well as analysis. Such
a process will define which links need to be created, when, and by whom. It is
also recommended that such a process include a guideline for how the captured
traceability links can be used in various scenarios [17].

Comparison to Case Company: In the case company, this challenge is
solved by putting in place requirements for which artifacts should be traced. For
instance, testers are aware that their tests should be linked to the code being
tested, while developers are aware that every development should be linked to a
requirement or an issue. The decisions on which artifacts to trace to are mainly
based on the ASPICE [8] safety standard that the company needs to follow.
However, the challenge with such standards is that they do not define concrete
processes but only suggest what should be linked [14]. This means that the com-
pany will have to define and refine their process as they move along based on their
experiences. With regards to evaluation, the company does not have a proper
solution as well. Simple metrics such as completeness of traceability between
requirements and tests can be achieved but these are not feasible for traceability
links across tool boundaries with their current technology. By switching to a
holistic tool they hope to reduce this challenge since most traceability links will
be in one tool. Some tools, such as simulation tools, will however not be part of
the holistic solution. A bigger challenge for analysis of traceability links is check-
ing for correctness. This has to be done manually as there is no way to be sure
that the links are correct. Existing literature does not provide any methods for
correctness checking that can be used to automatically check manually created
links.

Distributed Software Development

Description: In large organizations, it is a common phenomenon that develop-
ment activities are carried out at multiple sites. This adds complexity to trace-
ability especially when the different sites need to share the development artifacts.
If the development infrastructure is not well set up, it can be very hard to create
traceability links between artifacts that are produced in different locations.

Solutions in Literature: The surveyed literature proposes a centralized repos-
itory for storage of all the development artifacts [19,26]. This way the location
of the developers will not matter as everything is centrally stored and shared.
Such a repository also needs to be guarded by an access control system to make
sure that the right people have access to the artifacts they need.

Comparison to Case Company: Essentially, this is not only a traceabil-
ity problem, but a distributed software development problem in general. The
company has solved this challenge by having centralized repositories where the
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artifacts can be stored and different developers are given access rights accord-
ingly. This is in line with what the literature proposes.

Lack of Understanding of traceability

Description: For effective establishment of traceability, one first needs to
understand what traceability is and the intentions of traceability. For a com-
pany, if this is not clear to begin with then the chances of failure are high.

Solutions in Literature: This challenge has been reported by seven papers
from our review [6,13–15,18,19,22]. In [22], for instance, the authors report that
some companies especially those not working in safety-critical domain have no
notion of the term traceability. The solution for this challenge is for organizations
who want to establish traceability to set up their own traceability policies and
conduct training on the concept to make people aware of these policies and their
importance.

Comparison to Case Company: Given that the company operates in a
safety-critical domain, employees are already aware of the concept of traceabil-
ity. They base their understanding of traceability on the requirements defined by
the safety standard they need to comply to. They even have expert roles whose
job is to understand what the standards require, form a strategy on what they
need to do to comply, and communicate this to the rest of the company.

3.4 Exchange of Traceability

In this category we found three challenges from the surveyed literature. Two of
these challenges were also found at the company where one is partially solved
and one is unsolved as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Challenges associated with exchange of traceability

Challenge from literature Papers Found at
company

Challenge solved? Solutions match?

Access to artifacts [27,28] Yes No

Lack of Universal standards [16] Yes Partially Yes

Conflicting objectives [27] No

Access to Artifacts

Description: As mentioned before, in the automotive industry, development
activities are distributed between the OEM and different suppliers. This implies
that the different artifacts produced are also distributed. Establishing traceabil-
ity links that cross the organizational boundaries is a challenging task due to
two main reasons. The first is legal and privacy implications. Some artifacts can
be inaccessible to the supplier because they are confidential. The second reason
are tool boundaries as organizations may use different tools to manipulate the
various artifacts.
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Solutions in Literature: In the reviewed literature, two of the papers [27,28]
mention this challenge but there are no proposals for how to establish traceability
when the artifacts are restricted due to legal reasons. In case of tool boundaries,
the papers propose having a universal standard or policy that can be used for
exchanging traceability links. This is further discussed below and in Sect. 3.5.

Comparison to Case Company: The company also faces this challenge when
some of the artifacts they want to trace to cannot be shared by the OEMs. Cur-
rently they do not have a solution for this. For the artifacts that are shared with
them but from different tools, they rely on import and export mechanisms. This
is not ideal but is a workaround that works for them. For instance, requirements
can be exported in various formats, e.g., Word, PDF, or DOORS modules from
the OEMs and manually imported into the suppliers’ requirements management
system. For some OEMs, the company shares an XML file which has fields that
can only be visible to them and fields that can be visible to both the supplier
and OEM. This is the company’s initiative towards a standard for sharing data.
However, the traceability links are still not visible in such files.

Lack of Universal Standards

Description: To facilitate the sharing and transfer of traceability information
from one company to another, there is a need for a common standard. Currently
this does not exist and traceability information exists in various formats ranging
from implicit links established through copying IDs from one artifact to another,
to well defined traceability links that utilize formal notations such as models.

Solutions in Literature: The literature proposes the need for one standard
that can be applied by various companies in order to facilitate this sharing and
exchange of traceability information [16].

Comparison to Case Company: This is a challenge that the company faces.
For instance, OEMs can send requirements which could have traceability links
as well. But if the tools at the company cannot identify these links then that
information is lost and has to be created from scratch.

Conflicting Objectives

Description: When more than one company is involved in the development of
a system, it is important to align objectives. This is true also for traceability,
if the objectives for traceability in one company contradict the ones in another,
there might be a conflict.

Solutions in Literature: Only one of our reviewed literature [27] report this
challenge and they propose that at the beginning of the project, all the stake-
holders need to align their objectives, including traceability objectives. It is
important to define early on what each stakeholder requires and is expected to
deliver in terms of traceability.

Comparison to Case Company: This challenge did not come up in the study
at the company. Since the company is a supplier, the demand for traceability
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actually comes from their clients, the OEMs. The OEMs specifically ask them
to be compliant to the ASPICE standard in which traceability is one of the
requirements.

3.5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss our results in relation to the research question. To
recap, our research question is: How are the proposed solutions in traceability
literature relevant for solving the challenges found in practice in the automotive
domain?

From the findings discussed in the results with respect to the proposed solu-
tions in literature, the challenges fall into three different categories. Solved chal-
lenges, where the proposed solutions do solve the challenges, partially solved
challenges, where the proposed solutions only partially solve the challenges and
unsolved challenges where the proposed solutions do not solve the challenges.
An overview of this is given in Fig. 2 in Sect. 3. In our discussion, we focus on
the unsolved challenges.

In the Tools category the unsolved challenges are Manual work of establish-
ing and maintaining the traceability links and the Cost of it. There are several
studies (e.g., [23,29]) focusing on a solution approach based on automating the
creation and maintenance of traceability links. However, the chance that incor-
rect links are generated or links are missing is still high which is a hindering
factor for applications of such techniques in a safety-critical domain, like auto-
motive. For this reason, automated techniques have not yet been adopted in this
domain. Complementing automatic techniques with manual techniques for check-
ing if the links are correct has thus been proposed. This is a good technique for
eliminating incorrect links. However this is not guaranteed, as in [30] the authors
show that giving a set of generated links to humans to sort out incorrect links
actually led to a worse set of traceability links in some cases. This technique
also does not deal with missing links that the generating algorithm missed to
begin with. A more promising solution is to have the links created manually and
provide tool support for maintenance. Such support can be warnings when arti-
facts connected by a traceability link have changed and automatic fixes such as
deleting a traceability link when the artifacts it connects have changed. This line
of research has been investigated by [31,32], but more case studies are needed
to show its application in an industrial context.

In the Human Factors category, the unsolved challenge is that traceability
is perceived as an overhead. This challenge has two aspects: an organisational
and a technical one. The organisational issue is that the people creating and
maintaining the traceability links are not the ones who use them. A relation to
the challenge of understanding of traceability thus exists and sufficient training
as well as the realisation of the immediate benefits of traceability links can help
in this regard. The technical aspect is related to the tools that are in use and that
offer little support in terms of visualisation, navigation, and analysis. If, based
on traceability links, the tools used in the industry can offer features such as
easy navigation, visualization, customized reports or even recommendation for
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artifacts that can be re-used, then the developers creating the links will see their
benefits. It should be possible to customize the tools in a way that benefits the
creators of the links as well [33]. Other ideas could be complimenting traceability
tools with aspects of gamification to make the task of creating and maintaining
the traceability links more motivating and engaging. This has been shown to
work with other software engineering tasks such as requirements analysis and
testing [34].

In the Exchange of Traceability category, the unsolved challenge is that there
is no common standard for exchanging of traceability links. To solve such a chal-
lenge, both practitioners and researchers need to work together to establish the
standard. For requirements, there is already a Requirements Interchange For-
mat (ReqIF)4, which is being adopted and provided as exports from several
requirements management tools. Extending such a standard or creating a simi-
lar standard for traceability exchange will resolve this challenge.

4 Related Work

In this section, we discuss previous research that is similar to ours.
Regan and colleagues [19], conducted a literature review to identify the barri-

ers of traceability and their solutions from literature. In their work, they propose
a framework which consists of the categories of the challenges and their solutions.
Their framework is quite similar to the categories of challenges that we have pro-
posed. However, their work does not investigate if these proposed solutions work
in practice, which is something that our research does by complimenting the
literature review with an industrial case study.

More related studies are those by Torkar et al. [20] and Cleland et al. [22].
In [20], the authors performed a systematic literature review, with the aim of
identifying requirements traceability definitions, tools, practices and challenges.
They also compliment their work with a case study in two companies. In their
results, they give a list of challenges and how they are relevant for the two
companies. Their study is similar to ours but their literature review only includes
papers of up to 2007 while ours includes studies of up to 2014. Also in their
research the companies they study are not in the automotive domain but in the
telecommunication domain and mobile applications domain. In [22], the authors
reviewed four recent industrial studies and interviewed eight practitioners on
traceability practices. The authors propose seven areas for further research based
in their study. They also conclude that there is a need for more collaboration
with industrial practitioners in order to ensure that the solutions from research
are actually applicable in practice. Our study is an example of the research
proposed here.

Another study is by Kannenberg & Saiedian [15] where the authors study
why software requirements traceability still remains a challenge and conclude
that manual traceability methods and existing tools are inadequate for the needs
of the software development companies.
4 http://www.omg.org/spec/ReqIF/1.1/.

http://www.omg.org/spec/ReqIF/1.1/
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5 Threats to Validity

In this section we discuss the threats to the validity of our study and ways in
which we minimized these threats. We use the categories described in [10] but
do not discuss internal validity as our study was not not examining a causal
relation.

5.1 External Validity

This threat refers to how generalizable the results of the study are. In our case
study, we applied data triangulation and interviewed seven employees of three
different roles, to get data from different sources. However, since we conducted
the study in only one company, we cannot generalize the obtained results without
further replication of the study which is discussed as future work in Sect. 6.

With regards to the literature review, the most recent publication was pub-
lished 2014, which reviewed papers of up to 2013. There is a chance that papers
that propose newer solutions to our identified challenges have been published
since then.

5.2 Construct Validity

To minimize this threat we had to make sure that what we wanted to study
(Challenges of establishing traceability), was understood by our participants of
the study. To achieve this we first had a meeting with the two experts from the
two departments where we explained our intentions of study. In return, they
also explained what their departments do. We also sent the interview guide and
scope to the participants one week before the study. As mentioned in Sect. 2,
the interviews we conducted were not recorded due to legal matters but the
interviewer took notes. To make sure that we did not misinterpret our findings,
we showed our initial analysis to one of the senior experts for confirmation. This
is known as member checking [35].

5.3 Reliability

To ensure that the results of a study are reliable it is important to make sure
that the study can be repeated by other researchers and get the same results.
While the settings of the interview cannot be replicated, the artifacts used such
as the definition of the scope of the study and the interview guide were well
documented and can be used for replication of the study.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the challenges of establishing traceability in the
automotive domain. We compared these challenges and their solutions to what
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has been reported in literature. Our results show that there are four major chal-
lenges which are largely unsolved even though some proposals for solutions exist
in theory. These challenges are: (1) manual creation and maintenance of trace-
ability links is error prone and time consuming, (2) the overall cost of traceability
is too high and the benefits are not measurable, (3) traceability is considered
an overhead and of low priority with people who have to establish it since they
are not the ones who use the links and (4) there is a lack of uniform standard
for exchange of traceability links between companies. This leads us to conclude
that for such problems that are more practical, conducting research involving
academia only is not sufficient. The created solutions and tools in research need
to be validated in an industrial context where they can be integrated with the
existing development processes and work flows that exist in companies. This
way, researchers will be able to determine which parts of the solutions are not
practically viable and improve or come up with new solutions accordingly.

As part of future work, we plan to carry out such research with compa-
nies in the automotive domain. Our first action will be to replicate the case
study in more companies in order to check if our list of unsolved challenges is
sufficient. This will also include expanding the scope to contain earlier phases
involved before establishing traceability links, for instance planning and manag-
ing a traceability strategy, and later phases such as how is traceability used or
measured after it has been established. Next will be to come up with new solu-
tions and integrate these solutions in existing development processes in order to
determine their applicability.
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Abstract. Recently the Public Administrations pay a lot of attention
to decreases the time required for document production and validation
specifically in case of travel management. In this paper we describe the
procedural steps followed to implement a first prototype framework for
automating the travel management process adopted inside an Italian PA.
To achieve this goal, we represent the process through Business Models
specified into a formal notations. The experience highlighted important
challenges in the application of automatic facilities for the travel man-
agement and let the detection of inconsistencies and improvements of
the process itself.

Keywords: Business process · Monitoring · Learning assessment

1 Introduction

Recently a lot of attention has been dedicated by the (Italian) Public Admin-
istrations (PA) to reduce/optimize the management costs, and to improve the
quality of services provided to users (citizen or employees). Indeed the automa-
tion in documents production is recognized as an important means to decrease
the time and effort of the PA personnel in administrative activities and to speed
up the overall PA management [1].

In this paper we focus on the travel management, which has been recognized
as one of the hot topics for the Italian PAs according to a recent research of the
School of Management in collaboration with AirPlus [2].

Currently, most of the times the single employees are forced to organize their
travels only with the help of on-line travel services. They have also to collect hard
copies of travel documentations and manually fill the required modules for travel
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
D. Winkler et al. (Eds.): SWQD 2017, LNBIP 269, pp. 175–187, 2017.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-49421-0 12
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authorization and expenses refund. On the other side administrative personnel
has to deal with a lot of inaccurate, incomplete or erroneous documentations,
causing an increasing in the time and the effort necessary for their validation.

This is forcing the different Italian Public Administration towards the “digital
maturity”, i.e. massive adoption of ITC facilities to increase the quality and
efficiency of travel management and refund.

In this paper we would like to move one step in this direction presenting
a facility for the automation of the travel management process of the Istituto
di Scienza e Tecnologie dell’Informazione “A. Faedo” (ISTI) of the Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) in Pisa. In collaboration with the administra-
tive staff of such institute, we analysed the possible quality improvements start-
ing from three points of view: the technical position, related to the quality of
the systems itself; the view of the user, which is more related to the usability
experienced and the quality level obtained in the fulfilment of his/her tasks; and
finally, the view of the PA personnel, which is interested in the maximization of
the revenues in management.

To achieve this goal, we followed the basic guidelines of the Business Process
Management [3] and we developed a Business Process Model (BPM) using one
of the available Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [4]. The defined
BPM represents the steps that have to be performed by the different partici-
pants (people, teams distributed organizations or IT systems) during the execu-
tion of the travel management process. This approach provided us the possibil-
ity to easily model travel refunding process, to develop concise definitions and
taxonomies useful for discussion with the ISTI administration, and to have a
detailed reference guideline for the implementation of an executable framework.
We also exploited the BPM representation for controlling the on-line execution
of the travel management process. Specifically monitoring capabilities have been
included in the developed framework, called COSO (COmpilazione miSsiOni),
to keep track of the activities evolution and information exchange, as well as to
perform a posterior statistical analysis of collected travel data.

The work presented in this article integrates different previous experiences in
business management and monitoring discussed in [5–9]. In particular a detailed
analysis of the ISTI regulations as well as a storytelling approach have been used
to create the business process model for this PA. The application of monitoring
facilities lets the collection of a set of useful parameters for subsequent business
process statistics and improvements.

In the rest of the paper we first briefly introduce some background concepts
(Sect. 2), then in Sect. 3 we explain the procedure followed for deriving the Busi-
ness Process Models. We present the set of quality attributes to be included in
the proposed framework in Sect. 4, while the main framework components are
schematized in Sect. 5. A preliminary assessment of the framework is presented
in Sect. 6. Finally, in Sect. 7 presents related works and discussion and conclusion
are finally depicted Sect. 8.
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2 Background

In this section we briefly provide some basic concepts about the Business Process
Management and the CNR travel management procedure considered for the
development of the proposed framework.

Business Process Management. Usually Business Process (BP) refers to any
structured collection of related activities or tasks that are carried out to accom-
plish the intended objectives of an organization.

The main focus is therefore in creating an abstract but meaningful repre-
sentation of the real business domains and sharing a formalized definition so to
improve expressiveness and make easier tools development. [3]. Usually in the
industrial context the process followed during the analysis and design phases
of the Business Process Model, that is known as externalization [10], involves
direct requirements elicitation from employees by means of meetings where the
participants develop group stories [11]. Successively the collected information are
translated into Business Model by using one of the available Business Process
Modeling Languages (BPML) [12]. In this paper we refer to The Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) [4] to represent the derived business models, which
is the de facto standard for process modeling.

CNR Travel Management Procedure. As any other PA, ISTI and more in general
the CNR, has a well-defined collection of travel policies and procedures. Accord-
ing to CNR rules the travel expenses have to be previously authorized using spe-
cific authorization module. Once travel has been completed, the expenses have
to be reported into a specific module, supported by appropriate documenta-
tion and legitimated by the administrative staff. Variations from the established
policies represent exceptional cases and have to be approved by the authorized
department approver (Director). One of the main traveler’s responsibility is to
be familiar with, and strictly follow, the policies and procedures specified in the
manual. It is out of the scope of this paper to provide detailed rules list; in
the following we only mention the most important ones. Additional information
regarding travel and reimbursement process is available on [13].

Authorization: The travel should be authorized by the Director, and autho-
rization module should be produced at least five working days before departure.
Travelers should provide their personal details, the motivation of the travel, the
location, and an estimated amount of the total travel cost. Authorization for the
use of own car or taxi should also preventively requested.

Advances: Advances are limited to transportation, accommodations, and
meeting/conference fees. Travelers should complete specific authorization mod-
ule and provide original documentation supporting travel cost.

Transportation: Class depends on the category of travelers and varies from
national to international transportation.

Accommodation: Type of allowed accommodation depends on the category
of travelers.
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Reimbursing Travel Related Expenses: Rules varies in case of national or
international travels. Travelers should fill a specific module in which they provide
their personal details, the motivation of the travel, the location, the chronological
list of all the travel expenses. Opportune justifications in case of exceptional
events, not included in the travel manual, are needed.

Meal expenses: Only two meals are allowed and the total meal expenses
for day are limited by specific boundaries depending from the country and the
category of travelers.

Documentation: Original receipts for all expenses must be submitted to
administrative staff and optionally a PDF copy can be provided. In case the
traveler has chosen a per diem meal reimbursement, receipts are not required.

Mileage Reimbursement Rate: Reimbursements for mileage are made follow-
ing specific mileage reimbursement rate in effect at the time of the trip.

Reimbursable Expenses: Reimbursable travel expenses include also: airline
baggage fees, automobile rentals and meeting/conference fees.

However the Italian legislation about PA travel management is continuously
modifying and due to its natural language specification, it often rises misun-
derstandings and misinterpretations. Being informed and knowledge about the
travelers management evolution is one of the most difficult point for the travel-
ers. Therefore often the documentations provided both for travel authorization
and travel refund are full of errors and inconsistencies.

3 Create the Model

In this section we explain the method used to derive the Business Process Models
of the ISTI travel management process, called ISTI Travel Model (ITM).

In order to develop the ITM we followed a storytelling methodology [14],
[15]. Through interviews with ISTI personnel and domain experts we collected
the most interesting behaviors and critical activities of the travel management
process. The method is summarized in Fig. 1, where three main stakeholders are:
the Tellers, who are asked to describe their activities explicitly through stories;
the Facilitators who provide support to story tellers for producing coherent
stories and to modelers for the definition of the first abstraction of the models;
Modelers who are the process analysts defining the graphical models on the
bases of information collected from the tellers and facilitators. Following the
storytelling methodology three specific phases, each one involving all the roles,
have been executed as briefly described in the rest of this section.

The first phase consisted mainly in meetings targeting the definition of the
context and the collection of the most interesting stories useful to describe the
ITM. The meeting team was composed by three Modelers, 15 Tellers and three
Facilitator. Modelers were researchers with strong background in BP modeling
and software engineering; tellers were selected ISTI employees having different
experience and belonging to different categories; the facilitators ISTI admin-
istrative staff having deep knowledge of the CNR travel management process.
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Fig. 1. Methodology to create the model

During the first phase, five meetings have been necessary. To the end of this
phase the stories were collected and a set of needs identifies.

In the second phase the needs has been refined according to the rules
and policies of the CNR travel management documentation [16] and a set of
software requirements and the main process elements have been identified. The
examination of the stories produces activities, flow, events, business rules, in
order to extract the models elements of the process. During this phase the set of
quality attributes have been also identified as detailed in Sect. 4. In this phase,
two meetings have been necessary.

Finally, in the third phase , the elements of the identified processes have
been converted into BPMN models. The models have been presented to the
participants in order to consolidate them, to implement necessary corrections
and generate a final version. Therefore the quality assessment of the BPMN
model has been manually performed by domain experts.

At the end of the three phases we have produced one high-level model that
describes the main process of the ITM and sixteen lower level models that
describe in details the sub-processes. For simplicity we report in Fig. 2 just high-
level model of the ITM concerning the reimbursing travel related expenses. As
in the figure the actors interact with the COSO framework according to the fol-
lowing procedure: (1) The employee authenticates himself/herself though COSO
and starts a request of travel refund expenses; (2) Using an Identity Provider1

(IdP) COSO identifies the users; (3) GEKO [17], the ISTI internal internet ser-
vice managing administrative projects funding, sends to COSO the data relative
to the selected travel; (4) the employee fills/uploads and accepts travel data
and documents. The COSO framework aids the employee in the module com-
pletion implementing the rules and policies of the CNR travel management pro-
cedure concerning the accomodation, transportation, meal expenses and so on
1 IdP is responsible for providing identifiers for users looking to interact with a system.
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Fig. 2. COSO high-level model

as detailed in Sect. 2; (5) Finally, the Refund request is printed and sent to the
SIGLA framework [18], which is the official CNR system for the management of
the accounting and financial reporting.

4 Quality Aspects

In this section a quality model useful for the assessment of the proposed frame-
work is presented. It has been developed considering different aspects, such as
business, timeless, and usability and performance. It is the result of the inte-
gration of: (i) peculiarities of the ISTI travel business management; (ii) the
information collected in the second phase of the storytelling methodology (see
Sect. 3); (iii) the set of attributes expressed in the ISO/IEC 25010 standard
[19]. For space limitation we show in Fig. 3 only the characteristics, and their
corresponding subcharacteristics, that have been included from the ISO/IEC
25010 standard [19] into the customized quality model. We refer to [19] for their
description.

Additionally to better face the peculiarities ISTI travel business manage-
ment, the following two quality attributes, not included in the ISO/IEC 25010
standard, have been integrated into the customized the quality model:

Traceability: Degree to which the system can keep track of a given set or
type of information to a given degree. Specifically the system should log and
trace activities execution according to user defined specific rules. It is measured
in terms of number of tracking and storage facilities included into the system.

Customizable data collection: Degree to which the system can provide statis-
tical analysis on the bases of travel data collection. It is measured in terms of
the number of user defined statistical analysis the system can produce.
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Fig. 3. Customization of ISO/IEC 25010

5 Framework

In this section some details about the automation of the CNR travel manage-
ment procedure, thought the COSO framework, are provided. The prototype
implementation is running on a distributed environment composed of several
heterogeneous software and machines. In particular the framework needs to col-
laborate with the three main software products of ISTI that are SIGLA [18], for
the management of the accounting and financial reporting and GEKO [17] for
the management of funding and for Identity Provider to manage authentication.
However during the development and validation stages, the prototype has been
forced to work as a stand-alone framework. In the Fig. 4a the overall architecture
of the implemented framework is provided. In the remaining of this section more
detailed about the architecture of the COSO component are provided which
includes five main components (see Fig. 4b)

– the editor: it provides facilities both for creating and modifying the models
representing the business process.

– the front-end: it is composed of several web-forms and help facilities. It pro-
vides both documentations and suggestions to the user and contributes to
decrease the number of errors in module fulfilling.

– the monitoring: it keeps track of models execution and collects specific travel
data useful for statistical analysis.

– the message broker: it deals with the communication between different com-
ponents.

– the BPM engine: it executes the BP model relative the CNR travel man-
agement process.
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Fig. 4. Architectural views

6 Assessment

The quality model presented in Sect. 4 has been used to assess the preliminary
version of the COSO prototype framework. As described in Sect. 4 we considered
different aspects, such as business, timeless, and usability and performance. Here
below how and where each aspect and the corresponding attribute of the quality
model have been addressed and evaluated is reported.

Considering in particular the business attributes Table 1 presents their assess-
ment.

The attributes related to the security aspects, i.e. confidentiality, integrity,
non-repudiation, authenticity, are covered by the ISTI authentication system,
and ISTI intranet in general, on which users of must authenticate before using
the framework. Specifically, to better focus on these quality aspects, as depicted
in Fig. 2, in the BP model a specific task has been entirely dedicated to the
security.

From the performance aspects, the automation of a process that was pre-
viously completed only manually, guarantees time saving and to speed up the
overall refund procedure. In addition the automation assures: a reduction in time
required for checking and validate the different costs and expenses; the possibility
of simultaneous accesses of from different users so to speed up the administrative
tasks and decrease the communications. We are currently collecting data for the
evaluation of the precise time behaviour and capacity measures. In particular
for time behaviour the overall target is to reduce to at list to one third the mean
time required for a completion of a travel authorization and refund that are
currently estimated into 3 and 1.5 h. Considering that inside ISTI the average
number of travel authorizations and refunds per years is around 1500 this can
represent a considerable budget and effort reduction for the overall institute.
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Table 1. Business attributes

Attribute How has been addressed Where has been addressed

Suitability During the model creation
the requirements list has
been definited

Each requirement has been
realized into one or more
activity or task of the BP
model

Learnability A set of user documentation
and help facilities has been
defined collaboration with
Administrative Staff

We are currently working in
on this topic

User error protection The BP model implements
all the rules and policies
defined within the [16]

The front-end application
has been developed to
prevent rules violation

Adaptability Splitting process in more
sub-processes, each one
associated to a requirement,
makes easy to maintain and
adapt the framework

The editor allows to update
the models according new
requirements.

Modularity The framework has been
developed following
Model-View-Controller
paradigm

Decoupling with messages,
separating front-end from
business logic

Finally considering the additional attributes included in quality model, the
monitoring component of the framework, lets to log, trace and store activities
execution according to specific rules defined in collaboration with ISTI admin-
istrative staff. The purpose is to improve costs management and predictions;
establish a better distribution of ISTI budget and possibly establish specific
(accommodation/transportation) conventions. In addition monitoring compo-
nent include the possibility to defined customizable rules and store the relative
data so to improve user defined statistical analysis. This guarantees a satisfied
level of the enhancement quality attribute implementation.

In the rest of this section graphs representing some of statistical analysis
considered in the current prototype version are briefly presented. Because the
framework is still under development and refinement, the data of the used in
the table has been manually derived from the ISTI hard copy documentations.
As soon as the framework will be adopted inside ISTI, the data analysis will be
completely automated and the considered table immediately available. In this
paper for confidentiality reasons the information of the various graphs has been
anonymized and represents just example of rules application.

Specifically in Fig. 5a the distribution of cost per travel is reported consider-
ing a period of three years of a young researcher. As in the graph the expenditure
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Fig. 5. Statistical analysis

items that impact more on the overall travel costs are transportations (especially
plane) and accommodations. This confirms that a considerable cost reduction
could be reached by establishing specific conventions with main airlines and hotel
chains.

In Fig. 5b report the average of cost per day and per nation of the ISTI
personnel considering travels done in European countries. The data has been
collected considering different categories of ISTI employees over a period of three
years. As in the table France is the country having the highest frequency while
Belgium has the highest cost per day. This data could be exploited again for
establish conventions at least with these two countries but also for faithful travel
costs planning and for a better schedule the overall travel budget inside for
instance project proposals.

7 Related Work

Information technology (IT) has the potential to improve information manage-
ment and the quality of governmental services. However to take full advantages
of IT requires organizations to understand and to overcome several challenges.
One of the major challenges is to develop credible business processes for enter-
prise information management [20]. Although much attention has been given to
e-government lately, most of the papers, treat e-government from a customer’s
point of view and overlook the benefits it brings to governmental institutions.

The most important inhibitors to an efficient realization of BPM in the public
administration are the redundant efforts in BPM and an intra-organizational
and inter-organizational knowledge deficits because of poor exchange and lack
of networking. Based on these findings, they encourage the collaborative creation
of a process database that enables the sharing and reuse of process knowledge
and process models. [21] presents a platform for reference models exclusively for
municipal administrations [22].

Falck in [23] describes the initiation of a virtual community on BPM in the
Berlin administration. According to her, the largest obstacles when developing
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BPM in the administration are a lack of knowledge off the staff about their
administrative processes and the weakly pronounced culture of information dis-
semination. In this way one of the goal in our research was to share the process
model to the stakeholders.

8 Discussion and Conclusion

The introduction of laws/regulations concerning the improvement of automatic
documentations management as well as the necessity of costs reduction provide
new challenges for the enactment and automation of PA business process. In this
paper, considering the travel management process adopted inside the ISTI - CNR
public administration, we proposed an automatic support for the authorization
and refunding of travel expenses, which provides also statistical analysis of travel
data. The implemented framework contributed to cost reductions and improved
the overall travel management process in different aspects: it increased the qual-
ity of the modules necessary for travel authorization and refunding by drastically
reducing the number errors and inconsistencies inside them; it decreased the loss
of documentations because made easier their digital collection; it decreased the
time and effort required by the ISTI administrative staff to check and validate
the different modules and documentations; it provided automatic facility for sta-
tistical analysis of travel data so to better plan the annual budget distribution
and to make easier the stipulation of conventions with travel or accommodation
companies.

The proposed framework evidenced the difficulties in the representation of
the natural language rules listed inside the CNR travel management procedure
into concise, clear and unambiguous models. The crucial point during the models
creation was the definition of the context of the story, useful to properly guide
the tellers. The incremental approach of the storytelling methodology, starting
from a general description to a detailed one, has been the solution adopted.
This allowed all the critical aspects of the stories to be captured and reduced
the possible inconsistencies. Nevertheless, since real contexts can have situations
where several degrees of freedom can be possible, the models should abstract
from not relevant details and aspects, thus a compromise between models and
reality had to be found.

Another difficulty was the identification of set of quality attributes to be
integrated into the developed software. The stories collected during the interview
with ISTI employee and the analysis of the rules and policies of the CNR travel
management procedure only evidences some usability aspects but did not go into
detail with productivity, timeless, and performance of the proposed framework.

The preliminary use of the proposed framework, evidenced the necessity to
integrate specific components for simulating the travel management procedure
execution. This would be an important feature for reducing the training cost
of new personnel, for decreasing the number of errors encountered in filling the
various documents, and helping PA in modify/clarify the most misinterpreted
rules.
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Even if the main target is the finalization of the current implementation of
the COSO framework, we would like also to investigate more in the definition
of the suitable set of rules useful for statistical data analysis and extend the
validation of the proposed framework considering a larger set of employees, so
to collect possible trouble reports or request for improvements.
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